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BATTERY POWERED COMMERCIAL UPRIGHT
®
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CLEAN ANYWHERE ANYTIME
80 plus minute Run time - longest run time of any
battery commercial upright on the market today

LONG LASTING POWERFUL FULL SIZE COMMERCIAL UPRIGHT

Extra large capacity top fill H-10 Hepa Filtration
vacuum bag 5 layer micro filtration
MODEL P109

FEATURES:

Self-adjusting head goes from bare floors to carpet

Easily maneuverable on stairs

Anti-microbial bristles on the Brushroll
Fingertip contoured
ON/OFF switch

Rechargeable 48-Volt
Lithium Ion Battery
with Charger

Easy transport handle

• 80 plus minute run time - longest run time
of any battery commercial upright on the
market today
• Full size motor - with lithium ion battery
power source has circuit board so unit
does not over charge or overheat
• Superior pick up for large and small debris
• Extra large capacity top fill H-10 Hepa
vacuum bag
• SMS lined outer cloth bag
• Ergonomic handle
• Fingertip contoured on/off switch
• 13-inch wide cleaning path
• Self-adjusting head - automatically goes
from carpet to bare floors
• Non-marking wheels and bumper
• Anti-microbial bristles on the brushroll
• Quick change belt system side panel easily comes off for easy
access to motor and brushroll
• Side sweep brushes for perfect edge
cleaning against walls and baseboards
• 8 Amp battery strength - 48 Volt Battery
• Unit includes battery and battery charger
• The only true full size battery commercial
upright on the market today
• Large rear wheels for easy transport
• Patent Pending
• Optional Car Charger - Charge on the
go from job to job

CALL NATIONWIDE TODAY 800-555-4493

COME EXPERIENCE THE MOST POWERFUL, DURABLE, EFFICIENT BATTERY UPRIGHT FROM PERFECT

A Letter Of Welcome To ISSA/INTERCLEAN®
North America From ISSA President
Richard Rones

Dear MSN Readers,
As the outgoing ISSA President, I want to welcome everyone to the live entertainment
capital of the world, also known as Las Vegas. I am also honored to welcome you to this
year’s ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North America convention. Together, we will see the many
opportunities available for our industry’s growth related to our meeting theme, “Uncover
the Future of Facility Solutions.”
As we uncover innovations and new advancements for the cleaning industry, consider
how we can maximize jan/san’s role in the lives and businesses of those we serve. Your
presence at ISSA 2017 demonstrates your dedication to growing and learning, ultimately
benefitting the health of others, as well as working environments around the world. While
Las Vegas itself certainly has a lot to offer, the staff at ISSA has been incredibly busy for
the past year creating what will surely be both a rewarding and memorable trade show experience. Tens of thousands of people who are involved in manufacturing, distributing,
and using products designed to keep our public and private spaces clean and safe will
congregate under one roof for 3 days. It’s the perfect opportunity to network with industry professionals; meet with hundreds of exhibitors showcasing the latest product innovations; gain valuable new knowledge by attending over 60 educational, training, and
certification seminars and workshops; and even be entertained and inspired by keynote
speakers Troy Aikman and comedian Howie Mandel.
I also encourage everyone to stay and attend the show on the final day, Thursday, which
has been coined by ISSA as “ThurStay.” It will be an action packed day that begins with
a State of the Economy panel moderated by Frank Luntz and includes Jim Messina, Carl
Rove and Brian Beaulieu. Following will be several separate industry panel discussions
for BSCs, distributors, residential cleaners, and in-house service providers. And the grand
finale at the close of the show will be the ISSA Innovation Award Ceremony, which will
be presented by our keynote speaker Howie Mandel. Trust me. You will NOT want to miss
ThurStay at the show.
While most of you will recall the popular advertising tag line for the city of Las Vegas
featuring, “What happens in Vegas stays in Vegas,” I hope that you
will actually take home with you some of the valuable educational
and networking experiences you gained, while attending the ISSA
show. It has been a privilege to serve as the president of our industry’s top association and to preside over the 2017 ISSA/INTERCLEAN North America convention. I hope to see many of you in
Las Vegas, and I wish you all a very productive conference.
I look forward to seeing you at the show.

Sincerely yours,
Richard Rones, ISSA President
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Don’t miss
our latest
innovation!

Bring on the crowds
with Tork PeakServe™

TM

Tork PeakServe Continuous Hand Towel System
More towels, less refilling and better restroom flow.
At the 2017 ISSA Show, attendees will get a first look at Tork PeakServe™,
the revolutionary dispensing system designed to better serve high-traffic
restrooms with large crowds.

Visit Tork booth #2359 at the 2017 ISSA Show to learn more.
www.torkusa.com/peakserve/
© 2017 SCA North America LLC. All rights reserved. ®Tork is a registered trademark of SCA North America LLC, or its affiliates.

MSN’s Q&A With Incoming ISSA President Ted Stark III
Ted Stark III, president of Dalco Enterprises, Inc., located in New Brighton, MN, will be introduced as the
new ISSA president during the ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North America 2017 tradeshow and ISSA convention.
The event is scheduled for September 10-14, at the Las Vegas Convention Center, in Las Vegas, NV.
Following is an interview with Maintenance Sales News Magazine, where Stark discussed his background and vision for his upcoming one-year term as ISSA president.

MSN: Please provide your background as it pertains to your
company and the jan/san industry.
Stark: Being part of a family-owned business, I spent the summers during high school
and college working for Dalco in the warehouse and as sales support. After college graduation, I worked in public accounting and earned my CPA. I
came to Dalco full time as controller in 1986. In 1994, I was
promoted to president.

MSN: How long have you been aﬃliated
with ISSA — both from a company perspective and a personal perspective?
Stark: Dalco has been a member of ISSA since 1961. I
started attending ISSA shows in 1987, and have attended every
year but one since then. In 2003, an ISSA board member contacted me about running for the position of district director. I
was elected and served as North Central Director in 20042006. I found my board experience so interesting and educational that I wanted to learn even more about the association. I
decided to run for the Executive Committee. In 2012, I was
elected secretary of the ISSA board of directors. I served in
that role for 2012-2013, and was treasurer in 2014.

MSN: What made you decide to seek the
ISSA president’s post?
Stark: ISSA has been very instrumental in my personal and
professional development, from the educational seminars and
resources ISSA provides, to the networking opportunities, professional contacts and friendships. My decision to seek the president’s post involves multiple factors, but three things stand out. Firstly, I owe much of my career development to
ISSA, so giving back is part of my motivation. Secondly, I have had the good fortune and
pleasure to observe and work with some great ISSA presidents. Several of whom I consider
mentors and friends. Their example and encouragement gave me a desire and confidence to
take on this role. Thirdly, the people. Every year, one third of the ISSA board changes. Over
the six previous ISSA boards on which I have served, I have always been impressed with
the amazing, smart, helpful and caring people who become part of the ISSA board. We are
fortunate to have such great people in our industry and our association. I enjoy working
with this type of group.

MSN: What qualities do you possess that
will make you an eﬀective ISSA president?
Stark: I am a visionary. I look at the “big picture,” and identify opportunities and potential obstacles in achieving our desired mission. I am analytical — a detailed, numbers guy.
I will analyze decisions from multiple viewpoints, and I use metrics and facts in my decision process. And, I am a helper. I care about others, and enjoy watching them succeed.
Think win-win.

MSN: How do you plan to utilize your leadership experience
with your company during your term as ISSA president?
Stark: I practice the skills of being visionary, analytical and a helping leader every day
at Dalco. I facilitate our weekly executive team meeting; and as a business owner, I also
learn and practice listening and patience. I expect that I will draw on all these skills as I prepare for, and lead, our ISSA board and committee meetings.

MSN: What are some of the most prominent challenges
and concerns in the cleaning/maintenance industry
today, and how can these issues be
addressed by the ISSA and its members?
Stark: In addition to what I have mentioned above, other industry challenges are:
n Government regulations — This includes U.S. and international, involving such areas
as product regulations, employment laws, taxes and any other obstacles that affect our members. ISSA will be a news resource, an educator and an advocate for our members;
n Cleaning for health and safety — ISSA offers resources for training, education and pub-
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licity, emphasizing the importance of effective and efficient cleaning for health and safety;
and,
n Industry image — ISSA strives to bring our entire industry together, while promoting
the importance and highlighting the value of the role our members (and their employees)
play in keeping facilities around the world clean, safe and healthy.

MSN: What, from your perspective, is the role of ISSA in the
cleaning/maintenance industry?
Stark: The vision statement of the association is, “ISSA will
be the leading resource for information, education, networking and commercial opportunities, as well as the leading voice
in government and the community for firms within the cleaning industry worldwide.” This is the role that ISSA intends to
perform for our industry.

MSN: What improvements can
be made to ISSA?
Stark: There are a number of objectives. They include:
n In the past year, ISSA has signed nine mergers. This involved five association groups, two international exhibitions,
one publication and one non-profit entity. Most, if not all, of
these organizations will keep their names and individual identities. Blending them with ISSA for the benefit of all members
will now be a big focus. We will continue to look for resources
and benefits that can be provided to each of our member constituencies;
n ISSA has a data analytics program, Distributor Performance Dashboard (DPD), which is an online program that allows members to analyze key performance indicators directly
impacting their business success. Our goal is to increase member participation and continue to enhance data; and,
n Recruiting new talent to our industry is a challenge for many members. ISSA is looking for ways to help members in this area.

MSN: How is the “green” movement impacting
the cleaning/maintenance industry?
Stark: “Green” has been around for quite some time. Cleaning with safe, sustainable
products, with minimal impact to our environment, is vital. The interest and demand for
“green” products and procedures has created much innovation in our industry. Look at the
ISSA Innovation Awards, for example. The business market works. What customers want,
and are willing to pay for, businesses will create.

MSN: Please discuss the importance of
ISSA reacting to ongoing industry changes.
Stark: ISSA’s vision is to be the leading resource and voice of our industry worldwide.
To do this, it is imperative for the association to watch, listen and understand any trends, innovations and regulations that affect our members. Once we have a better understanding of
the challenges, ISSA works to provide members with relevant, timely information and resources, giving them the needed tools to successfully respond to our industry’s shifting environment.

MSN: What plans do you have as
ISSA president for the coming year?
What would you like to see accomplished?
Stark: I want our members, our association and our industry to grow and succeed. We
plan to look for more mergers that will increase our influence globally. We will also curate
and provide information and resources for our members that will help them serve their customers and grow their businesses. We will work to enhance the knowledge, image and professionalism of our industry.

MSN: Is there anything else that
you would like to speak about?
Stark: I am excited to serve as president of ISSA. I am excited to see how our association will expand globally. I am excited to promote the value of our members and our industry in helping make the world cleaner, healthier and safer.
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ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North America 2017
Scheduled For September 10-14 In Las Vegas

K

will showcase their products and services in
an open-air environment. Exhibition hours for
the outdoor area are as follows: 8 a.m. to 5:30
p.m. on Tuesday, September 12; 8 a.m. to
5:30 p.m. on Wednesday, September 13;
and, 8 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. on Thursday, September 14.
A full list of exhibitors is available at www.issa.com/exhibitors.
ISSA members are also invited to greet the new board members when they take
office during the ISSA General Meeting. The event will start at 8:45 a.m. on Tuesday, September 12.

eeping with this year’s theme, ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North America 2017 has
been designed to satisfy attendees who find “Uncovering Excellence” to be of
great importance. The event, scheduled for September 10-14 at the Las Vegas
(NV) Convention Center, is hosted by ISSA and its tradeshow partner, Amsterdam RAI.
Three tradeshow days, which include educational and networking opportunities,
two keynote speakers and several state-of-the-industry panel discussions will highlight this year’s event. ISSA/INTERCLEAN® 2017 will follow a Sunday through
Thursday format. Distributors, manufacturers, building service contractors, facility cleaning professionals and residential cleaners will come together to learn new
skills, and to see the newest industry advancements and innovations on display.
The annual event will include a large exhibition hall, featuring over 700 exhibitors from more than 30 countries. They will be
showcasing thousands of products and services,
and featuring all the innovation the janitorial/sanitary industry has to offer.
This year’s tradeshow exhibition floor will be
open during the following days and times:
n 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. on
Tuesday, September 12;
n 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. on
Wednesday, September 13; and,
n 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. on
Thursday, September 14.
The tradeshow will also feature an outdoor exhibit area, where more than a dozen exhibitors
12 — Maintenance Sales News — September/October 2017

Education & Guest Speakers

T

his year’s ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North
America will feature four days of all-new
educational sessions, beginning Monday,
September 11. There will also be two keynote
speakers who will appear at the ISSA Keynote
Stage at the Las Vegas Convention Center.
The first keynote address, titled “A Winning
Playbook,” will be given by professional football
Hall of Fame inductee and Super Bowl champion
Troy Aikman, from 9 to 10 a.m., on Wednesday,
September 13.
Aikman spent his entire 12-year pro football career as the quarterback for the Dallas Cowboys.
Entering the league as the first-overall pick of the

1989 NFL draft, he enjoyed legendary success, setting 45 franchise passing records
and leading his team to six divisional titles, four conference championship games,
and three Super Bowls — a feat matched by only three quarterbacks besides Aikman in the history of the NFL. Aikman was inducted into the Pro Football Hall of
Fame in 2006; and his work as a five-time Super Bowl broadcaster earned him an
Emmy nomination.
The second keynote speaker is TV personality and talk-show host, Howie Mandel, whose address titled, “Coming Clean,” will close out ISSA/INTERCLEAN
North America 2017 on Thursday, September 14, from 2:30 to 3:30 p.m.

Canadian-born TV personality Mandel has amassed a prolific career lasting more
than 30 years. While many know him from his current stint as a judge on the TV
show “America’s Got Talent,” and his role as former host of the game show “Deal
or No Deal,” he also participated in a variety of other shows. One such role was
Mandel’s Emmy-nominated, animated show, “Bobby’s World,” which drew from
his real-life experiences, aired for eight seasons, and still is syndicated in 65 countries weekly. His memoir, “Here the Deal: Don’t Touch Me,” that covers a variety
of topics and personal issues — including his self-proclaimed germophobia —
was a New York Times bestseller.
Following Mandel’s address,
six individuals will receive a
“golden ticket” for a “Dallas
(TX) Experience.” Prizes include tickets to a Dallas Cowboys’ regular season football
game, a shopping trip to
Neiman Marcus and a trip to
Wild Bill’s for cowboy hats
and boots. This “experience”
corresponds with ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North America
2018, which takes place in
Dallas on Oct. 29-Nov. 1,
2018.

ISSA Introduces
‘Thurstay’

A

Visit Us At ISSA Booth #2330
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long with Howie Mandel’s keynote address,
ISSA/INTERCLEAN’s new programming
schedule for Thursday, September 14, titled “Thurstay,”
will include several events designed to keep attendees busy
during the final day of this
year’s convention. This includes a number of high-profile panel discussions. They
are:
n State-of-the-Economy
Panel, from 9 to 10 a.m.;
n
State-of-the-Industry
Panel, Building Service Contractors, from 10:30 to 11:15
a.m.;
n
State-of-the-Industry
Panel, Distributors, from
11:30 a.m. to 12:15 p.m.;
n
State-of-the-Industry
Panel, Residential Cleaners,
from 12:30 to 1:15 p.m.; and,
n
State-of-the-Industry
Panel, In-House Service
Providers, from 1:25 to 2 p.m.
All panel discussions will
take place at the ISSA Education Theater on the tradeshow
floor.
ISSA has announced its panelists for the State-of-theEconomy discussion. They are
economist Brian Beaulieu and
political guests Jim Messina
and Karl Rove. The moderator
will be news analyst Frank
Luntz.
Meanwhile, speakers for the
Distributor’s State-of-the-In-

Your Complete System
RedDot Brands is a single-source solution for PROPRIETARY
custom dispensers, skin care, air care, and paper products
- Enhanced branding for you
and your customers
- Select custom configurations
that ship in 1 week
- A wide range of upgrades,
including vinyl wraps, decals,
and water transfers
- Integrated audio/video
LCD screens
- Certified paper and hand
soap options
- Private labeling for dispensers
and consumables available

Visit us at ISSA
Booth #2686
Custom Dispensing Systems and Supplies

reddotbrands.com

O844.788.9564

Distributor Inquiries Welcome!

Your Brand.
Your Customer.
Your Way.®

dustry Panel Discussion will be Jim Chittom Jr., president, Roman Chemical Corporation; Meredith Reuben, CEO, EBP Supply Solutions; and Travis Brady,
president & CEO, Brady Industries.
Also taking place on Thursday, from 2 to 2:20 p.m., at the ISSA Innovation
Showcase booth 709, will be the ISSA Innovation Awards Ceremony & Reception. Attendees can view innovative products and services during exhibition hours
at the Innovation Showcase booth, and then attend the Awards Ceremony & Reception. At this event, they will learn the winners of the ISSA Innovation Visitors’
Choice awards and the winner of the ISSA Innovation of the Year Award, which is
selected by a panel of judges.
Visit www.issa.com/show to learn more about voting for the Visitors’ Choice
awards. Voting will be open through September 8.
Co-Location Partners: The ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North America 2017 colocation partners and events in Las Vegas will be: EPIC 2017, which is presented
by the TriMega Purchasing Association and Independent Stationers office products dealer groups; the Building Service Contractors Association International

(BSCAI) Annual Convention; the Cleaning Equipment Trade Association (CETA)
Annual Convention; and the IEHA Annual Convention. Multiple distributor marketing groups also will return to host member events during the week.
Visit www.issa.com/show and www.issa.com/app to learn more about registration information, events, exhibitors and other activities taking place during the
week.

New 2018 Board Members

T

he following individuals have been elected to serve on the 2018 ISSA board
of directors, which will be led by incoming ISSA President Ted Stark
III, of Dalco Enterprises, Inc.
This includes:
• Vice President/President Elect: Paul Goldin, Avmor Ltd.;
• Executive Officer: Jim Chittom Jr., Roman Chemical Corp.;
• Manufacturer Director: Tom Friedl, Hospeco;
• Distributor Director: Paul Barrett, North
American Corp.; and,
• BSC Director: Matt Vonachen, Vonachen
Services, Inc.
The elections for open positions on the 2018
ISSA board of directors closed July 20, 2017.

Returning Board Members

Are you fuzzy about which brands
you should sell?
The clear vision for your future is

Why is it so important to BYOB?
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0DNH\RXUFRPSDQ\VWDQGRXWIURPRWKHUVWKDWMXVWXVHUHGLVWULEXWLRQ
8QLTXHSURGXFWVGHVLJQHGWRJHW\RXLQWRPRUHGRRUV

The Bullen BYOB Competitive Advantage
7KRXVDQGVRIVWRFNIRUPXODWLRQVDQGSDFNDJLQJRSWLRQV
5HSURGXFHSRSXODUQDWLRQDOEUDQGIRUPXODV
&UHDWHFXVWRPIRUPXODWLRQVWKDWVROYHFOHDQLQJSUREOHPVZKLOHHDUQLQJKXJHSUR¿WV

For more information visit us at bullenonline.com/byob
or our Bullen booth #2537 at the 2017 ISSA show
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DUHUHJLVWHUHGWUDGHPDUNVRIWKRVH
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In addition to Stark, returning from the 2017
board to serve in the following positions on the
2018 board are:
• Past President/International Director:
Richard L. Rones, Americo Manufacturing Co.,
Inc.;
• Secretary: Mark J. Bevington, NSS Enterprises, Inc.;
• Treasurer: Taylor M. Bruce Jr., IH Services Inc.;
• Latin America Council Chair: Mauricio
Chico Cañedo, Distribuidora Lava Tap, S.A. de
C.V.;
• Europe Council Chair: Michel deBruin,
Greenspeed BV;
• Distributor Director: Daniel Josephs,
Spruce Industries, Inc.;
• Wholesaler Director: Harry A. Dochelli
III, Essendant;
• Manufacturer Directors: Michael C.
Dunn, Georgia-Pacific Professional; and, Terry
Neal, Impact Products LLC;
• Director Canada: Peter Farrell, CitronHygiene; and,
• Manufacturer Representatives’ Director:
John K. Riches, Riches Associates Ltd.

Outgoing Board Members
The following individuals complete their service on the board in 2017: David E. Sikes, Sikes
Paper Co.; Ken Bodie, Kelsan, Inc.; Roman
Chmiel, Scrub Inc.; Nick Spallone, Tahoe Supply Co.; and, Mark Jackmore, Rubbermaid
Commercial Products, Inc.
All ISSA members are invited to personally
greet the new and returning board representatives when the 2018 board officially takes office
at the ISSA General Meeting. The event is scheduled for 8:45 to 9:45 a.m. on Tuesday, September
12, in Room N101, at the Las Vegas Convention
Center.

Craft Blenders of Specialty Cleaning Products
The Bullen Companies, P.O. Box 37 Folcroft, Pa 19032
800-444-8900 • 610-534-8900 • Fax 610-534-8912 • www.bullenonline.com
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Visit MSN At
ISSA Booth #2895

Meet your new MVP. 30 years ago, Morcon rolled out the Morsoft™ product line as a budget-friendly alternative to the more
expensive tissue brands on the market. Morsoft may have a new look and an expanded product line; but, at its core, it’s a brand
trusted for consistent quality, reliable service and great value. We’d love the opportunity to partner with you for the next 30 years.
Call 518- 677-8511, or visit

today to l earn more.

ISSA/INTERCLEAN® 2017 SCHEDULE
SUNDAY, SEPTEMBER 10
8 a.m.-5 p.m. — Exhibitor Registration
12:30 p.m. — ISSA Golf Tournament, benefiting
the ISSA Foundation, City of Hope, and Cleaning for a Reason
3-5 p.m. — Spreading Cheer: Annual Give Back Event,
with ISSA Young Executive Society and NEXT Committee
6-7 p.m. — First-Time Attendee Orientation,
sponsored by ARCSI, a division of ISSA
7:30-10:30 p.m. — Welcome Networking Reception

MONDAY, SEPTEMBER 11
7:30 a.m.-5:30 p.m. — Exhibitor and Attendee Registration
8:30 a.m.-5 p.m. — ISSA Convention Seminars
8:30-9:30 a.m. — ARCSI Featured Speaker
11:45 a.m.-12:45 p.m. — ISSA Lunch & Learn
7:30-10:30 p.m. — Evening Roundtables

TUESDAY, SEPTEMBER 12
8 a.m.-5:30 p.m. — Exhibitor and Attendee Registration
8 a.m.-5:30 p.m. — OUTDOOR EXHIBITS HOURS
8:30-9:30 a.m. — New Attendee Orientation
8:45-9:45 a.m. — ISSA General Meeting
9:30-10:30 a.m. — Welcome to ISSA/INTERCLEAN
and Tradeshow Floor Tour
10 a.m.-5:30 p.m. — EXHIBIT HALL HOURS

11 a.m.-Noon — New Attendee Orientation in Spanish
(includes Tradeshow Floor Tour)
11 a.m.-5:30 p.m. — ISSA Convention Seminars on the Tradeshow Floor

WEDNESDAY, SEPTEMBER 13
8-5:30 p.m. — Exhibitor and Attendee Registration
8 a.m.-5:30 p.m. — OUTDOOR EXHIBIT HOURS
9-10 a.m. — ISSA Keynote Address: Troy Aikman
10 a.m.-5:30 p.m. — EXHIBIT HALL HOURS
10-11 a.m. — EPIC Welcome to ISSA/INTERCLEAN
and Tradeshow Floor Tour
11 a.m.-5:30 p.m. — ISSA Convention Seminars on the Tradeshow Floor
4:30-5:30 p.m. — EMEA International Reception

THURSDAY, SEPTEMBER 14
8 a.m.-2:30 p.m — Exhibitor and Attendee Registration
8 a.m.-2:30 p.m. — OUTDOOR EXHIBIT HOURS
9-10 a.m. — State-of-the-Economy Panel Discussion
10 a.m.-2:30 p.m. — EXHIBIT HALL HOURS
10:30-11:15 a.m — State-of-the-Industry Panel - Building Service Contractors
11:30 a.m.-12:15 p.m. — State-of-the-Industry Panel - Distributors
12:30-1:15 p.m. — State-of-the-Industry Panel - Residential Cleaners
1:25-2 p.m. — State-of-the-Industry Panel - In-House Service Providers
2-2:20 p.m. — ISSA Innovation Awards Ceremony and Reception
2:30-3:30 p.m. — ISSA Keynote Address: Howie Mandel
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S

peaking to an audience of cleaning industry professionals, including both those who do
the actual cleaning and those who distribute janitorial/sanitary supplies, Jim Pancero,
of Jim Pancero, Inc., located in Dallas, TX, outlined ways to connect and sell to millennials.
This presentation was a follow-up of one that he had previously given on how to attract the
best millennials to a sales team, which was reported on in the September 2016 online eNews
issue of Maintenance Sales News.
Pancero founded his advanced sales training and consulting company in 1982, and has
been involved in business-to-business selling for more than 40 years.
Pancero outlined the generations present in the United States:
n Over 90 years old: The Greatest Generation (born before 1925);
n From 71 to 90: The Silent Generation (1923 to 1944);
n From 51 to 70: Baby Boomer Generation (1945 to 1964);
n From 38 to 50: Generation X (1965 to 1977);
n From 16 to 37: Generation Y/Millennials (1978 to 2000); and,
n Under 15: Generation Z (2000 to 2015).

“There is a reality happening in business today. We are going through a generational shift
in our society,” Pancero said. “The reality is the largest generational workforce currently employed today is the millennials.”
Pancero said of the three generations in today’s workforce — baby boomers, Gen Xers
and millennials — baby boomers are the smallest demographic. However, baby boomers
tend to be in positions of power.
“My guess is the majority of your customers are still baby boomers or the more senior Gen
Xers, who act like baby boomers,” Pancero told the audience.
While that may be true at the moment, the generational shift is well underway, Pancero said.
“The big deal in distribution and equipment sales today is the likelihood that companies
are losing their strongest sales people, who are boomers, to health issues or retirement,”
Pancero said. “The aging boomers are now being replaced with millennials.”
The influx of millennials into the workplace comes with a unique set of challenges, as they
have a different set of motivations than their older counterparts — “All valid, healthy and positive,” Pancero said. “That change is as profound as when the baby boomers entered the marketplace 40 years ago.
“There are differences in the philosophies that help best define the generational differences. If we understand the motivations of the different generations, we can then understand,
both how do we manage them as employees, and how do we reach and motivate them to
want to buy from us as customers.”
The Games We Played
Offer Generational Insights

U

Visit Us At ISSA Booth #3723
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nderstanding the childhood games
baby boomers and millennials
played, and the way they played
them, offers insights into the differences
in the philosophies and motivations of the
two groups, as outlined by Pancero.
“What games did you play when you
were 10 to 14?” Pancero asked. “If you
are a baby boomer, it was all independent
play. If somebody in the neighborhood
had a bat and somebody had a ball, you
had a game. It was all pickup games. Your
parents had no idea where you were until
the streetlights came on.”
Furthermore, Pancero said, as a part of
this “independent” play, boomers would
line up and the two most dominant players picked sides. This daily ritual, in many
ways, also determined the neighborhood’s
pecking order.
“You knew exactly where you were in
the hierarchy of the neighborhood, because you were reminded everyday when
you played who was better and who was
the worst, based on how you were picked.
“Boomers spent a third of their time
picking sides, a third playing the game and
a third of their time fighting over whether
the ball was in or out, because there were
no rules and there were no umpires.”

ddisystem
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As a result of their childhood playing habits, when baby boomers joined the workforce,
they wanted to be left alone to do their jobs their own way, without being ranked, as they were
every day on the playground, Pancero said.
In contrast, the environment surrounding play was much different for 10- to 14-year-old
millennials.
“If you look at millennials, all the sports they played were team sports, with uniforms,
with a coach and with rules,” Pancero said. “They actually attended practice to become better at playing. Boomers never practiced, they just played.”

Because of the millennials play culture, Pancero said, whenever they join a sales team,
their first questions are, “What do I do? Where is my coach? What works?” Followed by,
“Show me how to do the job.”
Another generational milestone in understanding the contrast between baby boomers and
millennials is when cell phones entered into the lives of each generation.
Pancero explained: “Cell phones came into baby boomers’ lives after they had already established all their communication channels. They had graduated from school and were in
business when cell phones came about. Cell phones didn’t change their communications
structure, they just made it more efficient.
“If we look at millennials, those under
35 years old, they were born about the
time cell phones came out. Therefore,
most millennials don’t know life without
a cell phone.”
Because millennials grew up with a
“team” philosophy, and because the technology is available to them, they tend to
constantly communicate with their
friends.
“How many of you have had an urge to
take a picture of your food? Why is that
important?” Pancero asked the audience.
“I look at Facebook listings and everybody is talking, but nobody is saying anything. People say things like, ‘It is raining
here, hope you are having a better day,’
with a little smiley face attached. It took
me awhile to realize this is the difference
in the cultures.”
Indeed, Pancero said his millennial
daughter has four friends she texts every
morning.
“They talk everyday, but they say nothing,” Pancero said. “As a boomer, I’m
thinking, ‘Why aren’t they saying something?’ But, that’s not the goal. The goal is
that team communication.”
While millennials have a penchant for
“immediate” connections, via text messages, etc., baby boomers tend to be more
deliberate in their communication habits.
“With baby boomers, it’s the philosophy of ‘effective communication’ — if I
have something to say, I’m going to wait
until I have time to say it,” Pancero said.
“How many of you have a good friend
you are waiting to talk to because you
haven’t had the time? You know when
you get him/her on the phone it is going to
be an hour of conversation. You are waiting for that to happen. That’s not what
millennials do, they text immediately.”
Establishing A Selling Process
A Critical Step

T

he first critical element in selling
in today’s multi-generational marketplace Pancero discussed is establishing an effective selling process, as
well as understanding the contrast between boomers’ and millennials’ attitudes
in following a process.
“How much control do you have over
your selling process? What do you do
from the time you identify a new opportunity to the time you close on a sale? Do
you have a multiple-step process defined?” Pancero asked. “The reality is,
most sales reps only think one move
ahead.
“If you and I are playing chess, and I’m
thinking one move ahead and you’re
thinking two moves, how many games are
you going to win? The answer is all of

Visit Us At ISSA Booth #3471
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“Jan/San Is Our Bread & Butter”
By Rick Mullen, Maintenance Sales News Associate Editor

Paul A. Tilden Jr.

Maryellen Tilden

Aimee Deiotte

Family-owned and operated janitorial/sanitary distributor
Tilden Enterprises, of Porter, IN, calls itself a company that is

“big enough to do the job and small enough to care.”

Integrity, honesty and treating customers right are underlying principles of everything the company does, whether it is in sales, making deliveries or customer service.
Maintenance Sales News recently interviewed Tilden Enterprises President/owner Paul A. Tilden Jr.
and his wife, Account Manager Maryellen Tilden, at the company’s facility in Porter.
“People want, not just products and service, they also want to know that we can deliver, solve problems
and answer questions,” said Paul Tilden. “A lot of our business involves conducting an audit of a customer’s
facility. We seek to find ways to save a client money, or to make a company more ‘green,’ or to offer better
quality products — whatever the need.”
Tilden reported that sales are on the rise.
“We had a couple of years where we were a little bit slow, when some of the big boxes made pushes in
our market, but right now we are doing pretty good,” Paul Tilden said. “Jan/san is our bread and butter.
About 92 percent of our business goes out the backdoor in deliveries. We also have a nice storefront where
people can come in and get what they need.”
Tilden Enterprises’ wide variety of product offerings come under such categories as toilet paper; paper
hand towels; facial tissue; paper wipers; dispensers; cloth rags; cleaning products; disinfectant cleaners and
sprays; glass, metal and wood cleaners; specialty facility cleaners; floor care, floor machines and pads;
mops, brooms, brushes and accessories.
Other categories offered include food service; food wraps and bags; dishwashing and laundry; trash liners, bags and receptacles; skin care; safety items; mats, deicers and swimming pool products.
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The Tilden Enterprises facility’s storefront/showroom offers jan/san products
and party supplies for walk-in customers.
“We have picked up a lot of traffic since we built our new building about 18
months ago,” Maryellen Tilden said. “We are trying to be a small warehouse club
in back, and a local warehouse club in front.”
Paul Tilden added: “We started with jan/san items in front, and we later added
party supplies. We also sell swimming pool chemical supplies and parts during the
summer. In the wintertime, we augment our product offering with ice melting compounds. Our summers and winters are really busy and tough, but our autumns and
springs are a little lighter.”
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Tilden Enterprises’ customer base includes schools, government facilities, doctor and dentist offices, industry and more. “We pretty much will sell to anyone,”
Paul Tilden said.
Taking A Proactive Approach To Solving Problems

T

ilden Enterprises original name was Colley & Colley, after having been
founded in 1957 by two brothers. In 1963, the Tilden family became involved when Paul Tilden’s uncle, Bud Tilden, bought out one of the brothers. At that time, the company became Colley & Tilden Enterprises.
“The company’s primary business then was taking care of filling stations, providing oil dry,
blue towels, concrete wash and
brooms, that sort of thing,” Paul
Tilden said.
Located in the upper northwestern part of Indiana just east
of the greater Chicago area,
which includes Gary, IN, and
East Chicago, IN, it wasn’t long
before the distributorship evolved into servicing industry
around the steel mills, schools
and other entities.
In 1981, Bud Tilden sold out to
Jim Tilden, his brother, Paul
“Pat” Tilden Sr., Paul Tilden’s father, who died 15 years ago, and
a third partner, Floyd Cochran.
After Paul “Pat” Tilden Sr. became ill, Paul Tilden considered
Cochran his most important mentor. In 2000, Paul Tilden purchased the company.
Maryellen Tilden said her husband likes to solve problems and
works tirelessly to take a proactive approach to serving customers, as the owner and one of
the two salespeople at the company. Paul Tilden’s penchant for
hard work and problem solving
began at a young age.
“I grew up in the business. As
far back as I can remember, we
would come and push a broom,
or move inventory around,” Paul
Tilden said. “We used to buy a lot
of oil dry. It would come in boxcars. It would come in, not on
pallets or anything, just loose.
There were 52 tons of oil dry per
load, and we would have a weekend to get it unloaded. It was a lot
of work, but I was with my
cousins and friends. We didn’t really look at it as going to work.
We were just having a good
time.”
In spending a lot of time working at Tilden Enterprises in his
youth, and having learned the
business, Paul Tilden was ready
to join the business after attending college at Valparaiso University, in nearby Valparaiso, IN.
“It made sense to start working
for the company once I got out of
college, and, about eight or nine
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“We just say, make the customer happy.”

years later, it made sense to buy the company,” he said.
Today, because of its reputation for service and quality products, much of
Tilden Enterprises’ new business comes by word of mouth, the Tildens said.
“Once we get into a facility, what keeps us there for 20 years is we try to
develop a true relationship with the customer,” Paul Tilden said. “I want to know
what is working for that company.
“I want to talk to more people than just the guy holding the purse strings. I

— Paul Tilden Jr., president/owner

want to know what the custodian likes or dislikes. I want to make sure the people on the assembly line are doing well. Do they need anti-fatigue mats? If that
is a need, the managers need to know there is such a thing available.
“When a company allows us to conduct an audit, listening to what they
have to say, and then offering
suggestions really helps seal the
deal. They understand we are
there to help. That is something
in which we all pride ourselves.”
Taking a proactive approach to
solving problems is a constant at
Tilden Enterprises. As a hands-on
owner, Paul Tilden goes on-site to
solve an issue many times, such as
when he recently helped a school
clean tough stains on the grout in a
girl’s bathroom.
“For example, in being proactive,
if we read something in a newspaper, such as a school is having
budget concerns, or the state has
cut funding, things like that, we
FLAT MOPPING
will call the procurement people
and say, ‘We heard you are having
some problems.’ We might say,
‘Maybe we should come in and
look at our products to see what we
can do,’” Maryellen Tilden said.
“It is hard for a business such as
ours to suggest a cheaper product, but our customers appreciate
that kind of service.”
Paul Tilden added: “In this case,
the school was using a particular
paper towel, and I knew there were
towels available that would save
this customer money. So, I proactively went there and said, ‘You’re
using my products now, but because I know budgets are tight, I
have something that can save you
some money.’ They really appreciated that consideration.”
In the ongoing process of building relationships, there often comes
a time when a bond of trust between a distributor and a customer
is established. One of the best compliments Tilden Enterprises receives is when a customer trusts it
to perform automatic inventory,
Paul Tilden said.
“For many customers, when we
gain their trust, they allow us to
conduct automatic inventory. That
means we can walk into a facility,
write up an order and deliver it the
next day,” Paul Tilden said. “We rotate inventory and face everything,
making sure the customer is good
to go.”
Having Tilden Enterprises manage their inventory means one less
headache for customers. However,
some customers do not want that
type of service.
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customer. If I can’t solve it, I will bring a chemist in and we will try to figure something out.
“We try to win customers over and treat them right, and then hope we can take
the next step with them.
“Our service is top-notch. If there is a problem that needs to be fixed immediately, we will take care of that problem. We are quick to solve problems, because
there are not several layers of management at Tilden Enterprises a customer must
navigate to get his/her needs met. We just say, make the customer happy.”
Maryellen Tilden added: “Honesty and integrity are always important in a
small business. We want the respect of our community.”
“If I go to a local baseball or soccer game, I don’t ever want to be tempted
to hide from a customer who might also be at the game,” Paul Tilden said. “I
want to walk up and say, ‘How
are you doing?’ I don’t ever
want to get to the point where I
might turn away from a customer because I feel guilty
about not treating him/her right.
If a person gets to the point of
having to hide from a customer,
he/she is not doing a good job.”
Competing With
Non-traditional Players
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“Some customers just want what they want for the best price with prompt delivery,” Paul Tilden said. “But a lot of customers, once they have faith in us, know
they can let that portion of their operations go.
“We have pre-established levels. For example, a customer might say, ‘Please
don’t give me more than five or fewer than two’ of a particular product. It usually
takes some time to get to that confidence level. The customers who do it, love it,
because they can concentrate on other aspects of their businesses.”
One area in which Paul Tilden is very knowledgeable is selecting the right cleaning chemical with the correct pH level to do a job.
“I like playing with the pH scale if there is something there a client can’t check,”
he said. “Maybe they are too high on the pH and they need to go lower. I like to
know that when I leave, I have bettered that relationship and have educated the
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ne of the trends in recent years in the distribution channel is the
influx of large retailers, also
known as the “big boxes,” along
with e-commerce businesses,
branching out into selling
jan/san supplies to supplement
their traditional offerings.
As was mentioned before,
when the big boxes first made a
push in Tilden’s Enterprises’
market, the distributor’s sales
dipped somewhat. Now that the
company’s sales are again on
the upswing, Paul and Maryellen Tilden outlined some advantages traditional distributors
have over the larger retailers.
One of the pitfalls in competing against the big boxes is
when distributors fall into the
trap of selling strictly on price.
Some owners call it “the race
to zero.”
“When competing against the
big boxes, it can’t be about
price,” Paul Tilden said. “The
big boxes can sell a customer a
quality product. Furthermore,
for the most part, they can also
ship items quickly. However, if
there are problems, they are not
going to be able to help. We can
solve problems and our prices
are close enough to be advantageous to customers.”
Another area in which traditional jan/san distributors have
an advantage, Paul Tilden said,
has to do with communication.
“Another problem with the
bigger companies we compete
with is that if there is a problem
and a person contacts a supervi-

sor or the regional rep, he/she may be told, ‘I’ll get back to you in a week.’ In contrast, at Tilden Enterprises, we are small enough that we can turn on a dime to take
care of a customer’s needs.”
Paul Tilden gave examples of how Tilden Enterprises offers value-added service that the larger retailers cannot, or will not.
“On the pool supply side of our business, we sell chlorine shock. For maximum effectiveness, chlorine shock must contain at least 12.5 percent sodium
hypochlorite,” Paul Tilden said. “Also, the strength level of the shock dissipates
over time as it is exposed to heat, sunlight, etc. When we get our supply, it is

fresh and we have a rating on it — usually over 15 percent.”
“Big box stores typically have truckloads of chlorine shock stored in regional
warehouses, where it may sit for two or three months before being delivered to
individual customers. Once delivered to a business, it may sit for another month
or two. By the time that product is sold, there is a possibility it is not going to be
at 12.5 percent sodium hypochlorite. Over time, the quality and strength goes
down. So, we try to make sure the shock is fresh. We don’t buy huge amounts.
Furthermore, some of the chlorine shock coming from big box stores is as low as
10 percent sodium hypochlorite.”
Shock treatment is the addition of
an oxidizing compound or a mixture
of oxidizing compounds to water to
destroy chloramines and other undesirable compounds.
Another advantage that customers
have in developing a relationship
with Tilden Enterprises has to do
with time, expenses, and the weather,
especially in the region of Indiana
where Porter is located.
“We try to explain to people there
are better uses of their time and
money than going to a big box to buy
supplies,” Maryellen Tilden said.
How does the weather become a
factor? Tilden Enterprises’ location
of just a few miles southeast of Lake
Michigan puts it in Indiana’s lake-effect snow zone.
Lake-effect snow is produced
when a cold air mass moves across
long expanses of warmer lake water.
This warms the lower layer of air,
which picks up water vapor from the
lake. The water vapor rises up
through the colder air above, freezes,
hydroxyl generator is that they are safe to use
and is deposited on the downwind
in occupied areas for deodorization purposes.
shores as snow.
“We are in the ‘misery zone,’”
Paul Tilden said. “Chicago can have
2 inches of snow, while, at the same
time, we get 26 inches.”
Paul Tilden gave an example of
how these factors — time, cost and
the weather — make traveling back
and forth to pick up items from a big
box store a disadvantage.
“If a company sends an employee
to
a big box store in January to get
Activator 500
HG 1500 Hydroxyl
Tornado Ozone Generator
some toilet paper, some kitchen towels, trash liner, etc., he or she might
be gone for three or more hours,”
Paul Tilden said. “That employee is
being paid for the time he/she is takOur entire line of ozone and hydroxyl deodorizers are designed, engineered and
ing to travel back and forth to the big
assembled in the USA
box store. This is time that person
With over 30 years combined experience in ozone and hydroxyl technology, we are
could be doing something else.
“Furthermore, there is the possiproud to have become the most recognized and trusted brands in our industry.
bility that employee could be in an
accident, which would be a workman’s comp issue.”
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The alternative, Paul Tilden said,
The Ozone Experts
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Tilden Enterprises, deliver products,
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put them on the shelf, rotate inventory, etc.
“When we have an opportunity to
talk to people about this subject, it
usually makes sense to them,” Paul
Tilden said. “A company might think
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it is saving a buck or two on something, but it may not be saving any money.”
Tilden told about losing an important customer who joined a popular membership-only retail warehouse club.
“The company said it bought a membership and was going to save money,”
Paul Tilden said. “I made sure I maintained a good relationship with the customer. I said, “If there are problems, let me know.’
“In three months, we got all that business back. The company was paying people X amount of money to pick up products at the retail warehouse club. Its employees were gone two or three hours during a January snowstorm, and returned
with product in a pickup truck that was full of snow. The trip cost the company
more than it saved.”
In addition to the influx of non-traditional players in the jan/san arena, another trend that has to do with marketing and advertising is bothersome to the
Tildens.
In recent years, there has been a movement by retailers to gather data about
shoppers’ behavior by using video surveillance and signals from their cell
phones.
Indeed, according to www.nytimes.com, a prominent New York City retailer
tried such a program and dropped it after customers expressed privacy concerns.
“I’m not quite sure what to make of cell phone automatic response,” Tilden
said. “For example, a person walking past some of the big players’ businesses,
might be alerted on his/her cell phone that the retailer is offering 10 percent off
on product X and Y.

“This is something that is a little worrisome. The privacy concerns are too
much for me, and if they are too much for me, they are probably too much for
a lot of people.”
Paul Tilden said this type of customer tracking technology is not something
Tilden Enterprises is interested in implementing.
Millennials Are Having A Positive Impact

T

he Tildens’ son, Patrick, is a student at Xavier University in Cincinnati,
OH. When he is not in school, he works at Tilden Enterprises helping to
manage the warehouse and loading and unloading vehicles. He is one
example of a millennial at Tilden Enterprises who is making a positive impact
on the company.
Paul Tilden said his younger employees tend to want to be more independent
and are savvy in the use of technology to get the job done, which is a good thing.
One example is the way the millennials on staff handle deliveries. In the past,
Paul Tilden said, in figuring out delivery routes, a lot of time was spent on explaining to drivers a customer’s location and how to get there.
“We used to have to spend a lot of time explaining, giving directions, that sort
of thing. Now, everyone is independent — they MapQuest the directions and
just jump up and go,” Paul Tilden said. “That’s one thing I don’t have to worry
about. We have confidence that they are going to find the locations in an efficient manner.
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“Most of the time, one delivery driver will go west, one will go east and one will
go south. The warehouse people pull orders at night. In the morning, drivers come
in to see if there are any changes or addendums to orders. They load up and, after
a short meeting, they are off.
“I am constantly reminding drivers to notice their surroundings when making deliveries. We want them to notice if a customer’s employees are saying a
particular product isn’t working, or if they are saying, ‘I wish I had a way to
solve this dilemma.’
“If a driver is unable to offer something to solve a customer’s problem, he/she
is trained to take detailed notes and bring them back so we can solve the problem
right away.
“Drivers are our ambassadors, and a lot of times they can solve potential
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problems right away, which makes the customers really happy. Most delivery
people become really good friends with customers.”
“They are very ‘informational eager.’ They want to research things for themselves,” Maryellen Tilden said.
Often the younger delivery people will take the initiative and help customers
with problems that may arise, Paul Tilden said.
“Instead of checking with (Paul Tilden), a lot of times they will research and
get the answer themselves,” Maryellen Tilden said.
“We pride ourselves in being flexible,” Paul Tilden said. “With millennials there
are a lot of positives. Just like everybody else, it takes a while to get to where the
boss wants you to be. That’s just normal. But there is a different perspective in
managing the younger generation.”
One challenge, however, in dealing with
millennials who are in charge of buying for
a company, is their penchant for not wanting to interact with salespeople in the traditional manner.
“Paul (Tilden) prides himself in creating
personal relationships,” Maryellen Tilden
said. “A lot of times the younger generation
will say, ‘Let’s do this quick. Give me the
information and I will look it up on my own
time. See you later.’ Paul (Tilden) tries to
figure out a way to say, ‘Give me a couple
of minutes, let’s talk this through.’ The millennials tend to say, ‘I got your information
and now I’m going to check you out.”
“I sometimes get frustrated because I feel
like if I had just five more minutes, I could
save them more money and they would
have a better product. But, if you can get
past that, and develop relationships with
millennial buyers, then it is better than ever.
That is one of the challenges I have.”
Another factor concerning millennials that
the Tildens have had to get used to is the
younger generation tends to change jobs
more often than baby boomers and generation Xers.
“I have struggled a little with some of the
younger people,” Paul Tilden said. “I’ll have
them for a few months and then they move
on. Baby boomers tend to have one or two
jobs in their lifetimes. I think the average
now is 12 jobs for millennials, during their
work career.”
Maryellen Tilden added: “We have had to
understand maybe people aren’t going to be
here forever. We are a small business and we
do what we can to keep everybody. However,
we realize millennials are not going to be like
the older generation of workers.”
“We are always trying to figure out ways
that we can make our business more desirable.
That’s always a challenge,” Paul Tilden said.
The Tildens give credit to the company’s
employees, for their contributions to the success of Tilden Enterprises.
“Aimee Deiotte, office manager and
head of inside sales, and Drew Pavlo, head
of delivery, are both vital in running our
business, with their determination to get
things right and the ability to grow friendships along the way,” Paul Tilden said. “Our
employees are the face of the company.
There is no doubt that our people are critical
to the success of Tilden Enterprises.
“If you can get employees to dot the ‘I’s’
and cross the ‘T’s,’ you are going to have a
winning organization.”

Going Green Or Getting Greener

E

co-friendly and sustainable products are here to stay, and studies show more
and more consumers are seeking green products when shopping. According to Nielsen Holdings PLC (a global information, data, and measurement
company), a global online study conducted in 2015 showed that millennials “continue to be most willing to pay extra for sustainable offerings — almost three-outof-four respondents in the latest findings, up from approximately half in 2014.”
The Nielsen study also said Generation Z (about ages 15 to 20 years old,
depending on the source), “are willing to pay more for products and services
that come from companies that are committed to positive social and environmental impact.”
What about baby boomers? The study reported 51 percent of baby boomers surveyed are willing to pay extra for green products.
Also, a news story published in 2015 by www.businessinsider.com provided insight into how millennials view sustainable products. The story said, in part: “Millennials’ demand for sustainable products … represents an important shift in
consumer priorities. For example, when asked specifically about purchasing an automobile, the baby boomers we surveyed most frequently said they would prefer
to buy a car that is ‘made in America’ (a social priority). In contrast, millennials
most often said they want a car that ‘uses little to no fuel and is good for the environment’ — that is, a product that is inherently sustainable.”
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While not all of Tilden Enterprises’ customers are millennials, there are customers who seek eco-friendly, sustainable products and programs, and the distributorship is able and willing to help.
“Every customer is different,” Paul Tilden said. “I like to lead by asking a
customer what is important to him/her. I let customers lead and then I try to
follow. If a customer says, ‘Green is really important to me,’ we have a whole assortment of green products to offer.”
Maryellen Tilden added: “Educating customers is important, because a lot of
times when people ask for green, what they think is green isn’t necessarily what we
know to be green.”
Paul Tilden describes going “green” as a journey: “You can never get there, you
can only get greener.”
When a customer indicates interest in a green product or program, a Tilden Enterprises sales rep’s first step is to let the customer try the product.
“We ask customers, ‘Is this eco-friendly product meeting your cleaning standards,’” Paul Tilden said. “Green products are getting better every year, but sometimes they don’t satisfy a customer’s needs. We ask the questions and then we try
to provide what people want.”
The Tildens agree that millennials tend to value and desire green products more
than their older counterparts. However, as was mentioned before, having a conversation about products with them can be difficult.
“I like to get in and talk to people. I like to ask questions,” Paul Tilden said.

We’re a friendly, feel-good tissue company
that’s just rolled into the West Coast and we think
we could be perfect for each other.
Get to know us better at cascadespro.com
or visit us at ISSA booth #3931.

“Sometimes, millennials will send me an email that says, ‘Give me your best price
on X, Y and Z and I will get back to you.’ If they are interested in just price, I can
save them money going in a different direction. Or, if I see they are listing some
green products, I know I can help them go greener, but sometimes I don’t get those
doors opened enough to get a foot in and say, ‘Can we talk about it?’
“For the most part, the more educated customers are about green, the better it is
for Tilden Enterprises.”
Another challenge is educating customers about what is in a product that makes
it green, Maryellen Tilden said.
“A lot of times,” she said, “there isn’t enough information available.”
Paul Tilden said when a customer says he/she is interested in green, he answers,
“How much?”

“Often they ask, ‘What do you mean?’ I say, ‘Here is an example, you are using
an ammoniated foaming aerosol glass cleaner. If you want to go green from there,
you can take the ammonia out and just have an aerosol foaming glass cleaner,’”
Paul Tilden said. “I say, ‘You can go more green by getting rid of the aerosol and
going to a ready-use liquid. You can go more green by going to a concentrated liquid, and then more green by going to a hydrogen peroxide super-concentrate.’
“I try to be honest with customers. I ask such questions as, ‘Have you thought
about green? Would you like to think about green?’ At the end of the day, I try to
find what works for them.”
Dilution systems are tools to cut costs and are more eco-friendly, because
less product is used, Paul Tilden said. Tilden Enterprises partners with its chemical vendors to make available dilution programs for customers, some of which
are proprietary.
“When a dilution control system is installed on a wall, if it is proprietary, I believe
in letting the customer know product X is
going to work in it, not product Y,” Tilden
said. “Dilution control definitely saves customers money. I try to give them several options, based on ease of use, does the
customer want closed looped system, etc.
Again, we try to find out what customers’
goals are and how to help reach them.”
A Brand New Facility

T

ilden Enterprises’ facility is only
about 18 months old. It was constructed next door to the company’s
former location in what the Tildens now
call “the big building.” While that old
structure lacked the modern-day attributes
of the new one, it has stood for many
decades, and once survived a tornado in
the 1920s, Paul Tilden said.
“In the big building, we still maintain a
30x100-feet bulk storage area,” Paul Tilden
said. “Our new facility is clean, energy efficient and was built the way we wanted.
“It contains a 48x120-foot warehouse
(5,760 square feet) and a 2,500 square-foot
showroom. Upstairs, we have another
60x56-foot open storage area. In all, we have
over 15,000 square feet of storage right now,
which means we can store enough inventory
on-site to be able to deliver products sameday, if an order is received by 10 a.m.”
The ample warehouse space comes in
handy when storing seasonal inventory, such
as ice melter, which must be ordered beforehand. Ordering seasonal products can be a
gamble, as their usage is often determined by
the weather, which, as mentioned before, can
be brutal in the lake effect snow belt.
“August is when I buy most of our salt
products, so we have to guess what the
weather is going to be like, and do the best
we can,” Paul Tilden said.
Another benefit of Tilden Enterprises’ location is easy access to major highways to
make deliveries.
“Interstate 94 and I-65 are right here. Also
nearby are State Road 39 and U.S. Highway
421,” Paul Tilden said. “We are in a good location to get to a lot of places very quickly.”
The new facility is also a good place to
conduct training seminars covering cleaning topics.
“We bring in some of our manufacturers’
reps and we conduct demonstrations and
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“My dad once told me, ‘Always take care of customers. Don’t worry about the numbers.
Make sure to take care of the customers and the numbers will always be there.’”
— Paul Tilden Jr., president/owner

seminars for customers on different types of cleaning,” Paul Tilden said.
Tilden Enterprises’ reps will also visit a customer’s site to conduct demos and
“show and tells.”
“I don’t like to just sell customers something,” Paul Tilden said. “I like taking a
product to customers and showing them how it works. I want them to know. This
is also a good time to discuss safety issues.”

Tilden Enterprises is also able to go on-site and train a customer’s cleaning crew.
“For example, a school corporation’s manager or custodial head might call us to
show the proper way to disinfect table tops, clean classrooms, wax and strip floors,
etc.,” Paul Tilden said. “I’ve conducted training for staffs at 5 a.m. in the morning,
and I’ve worked on installs late into the night.”
Maryellen Tilden added: “We’ve been here in the middle of the night with our
salt guys, helping them unload ice melter.”
“Even if there is a bad winter storm coming, people know they can call us 24 hours a
day if they need product, and we will make
sure to get it to them,” Paul Tilden said.
While Tilden Enterprises sells floor machinery, it contracts out repairs.
“Currently, we don’t have our own service
team, but we are almost to the point of bringing in a service tech,” Paul Tilden said.
“Meanwhile, I’ve learned enough to fix the
simple things.”
Tilden Enterprises doesn’t rent equipment,
but it does take other people’s machinery.
“I have it evaluated. I’ll buy it or I will
put the equipment in the store to sell on
consignment. A lot of equipment lasts for a
long time and we deal with a lot of service
people who are semi-retired. Sometimes
they have equipment, that doesn’t have a
home, that people can pick up at a good
price. We have a bulletin board where people can put information about used equipment they have for sale.”
Looking ahead, the Tildens are optimistic
their company will continue to grow and
evolve to meet whatever customers’ needs
and wants may be in an ever-changing
jan/san marketplace.
“My dad once told me, ‘Always take care
of customers. Don’t worry about the numbers. Make sure to take care of the customers
and the numbers will always be there,’” Paul
Tilden said. “For the most part, his advice
has proven to be true.”

Contact: Tilden Enterprises,
360 Lincoln St, Porter, IN 46304.
Phone: 219-926-1415
Email: info@tildenenterprise.com.
Website: www.tildenenterprise.com.
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Millennial Buyers: Continued From Page 22
them. How many moves ahead are you thinking with your people?”
Pancero said too many times in today’s more complex business environment sales
people are locked into the “next best” philosophy in their approach to selling, which
is basically thinking only one move ahead. For example, following a sales call, the
sales rep will review what took place.
“The salesperson will look at what happened, with the idea that I now know what
I will do on my next call,” Pancero said.
The problem is, the salesperson does not know what he/she will do on a second
call until the first call in finished, i.e., the “next best” philosophy, Pancero explained.
“The independent baby boomer philosophy says everything is ‘one-off’ — everything ‘depends,’” Pancero said. “When a baby boomer is asked, ‘What is your
process?’ he/she will say, ‘It depends.’
“It depends on the customer, on the market, on the competitor, on the buyer —
that’s the average older sales rep’s philosophy.
“How many of your sales people will describe the selling process in three steps
— show up, suck up and pucker up? They go to the customer asking, ‘Is there anything you need? Anything coming up? Anything I can help with? How’s the family?’
This is the average reactive sales call. The salesperson is not proactively controlling
and not proactive positioning.”
In contrast, the younger salespeople are looking for a process, Pancero said.
Millennials want to know the steps in their employer’s selling process. They
want to be taught how the first call differs, not only from the second, but also
the third, fourth, fifth, etc.
“Millennials seek a process because they have spent their lives being taught the
proper way to play sports,” Pancero said. “They have been taught structure. They
have been taught processes in all the sports they played. Therefore, it is fair to assume that when they join a company, their questions are going to be, ‘What are your
steps? What are your processes? What are your structures? What works?”
A second important aspect of selling today is determining a company’s competitive advantage.
Companies must look for competitive advantages in areas such as controlling
processes to be more proactive in selling.
“A third critical component is how to sell to different markets,” Pancero said.
“There are really three markets that you have to sell to, and I bet that most of your
businesses have evolved to be present in all three.”
The following chart helps define the three main market categories. Two subsets of each market heading compare the differences between baby boomers and
millennials, which essentially means there are six markets to which companies
must sell.

DO YOU HAVE A “SELLING GAME PLAN”
FOR ALL SIX OF YOUR MARKETS?
n SELLING TO THE RETAIL/SMALL ITEMS BUYER:
• Buying simple or well known items; and,
• Wants speed, simplicity and great prices.
Boomer buyer:
• Does not mind ordering online but wants someone to answer their questions;
• Wants experience to be low risk; and,
• Influenced by the order taker.
Millennial buyer:
• Loves ordering online and is comfortable doing research online;
• Wants experience to be fun — “Do I get to play a game after I place my order?”; and,
• Influenced by peers, social media and chat rooms.
n SELLING TO THE EXPERT BUYER:
• Feel they know more about what and why they are buying than the vendor’s team; and,
• Wants service, support and special attention.
Boomer buyer:
• Wants the best support and pricing compared to your other customers;
• Values a complete website for quick answers, but wants immediate support for questions;
and,
• Influenced by their peers and your references.
Millennial buyer:
• Wants the best support and pricing compared to your other customers;
• Prefers finding answers on your website but wants immediate support for questions; and,
• Influenced by their postings and social media.
n SELLING TO THE COMPLEX/UNIQUE BUYER:
• Buying is a high risk, large dollars or first time decision; and,
• Wants help and advice from someone they can trust.
Boomer buyer:
• Wants to talk to an expert rep to analyze problems, propose solutions and answer questions;
• Will do simple online research, but wants an expert involved as soon as possible; and,
• Influenced by the sales rep and their references.
Millennial buyer
• Wants to conduct as much research online and to decide what they want and need before
talking with a sales rep;
• Will extensively research and evaluate vendors online and through social
media; and,
• Influenced by their peers and internet
postings.
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The first market is retail, where a person is buying for personal consumption.
“Baby boomers don’t mind ordering
online, but they really prefer not to, because they can’t get their questions answered,” Pancero said. “Every time I
order something, I have more questions
than the website I visited answered. For
me, buying online is a higher risk than it
is for my millennial daughter.
“Millennials love ordering and doing
research online. They want the experience to be fun, while boomers want it to
be low risk. Millennials are influenced
by the media, while boomers are influenced by the order taker.”
The second market is what Pancero
calls the “normal” sale, or selling to
experts.
“What percentage of your buyers are
experts? That is, they think they know
more about cleaning and the jan/san industry than their sales rep,” Pancero said.
“As a result, they don’t want advice from
a sales rep — they give the sales rep advice. You will see this in a lot of cases,
especially if the buyer is older than the
sales rep. They just want your salesperson to be an order-taker.”

In this situation, salespeople must figure out how to give advice without being so pushy
as to insult the expert buyer, Pancero said.
“The third market is when the decisions of the buyer are based on one of three things: the
planned purchase is high risk to the buyer; it is more dollars than the buyer is used to spending; or it is a first-time, unique decision for the buyer.”
In speaking of a first-time, unique decision for a buyer, Pancero recalled high-risk buying
situations brought on by such crisis as the swine flu, the ebola outbreak and methicillin-resistant Staphylococcus aureus (MRSA) scare.
“Now, during such high risk situations, all of a sudden the customer wants to talk to a sales
rep,” Pancero said. “The customer says, ‘Help me understand how to deal with this unique
challenge that has hit our environment?’ The difference is boomers want the expert sales rep
to analyze and help them through the crisis, while millennials want to research online to see
how to deal with the situation.”
“Today, the challenge is how do we get the first conversation to even get the chance to position how we can help a customer,” Pancero said. “How many of your sales reps complain

they can’t get people to return phone calls?”
Pancero said the mindset of many customers today is, “I didn’t think you had anything
unique, so I just figured it was a nice reminder, and I didn’t need to call you back.”
“Your people are leaving hundreds of voice mail messages and getting no return calls and
no conversation, because it is a different culture,” Pancero said. “How are you helping your
people understand they have to analyze the generation of the buyer?”
Pancero offered the following five-step sales process:
n Attract – Get prospects and existing customers coming back;
n Discovery – Assist buyer learning, qualify prospect, information capture and identification of the best solution path;
n Present solutions – Benefits and costs;
n Order capture – Closure and fulfillment; and,
n Connect – Support and guide buyer to next purchase.
“This is a pretty simple process. The problem is most sales reps are completely reactive
through the process,” Pancero said. “They will sit with a customer and say, ‘What would
you like for me to do next,’ rather than saying,
‘If this makes sense, this would be a great next
step for us to take to help you.’ It’s the difference between being the initiator versus a responder.
“We don’t need firefighters on the sales team
anymore — we need arsonists. We need to be out
setting fires, not just responding to them. We
need to be initiators and not responders in this
process.”
Pancero harkened back to the “good old days”
of selling.
“Every month you had a new product or a new
opportunity to sell,” he said. “So, with every customer you called on, you led with the product or
products. For example, ‘This is the 30 days we
are going to give everybody a discount on buying
de-icing salt,’ or whatever the theme. Sales reps
actually complained it was going to be a rough
sales month if they didn’t have any specials, because they were so used to the old-school strategy of leading with the product. How do
millennial buyers feel about that? They are going
to tell the sales rep, ‘You are wasting my time. If
I wanted that product, I could Google it to find
out what I need.’
“It is a different process. So, the challenge
is how do you get your people to be more
proactive?”
The Evolution Of The
Competitive Advantage
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s an expert in teaching, training and consulting with companies on how to sell to
baby boomers and millennials, Pancero
has studied the evolution of the competitive advantage that has occurred.
“The evolution of the competitive advantage
is what gives companies an edge versus their
competitors,” Pancero said. “The most basic
competitive advantage is a company’s location.
How many of you have customers who say,
‘Well, you don’t have the best prices, but you
are right across the street?’ That used to be a
big deal when we had less efficient transportation and shipping modes. Location has always
been the first level of competitive advantage.
Where that gets neutralized is when the customer doesn’t care.”
The next level up for those who don’t care
about location is, traditionally, who has the better brands. Pancero noted how this competitive
advantage has evolved.
“Remember the good old days of selling when
we went into to talk to a buyer and he/she asked,
‘Why would I want to buy from you?’” Pancero
said. “You gave them your line card, showing
what brands you carried. This was your competitive advantage because you were the only place
where the customer could get those products.

“Look how that has changed. Today, the competitive advantage isn’t the products. For example, when you visit a car dealership, a salesperson will spend an hour telling you why a
particular car is superior to others. However, when you are on the street, you can’t tell the difference between the models as they drive by.”
When a buyer doesn’t see any difference in
the products, the next
step on the evolution
of competitive advantage is when a salesperson attempts to sell
based the service his/
her company offers.
However, the way a
company offers service
is even easier for competitors to copy than
are the products, Pancero said.
“If you don’t see a difference in our location, and you don’t really see a difference in our
products or our service, the next level of competitive advantage is that you can trust our
brand. You can trust our name. We are more reliable,” Pancero said. “The next level above
brand is when speed, simplicity, and ease of doing business is your competitive advantage.
It is independent of the product or service — it is the process of buying.”
Pancero called this “speed, simplicity and ease of doing business” level of buying the
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“Amazon Prime” level.
He explained: “You’re paying a premium price for Amazon Prime. I was looking recently
to buy a piece of electronics on Amazon Prime at a price of $55. I thought, ‘I will search this
out.’ I looked at a general search and, with shipping, I found I could get the item for about
$35. Amazon Prime’s
value is not on price.
Their value is speed and
simplicity.”
To further illustrate
the value of speed and
simplicity, Pancero referenced the Amazon
Dash Button.
Each Dash Button
maps to a specific product a user chooses, so the
consumer can quickly
order his/her favorite products with the press of a button, according to www.amazon.com.
“The Amazon Dash Button has a pressure sensitive label on the back and a big white button on the front with the label of a product, such as a detergent,” Pancero said. “The user can
place the pressure sensitive label on his/her washing machine. When more detergent is
needed, the consumer just pushes the button to place an order.
“The button connects by Wi-Fi with the customer’s computer, where the user has identified the quanity he/she wants ordered. When the button is pushed, it automatically places
the order.
“If a kid comes by an hour later and pushes the button, it will not process that order until
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the first one ships. It costs $5 to buy a button and the consumer gets a $5 credit on his/her first
order. How do you think that is going to change your business? — not because of what you
offer, but because of what the buyer expects. Today, we’re going to be held to the Amazon
Prime or the Amazon Dash standard.”
The final level is when the customer feels he/she has connectivity and information control.
Pancero gave the example of his daughter ordering shoes from a popular online retailer.
“My daughter received a text message saying some shoes she had backordered came in,
so it was time to order,” Pancero said. “She placed the order for the shoes. Then she said, ‘Oh,
I get to play the game.’ I asked, ‘What’s the game?’ She said, ‘When you place an order suc-

cessfully, you get to play a little video game that is proprietary to them.’ She’s all excited.
Now, I’m thinking, ‘Why?’ To her it is a celebration of buying. It’s part of the connectivity.
It’s part of the information control.”
Pancero asked the audience how many are actively texting customers on a regular basis,
giving them updates and technical information? Why is this important?
“Because millennials want connectivity,” Pancero said. “They want the ‘chatter’
as part of the communications, because it reminds them they have importance and
connectivity.
“What I find fascinating is baby boomers value the brand of the manufacturer, whereas millennials value the brand of the distributor. So, my daughter and friends are
loyal to the online shoe retailer and to
Amazon Prime. They are not as concerned about the products and brands
these outlets offer. Looking at just
boomers, they are concerned about buying a specific brand of products.”
Pancero said this is good news for audience members who are distributors.
“Your value will increase if you position it properly, because the brand of
the distributor is becoming more valuable than the brand of the manufacturer,” Pancero said. “To me, this is a
profound change.”
SWAT Team Selling

B

ecause more than 50 percent
of today’s U.S. workforce is
millennials, who prefer a team
approach to selling, versus baby
boomers’ “independent gunfighter”
approach, much of Pancero’s sales
training is based on what he calls
“SWAT team” selling.
To gain more insight in the SWAT
team selling approach, Pancero interviewed police officers who were
members of their respective department’s teams.
“I was trying to figure out if there
were some stories or connections that
would help make my point,” he said. “I
talked to some SWAT team people who
said, ‘When we go into a crisis situation, one of the things that is critical to
our culture is, we are in constant physical contact with each other.’”
For example, in a crisis situation requiring a SWAT team to enter a building, when the police officers go through
a door, they will physically have a hand
on each other’s backs, SWAT team
members told Pancero.
“That is where the phrase, ‘I got your
back’ came from,” Pancero said. “It is
the affirmation of the strength of the
team — you are safe with the team, the
team is there to support you, etc. They
are reminding each other that, ‘I’m on
the team.’”
Pancero said, when it comes to selling and managing a sales team, it is a
much more complex environment today
than in the past, because more and more
millennials are joining baby boomers in
buying positions.
“It is almost like solving a Rubik’s
Cube — you have to approach selling
from several different angles, if you are
going to be effective,” Pancero said.
One angle to be considered is how
selling to a baby boomer is different
from how a millennial wants to be sold.
Continued on Page 56
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Millennial Buyers: Continued From Page 52
“Because of their independence of connectivity, baby boomers always have a ‘guy,’”
Pancero said. “So, at his/her house, a boomer will have a ‘lawn guy’ or ‘a roof guy’ — a single ‘go to’ contact.”
In contrast, Pancero reiterated, millennials are more interested in a team approach, i.e.,
they like to contact more than one source.
Pancero suggested a simple test that can be applied in determining a buyer’s approach,
whether it is the old-school, baby boomer-type method, or the millennial paradigm.
“The next time you meet with one of your buyers, ask him/her, ‘How many different
phone numbers do you have for my company on your cell phone right now?’” Pancero
said. “How many would a boomer buyer have? It will likely be one person’s numbers that
might include a home number, or a cell phone number or an office number, but it is going
to be to a single service or salesperson — the baby boomer’s ‘guy.’
“How many cell phone numbers will a millennial buyer have for your company? Everybody he/she contacts. The millennial’s attitude is, ‘Why would I go to just one person to get
an answer?’ The older generation wants (and values) that one person to contact.”
As the two generations, baby boomers (older Gen Xers included in this group) and millennials, now co-exist in the workplace, companies must essentially establish two different approaches to selling.
Pancero pointed out that every other generation is known as a “flexible” generation.
“My parents were born in the late 1920s. They were not officially of the Greatest Generation. They were the next generation following the Greatest Generation. Because the
Greatest Generation (the World War II generation) was so strong, my parents’ generation accepted the philosophies of the Greatest Generation and made them their own,”
Pancero said.
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Likewise, Pancero said, older Gen Xers (about 35 to 55 years old) tend to embrace the
baby boomer independent philosophy.
“Meanwhile, the younger Gen Xers tend to embrace the millennials communication/connectivity philosophy, because they are what is called an ‘adaptive,’” Pancero said. “It is
not that adaptives are unimportant, it is just that they have embraced the philosophies of the
other more dominate generations impacting society.
“Today, there are two dominate generations we have to sell to — the millennials and the
baby boomers.”
Who You Gonna Call?

A

famous line in the theme song of the popular movie “Ghostbusters” asks, “Who you
gonna call?” In comparing the differences between baby boomers and millennials,
who each group calls for advice offers further insight into how to connect and sell
to the two dominate generations in today’s marketplace.
Pancero alluded to studies on the subject of where the two generational groups seek
advice.
“One report I read indicated baby boomers’ first choice, when they had to make a decision, was to go to a salesperson. For millennials, this was their last choice. They would
rather do anything else than talk to a salesperson,” Pancero said. “What was fascinating
is, for millennials, opinions of friends were No. 1. A Google search was No. 2.”
Again, Pancero gave an example of an incident involving his millennial daughter.
During a visit, he asked his daughter where she would like to eat. They walked to a
nearby restaurant she liked, only to find it was closed that evening because of a water
main break.
Proudly showing off his technology chops to his daughter, Pancero did a Google
search to find another restaurant of the same type that was closed.
“She looked at me like, ‘What a goober.’ I asked, ‘What did you do?’ She said, ‘I
texted my friends and told them the problem, and three different ones recommended
this place.’ Millennials would rather go to their friends for advice than to a salesperson,” Pancero said.
In another example, Pancero referenced the retail sales training he conducted for a riding lawnmower retailer.
“The problem they are having is more than 50 percent of the people walking in to
buy a tractor or a riding lawnmower bring a printout.” Pancero said. “Why? Because they
have already decided what they want. They’ve done their research, and they have settled on the model and the brand they think they want. Furthermore, they have chosen the
features they want, and they know about what price they are going to pay.”
For example, rather than asking a salesperson what type of lawnmower would be best
to mow a 3-acre yard, the modern consumer wants to know if the model he/she wants
is in stock, which often isn’t the wisest choice.
“We also found more than half the people coming in had configured the wrong piece
of equipment for the job they needed done,” Pancero said. “They went online and, because they didn’t understand all the details, they picked the wrong model. By the way,
which do you think is cheaper, the one they needed or the one they wanted?
“The one they needed was always the higher price, because it was a larger model that
would be faster and more efficient. The problem is many consumers had made their decisions before they even talked to a sales rep. This is why we have to be stronger and
more proactive at the beginning of the selling process, because the old way is not working anymore with the younger generation.”
Are Salespeople Becoming Obsolete?

T

raditionally, when a baby boomer sales rep was prospecting for new business,
he/she would call on a potential customer and ask for a tour. The boomer might
say to the prospect, “Let me just check the place out and, as an expert, I’ll give
you my recommendations of how we might make this place a cleaner, safer, lower risk
environment,” Pancero said. “How many of your customers today won’t even give you
a walk around, because they’ve already made all their decisions?
“We are seeing sales reps losing power. Therefore, we must increase the power of our
selling, especially in the earlier stages. We must do our research and be able to communicate our uniqueness. We are fighting an uphill battle, because customers don’t want to
hear it.
“This is a major change. Are salespeople going away? Absolutely not, but we have
to fight for attention. We have to fight for control. We have to fight for initial positioning, or else customers won’t even give us a chance.”
Because millennials don’t trust salespeople, some retail advertising campaigns seek
to marginalize sales reps.
“In looking at retail sales today, we see places that are advertising no sales reps, or
salespeople who are salary-only, and not commissioned,” Pancero said. “Why? Because
millennials don’t feel their best interests are being represented by salespeople.”
It is a temptation for baby boomer sales reps servicing buyers who are also boomers
to shrug off worrying about dealing with millennials. Pancero warns it may be a mistake to assume a boomer buyer hasn’t evolved to understand the wants and needs
of millennials.
Continued on Page 62
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ADVERTORIAL

Tork Introduces New, Revolutionary
Hand Towel Dispensing System At ISSA/INTERCLEAN

“Tork
PeakServe
is the
highest
capacity
dispenser
system
on the
market.”

T

ork, a global brand of the health and hygiene company Essity (formerly SCA), is

setting a new standard for hand towel dispensing in high-traffic venues. At this year’s
ISSA show, Tork is officially previewing Tork PeakServe™ Continuous™ Towel

System, a fast dispensing system that uses compressed, continuous hand towels to improve

both end-user and cleaning staff experiences.
Tork PeakServe is the highest-capacity dispenser system on the market. Because it carries
Tork hand towels that have been compressed by 50 percent*, each dispenser holds up to 2,100
sheets — serving 600 more guests between refills than typical dispensers.
Unlike traditional folded and roll towel systems, innovative Tork PeakServe towel dispensing
ensures continuous flow without interruption, tabbing or jamming. By decreasing the number
of refills needed, and helping eliminate instances where cleaning staff need to check on
dispensers, Tork PeakServe allows janitorial teams to focus more on
pressing cleaning needs.
*Compared to standard folded towel systems.

Witness how towel dispensing systems have been redefined at the Tork
booth (No. 2359) on Tuesday, September 12 at 10:30 a.m. PT.
Tork PeakServe™ Continuous™
Towel System is also an
ISSA Innovation Award contender.
You can vote for Tork PeakServe at the
show in the ISSA Innovation Showcase!
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RDA Advantage

ADVERTORIAL

Helping Distributors Receive The Products And Services They Need To Grow

A

s the largest independent redistribution wholesaler organization in North America,
representatives of RDA Advantage demonstrate every day the value of helping
their distributor customers receive the products and services they need to grow. But
don’t let its size fool you — RDA Advantage is comprised of 10 independent redistributor
members located in the United States and Canada. These are established businesses, with
hands-on leaders who know the true value of local service and expertise.

“RDA Advantage members literality have decades of experience working in their own
marketplaces,” said Wayne Littlefield, who represents RDA Advantage member Forman,
Inc., of Baltimore, MD. “Our company
(Forman) has been in business for over 75
years, and there are other RDA Advantage
members that have been in business for over
100 years. Growing up in the marketplace
has given us an edge in terms of local market expertise. We feel this is a great asset for
our distributor customers.”
Representatives of two other RDA Advantage member companies, Bill Sheppard, of Sheppard Redistribution, Oaks,
PA; and Mark Callahan, of Callico,
Taunton, MA, agree.

Wayne Littlefield

RDA Advantage, which is celebrating its 10 anniversary in 2017, represents over 120
major food service disposable and sanitary maintenance manufacturers, and covers the continental United States and Canada with 35 distribution centers, featuring 2 million-plus total
square feet of warehouse space. These distribution centers serve as an extension of each
manufacturer in the RDA Advantage system.
“RDA Advantage members become a one-stop-shop for their distributor customers,” Littlefield said. “Distributors can purchase products through us that they don’t normally order.
They can also order just one case of an item that would normally require an entire truckload
to be purchased.”
Through RDA Advantage’s internet virtual warehouse, he added, distributor customers can view the many products,
including pictures and descriptions, that are
offered by RDA Advantage.

Bill Sheppard

“We are all independent companies, owned by people who are personally involved
with their businesses and who come with a lot of industry experience,” Sheppard said.
“(At Sheppard Redistribution) many of our distributor customers are also personal
friends. These are the types of relationships that can be seen throughout RDA Advantage. There is a different feel involved, compared to a lot of other national or international wholesale redistribution groups.”
The members of RDA Advantage are also nimble, and believe in the entrepreneurial spirit,
Callahan added.
“Because we are independent and local, RDA Advantage members can quickly and effectively tailor responses to the needs of the market,” he said. “Also, with RDA Advantage,
ownership is much closer to the distributor customer base.”

UNDERSTANDING REDISTRIBUTION

W

holesale redistribution is a unique supply chain method which links manufacturers and distributors in a more efficient and cost-effective way. Why do distributor customers need wholesale redistribution? Without redistribution,
distributors must rely on multiple high-volume shipments from many sources. This burdens
their management resources with higher inventory levels, causing slower turns, and ultimately greater operating costs. Redistribution alleviates all of this. It streamlines purchasing and logistics, and enables better cost management, cash flow, fill rates and inventory
control — all of which contribute to better customer service and satisfaction.
How does it work? Redistribution simplifies the supply chain for both manufacturers and
distributors. Rather than distributors having to coordinate shipments from a broad range of
manufacturers, a redistributor becomes the single-source point for its distributor customers.
Direct shipments to the redistributor, from a large variety of manufacturers, are combined
and condensed into just-enough and just-in-time deliveries to the distributor.
“A redistributor is basically giving its distributor customers better access to millions
of dollars of inventory, and not having to pay for it until it’s sold,” Sheppard said. “A
redistributor can also help its distributor customers receive immediate turns in inventory.
Therefore, the distributor does not need to stock a large amount of inventory, but rather
depend on us, as an RDA Advantage redistributor, for quick delivery when that product
is truly needed.”

Mark Callahan

Sheppard added that each geographical
market can feature its own set of demands.
Having RDA Advantage members located in
different parts of North America allows them
to better meet specific regional needs.

“For example, the c-fold towel market is
very large in the Northeast, but rare west of the Mississippi River,” he said. “Therefore, we
at RDA Advantage don’t go with the approach the one size fits all. RDA Advantage members can sell specific products and services that best satisfy various regional markets.”
Offering local market expertise is beneficial in other ways as well, such as helping with
product training, according to Callahan.
“RDA Advantage incorporates a large sales force through its member companies. These
are people who can help distributors with a variety of issues,” he said. “With this size comes
years of experience and knowledge directed at specific regional markets.”
Indeed, RDA Advantage member companies account for more than $500 million in annual revenues and this figure is growing. There are 160-plus experienced sales representatives under the RDA Advantage network. These are professionals skilled at providing
distributor customers with logistic and ROI solutions, while also offering ongoing training
and sales support.

“Customer service representatives who work under the RDA Advantage network
know their customers well and are able to form strong relationships,” Callahan said. “If
somebody calls Callico, for example, he/she will be talking with the same representative almost every time. This process allows strong relationships and trust to grow. Our
distributor customers know they are going to receive an honest answer, and that we will
follow through on promises.”
Sheppard agreed, adding there remains a powerful commitment between all RDA Advantage redistributor members.
“This is what drives not only Sheppard Redistribution, but all RDA Advantage members. We show this commitment in many ways, such as through our training programs and
sales meetings,” Sheppard said. “I think if you were to ask a distributor customer in any
part of the country what the difference is between an RDA Advantage member and another wholesaler or redistributor, he/she would bring up RDA Advantage’s training and
sales force commitment.”
Littlefield added that this commitment often involves working with distributor sales representatives at the end-user level, such as in hospitals, restaurants and schools.

RDA ADVANTAGE’S COMPETITIVE STRATEGY
Littlefield provided another example of how redistribution makes sense for many
distributors.
“If a distributor only sells 150 bundles of a particular product per month, it’s hard to justify buying a full truckload consisting of (800 bundles),” he said. “RDA Advantage members take the burden off of their distributor customers by purchasing full truckloads of
products from different manufacturers, and then warehousing these items.”
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T

here are many redistributors serving the North American jan/san, food service and
related marketplaces, so how do distributors choose the one that is right for them?
Why RDA Advantage?

RDA Advantage member companies function as “pure” redistributors, selling exclusively
to the distributor customer base. RDA Advantage will never sell product to an end-user.

“There are other redistributors that service end-users. With RDA Advantage,100 percent of its sales go exclusively to the distribution community. We don’t sell to both sides
of the street, so we never compete with our distributors for customers,” Littlefield said.
RDA Advantage is a group of unified, independent, pure redistributors. These are member companies that combine national coverage with local, independent integrity. RDA
Advantage offers competitive pricing and superior fill rates and service. It views itself as
an ally, not a competitor. And, RDA Advantage provides a national distribution network
for manufacturers, buying groups and multi-unit accounts. RDA Advantage is proudly affiliated as a preferred vendor with AFFLINK, DPA, NISSCO, Office Partners, SMA,
TUG and UniPro.
Littlefield, Sheppard and Callahan agree that choosing a redistributor that is independent is key. RDA
Advantage’s independent redistributors
are all headquartered
in the regions where
they conduct business. They have both
local market and product knowledge. They
also are privately owned comp a nies that
share common values
with their customers,
and they don’t answer
to shareholders. RDA
Advantage’s owners are
active, engaged and
vested in their customers’ success.
“We (the RDA Advantage member companies) run our businesses the same way that our customers do. We all have the livelihood of our employees to consider, which drives us to succeed,” Sheppard said. “We are involved in day-today problems and successes that make us who we are, and we are also true partners with
our vendors.
“I think the key to RDA Advantage’s success, however, is having owners and other
people involved who are deeply committed to each market, versus a national or international company that may be too global to understand these markets.”
RDA Advantage members not only work with over 120 major food service disposable,
sanitary maintenance and safety product manufacturers, they also provide for distributor
customers the exclusive Advantage and Vintage private brands that include ProNature®,
ReNature®, Softness®, CleanSeat® and Maintenance Pro®.
“I believe RDA Advantage’s strongest asset may very well be the relationship it has
with the vendor community,” Littlefield said. “These manufacturers feel very comfortable selling to RDA Advantage members because they know we will not interfere with
end-user business for their distributor customers.”
According to Callahan, manufacturers that RDA Advantage represent work hard to introduce new products and ideas to the marketplace. In response, RDA Advantage members are very happy to support these efforts any way they can.
“Most distributors in the marketplace have a great need for nationally-branded products. These items make up a fairly large percentage of their sales,” Callahan said.
Because many RDA Advantage members have been in business for decades, RDA Advantage, as a whole, has gained access
to manufacturers that are literally the
“who’s who” in food service and
jan/san.

may not otherwise be in touch with on a continual basis. Some of our distributor customers are small, and many manufacturers will not call on them due to the distributor’s
size. Therefore, RDA Advantage provides manufacturers with a way to reach all types of
customers.”
There is also great demand and purpose for the exclusive Advantage and Vintage private brands provided by RDA Advantage.
“Most RDA Advantage-member redistributors don’t overlap geographically, so if a
distributor wants to sell Vintage products, for instance, from a specific RDA Advantage
member, that distributor can do so in the marketplace and as far as their own customers
are concerned, the distributor is the only source of this product line,” Littlefield said.
“Many distributors gravitate to the family of products that are part of the RDA Advantage label. They have
a lot of confidence in
these products, and
are not as likely to encounter the same level
of competition as they
would with nationally
branded items.
With so many inhouse brands, “RDA
Advantage offers, ‘A
Private Label You
Can Call Your Own.’”
Callahan pointed out
that RDA Advantage
serves as the single
source provider for Advantage and Vintage
brands, which is a key
selling point for many
distributor customers.
Just-in-time delivery capabilities, that include RDA Advantage’s fleet of trucks and
drivers, allow 50 percent of RDA Advantage overall sales to be delivered the next day
after an order has been placed.
“Having our own drivers and fleet of trucks is a huge bonus for RDA Advantage. It
gives us the ability to be completely in control of shipping and to better optimize our
products,” Littlefield said. “RDA Advantage member companies have total control
from the time a product leaves a warehouse to when it arrives at a distributor customer’s facility.”

THE FUTURE IS NOW!

C

hange is constant for manufacturers, redistributors, distributors and end-users in
the food service, jan/san and related business segments. Officials at RDA Advantage work every day to make sure they are ready for change in whatever form
it appears. This includes technology.
“Customers are really embracing today’s technology. More of them are shopping via
the internet and are able to order products in a number of ways,” Littlefield said. “This
includes fax, email and online purchasing.”
Callahan added that it’s also important for RDA Advantage to continue to broaden its
supply channel repertoire by entering new markets.

“There are changes taking place in the marketplace that RDA Advantage is, and
will continue, to adapt to for the benefit of our customers,” he said. “These are people who like to have choices, and RDA
Advantage will adapt to better meet
their future needs.”

“It’s taken decades of experience to
gain the confidence of these national
brand providers,” Littlefield said.
Sheppard added: “It’s also beneficial
for high-quality manufacturers to be part
of RDA Advantage. They receive access
to thousands of distributors that they

Visit www.rdaadvantage.com
for more information.

Sheppard agreed, stating: “I think we,
at RDA Advantage, are able to react to
changes quicker than many in the marketplace. Every day is different. For example, we now source products both
domestically and internationally. This is
something that has been changing over the
past 10 to 12 years, due to today’s growing
world economy. We have adapted.”
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Millennial Buyers: Continued From Page 56
Suggestions For Effective Selling To Millennials

P

ancero offered some suggestions for how a business owner or manager and his/her
sales team can be more effective selling to millennials.

n Take an inventory of where you are now compared to your toughest competitors
(both traditional and non-traditional):
• What percent of your sales reps are only selling to people their own age (and values)?;
• Can you coach any of your sales reps to strengthen their skills selling “to the other side?”;
• What percent of your retail, expert and large/complex buyers are millennials now, and
how fast are they growing into important buying positions?;
• How do your best expert and large/complex buyers want to communicate with you and
your company?; and,
• Interview customers about how they want to buy and communicate with your team.
n Check out your competitors and how they are selling:
• How many products are they selling on their website, and at what price?;
• How much customer support, product information and user tips does their site have compared to yours?;
• Who has the most persuasive and impressive website?;
• How high up are you listed in search engine results?; and,
• Where are the selling, technical and business skills of their sales reps compared to yours?
n Strengthen your website and search engine status:
• Used by both boomers and millennials;
• Does your website look current?;
• Any website over two years old is considered obsolete;
• Research the retail leaders within your industry, and copy what they have, since the largest
companies tend to have the most advanced and effective websites;
• Also research non-competitive websites selling similar products to identify the best
graphic and verbiage for your website;
• Copying from a single website is considered plagiarism and stealing; but,
• Copying from 10 different websites is considered research.

“Visit your toughest competitors’ websites and ask yourself, ‘OK, if we are going
head-to-head, how does our website look compared to their’s?’” Pancero said. “About
eight months ago, we completely redesigned our website, because I checked on other sales
trainers that I’m likely in consideration against, and my website made me look like I was
half the fee (and value) of the others.
“Remember the reality of a website is not just to communicate what you do, but it is
to show your value. How can you prove you are higher priced, but lower in total cost? The
quality of your website is going to help communicate that. How can you talk about being a
higher service and value organization when you have the cheapest and least effective website of all your competitors?”
When it comes to how to strengthen your search engine status, Pancero said it is not enough
to just have a good website. Metadata (a set of data that describes and gives information about
other websites), how a company buys Google word ads and other factors determine rankings
in search engines.
“It is all manipulated. It doesn’t organically happen,” Pancero said. “It doesn’t naturally
happen on its own, you have to drive it in a proactive way.”
n Start participating in websites, LinkedIn and social media to learn more about this
selling medium and its sales and customer support potential for your business:
“A salesperson going out to be the entire external communication of your company isn’t
going to work anymore. There has to be interconnection,” Pancero said. “When your people are prospecting for new contacts, do they try texting them? Do they try sending
emails, or do they keep filing phone messages hoping someone will call them back? We
have to change — there must be increased connectivity.”
n Learn more about the millennial generation and their motivations:
• Interview and listen to millennials about how and why they shop and buy; and,
• Read “Unlocking Generational Codes” — a book by Anna Liotta (www.resultance.com).
“It is interesting, when I talk to baby boomers, they tell about the problems they have with
millennials,” Pancero said. “They tell me all the negatives. Why? Because millennials are
not like baby boomers. The reality is, we have got to have flexibility.
“We have to understand what millennial motivations are or we can’t motivate them as employees or as buyers. This is a new generation with new philosophies and new expectations
of their buying experience.
“The problem is, millennials are not going to do it the boomer way, and the boomers
will never totally embrace the millennial way. Therefore, organizations are going to
have to run two sales forces for awhile, as well as two marketing strategies, because you
have to motivate and sell to boomers differently than millennials.”
Contact: Phone: 952-913-8998. Email: jim@pancero.com. Website: www.pancero.com.
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Brightwell Dispensers:

ADVERTORIAL

Innovative Dispensing Solutions Since 1947

B

rightwell Dispensers is a global designer and manufacturer of
innovative dispensers for soap, paper and chemicals. From humble beginnings as a small family business, the company has established itself as a manufacturer of high-quality products and a reliable
partner for companies in the cleaning and hygiene industry.

70 YEARS OF QUALITY AND INNOVATION
Brightwell Dispensers created its first dispenser in the United Kingdom
in 1947. Following positive customer feedback, the product grew in popularity and
the company’s product offering has grown.
Brightwell Dispensers’ reputation is based
on its emphasis of product innovation,
quality and customer focus.
Over the last 70 years, Brightwell Dispensers has evolved into an internationally
successful company, exporting its products
to over 85 countries. The company’s headquarters are still based in the UK, supported by its network of exclusive
distributors.
Following increased growth, Brightwell
Dispensers opened a branch in the United
States in 2011. Brightwell Inc., based in
Kansas, looks after customers in North
America. The U.S. premises offers fully
The Quantura 200
equipped training facilities, chemical testing laboratories and a warehouse and distribution center to cater for its customers’ needs. In 2016, an additional
branch opened in Heppenheim, Germany, for customers in Germany, Austria and Switzerland.

WHATEVER NEEDS CLEANING,
BRIGHTWELL DISPENSERS HAS A SOLUTION
Brightwell Dispensers offers dispensing and dosing system solutions
for commercial cleaning, including professional kitchens, washrooms and
on-premise and industrial laundry. Thanks to Brightwell Dispensers’ inhouse design and manufacturing expertise, coupled with strict quality control, the company meets its customers’ requirements quickly and
efficiently. The company is ISO9001: 2008 certified, and its products ensure accuracy, safety and reliability.

SOAP AND PAPER DISPENSERS
Brightwell Dispensers’ soap and paper dispensers are designed to
provide high levels of hygiene. The user can choose what type of
chemical he/she wants to dispense — from soap, gel, foam and lotion
to sanitizer.
Whatever the user’s décor, there is a line to fit all requirements. The
Modular line is simple and neat, which makes the line adaptable to all
environments. The Mercury line gives washrooms a stylish and luxurious finish, ideal for high-end environments such as front-of-house hotels
and upmarket restaurants.
The MultiFlex product line offers the highest level of hygiene and versatility. The MultiFlex has disposable pumps to avoid cross-contamination, and the user can change the type of pump for whatever soap is to be
dispensed. The cover is also customizable to make it part of the user’s
own brand.
The latest addition to the soap dispenser product line is the Modular
Touch Free. Users can dispense soap without needing to touch the dispenser, making it the utmost in hygiene.
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CHEMICAL DILUTION
The ECO RANGE of chemical proportioners and dosing equipment offers businesses a precise, safe and cost-effective chemical management.
Products in the ECO RANGE include:
n ECOMIX, a chemical dilution system that is connected to the water
mains and dilutes chemical at the point-of-use;
n ECOSHOT, a manual, stand-alone dosing system that doses one shot
of chemical at a time at each push of the button;
n The ECOMINI, a push-operate pump
designed to dispense detergent from a container into a commercial kitchen sink;
n The ECOMULTI, a versatile one-stop
cleaning station, where users can dilute up
to four chemicals from one dispenser; and,
n ECOSINK, a chemical dispenser that
dispenses up to two chemicals into three
compartment sinks.

DRAIN DOSING SYSTEM
DrainWatch is a durable and reliable drain
dosing system. It offers an easy way of removing fat and oil from drains. Available as
a battery or mains operated dispenser, DrainWatch is simple to program and doses a single chemical at timed intervals.

WAREWASH DOSING
Quantura is an innovative family of warewash dosing dispensers. The line helps to deliver high quality warewash
cleaning results by providing precise and consistent dosing solutions for
a variety of applications. This includes glass, under-the-counter, singletank and tunnel/conveyor machines.
The Quantura 200 is a two-pump peristaltic dosing system, for dosing
warewash detergent and rinse aid. A third peristaltic pump can be added
to dose a third chemical, such as a sanitizer, if required. To achieve super
low flow rates, the Quantura 200 incorporates Brightwell Dispensers Special Pulsing Technology.
A version for a powder-fed system is also available for Quantura.
Meanwhile, the Quantura 10, a single-dosing pump option, completes the range. It’s designed for dosing one chemical into a glass or
under-the-counter warewashers: perfect for bars and other smaller hospitality premises.

LAUNDRY DOSING
The BrightLogic chemical pump provides laundry washing with accurate and reliable dosing, and can dose up to 10 chemicals. BrightLogic is
ideal for most sizes of commercial washing machines.

ADDITIONAL SERVICES
Brightwell Dispensers offers additional services, including chemical
compatibility checks, so that clients always use the appropriate materials
for their chemicals. Brightwell also provides a branding service, so customers can make the products their own.

To find out more about how Brightwell Dispensers
can help your business, visit www.brightwell-inc.com;
Twitter: @brightwell_disp;
or LinkedIn: Brightwell Dispensers Inc.

Meet us on booth #1673
in Las Vegas Sept 12 – 14

ECOMULTI
A systematic approach to chemical dilution
UNIQUE

SAFETY

FLEXIBLE

Patented design eliminating the
need for metering tips

Secure chemical cabinets and
color-coded pictograms

Dilute multiple chemicals from
one single proportioner

Contact us to discover the entire ECO RANGE of chemical dilution systems
Call 1-913-956-4909

Web brightwell-inc.com

@Brightwell_disp

Brightwell Dispensers Inc

CELEBRATING 70 YEARS IN BUSINESS
Brightwell Dispensers Inc. is a Bright-Tech Investments Ltd Company

Brightwell Dispensers

ADVERTORIAL

Starco Chemical To Exhibit Full Line Of
Liquid, Powdered And Solid Specialty Chemical
Products During 2017 ISSA/INTERCLEAN In Las Vegas

With an impressive state of the art dynamic and modern
ISSA SHOW display, Starco Chemical, a division of Diamond Chemical Co. Inc., of East Rutherford, NJ, will be exhibiting its full line of liquid, powdered and solid specialty
chemical products at ISSA/INTERCLEAN in Las Vegas,
NV, at booth 3977.
Management attending the show will be Harold Diamond,
president; Ron Thomas, executive vice
president; Martin Zaret, vice president;
Harvey Wasserman, vice president
sales; Tom Strnad, South East sales
manager; Tony Lau, Mid Atlantic/East
Coast regional sales manager; Dave
Piekarski, Mid West sales manager;
Ron Manfredo, East Coast/New England sales manager; Jack Sides, manager new business development; and
Roland Picard, institutional sales and
service manager.
With dramatic sales growth this is the
largest Starco sales team to attend an ISSA convention.
Others set to attend and represent Starco will be SHM
Sales Associates, Plainview, NY; Henson Sales, PA; Progressive Marketing, Rochester, NY; Sharpe and Perkins,
West Palm Beach, FL; Walsh Sales Co, Nashville, TN;
Repke and Assoc., Mid Atlantic Region; and, Krehbiel and
Associates, Strongsville, OH.
Starco will be exhibiting a broadened EPA Safer Choice
Green Key® product line. Eighteen Safer Choice products
are now available for all housekeeping and floor care chores.
Additionally, Starco has introduced new bulk fill, foaming, antibacterial hand soaps as well as cartridge systems.
Also on display from Starco will be a complete line of

kitchen and laundry chemical products. New this year are 3
warewash solid products and solid laundry products.
Starco’s parent company, Diamond Chemical, said it can
provide full service laundry and warewash programs for distributors. Experts will be available at the show to answer
questions about profitable full service programs.
Starco will also be promoting its complete powdered and

Tork
Will Introduce
New Hand Towel
Dispensing System
At ISSA/
INTERCLEAN
“At this year’s ISSA show, Tork, a
global brand of health and hygiene company Essity (formerly SCA), is officially
previewing Tork PeakServe™ Continuous™ Towel System, a patented, fast
dispensing system that uses compressed,
continuous hand towels to improve both
end-user and cleaning staff experiences,”
said the company.

liquid product lines. With a large powder manufacturing facility, Starco produces powdered laundry, dishwashing and
general purpose powders. These products may be used manually or with automatic injection equipment.

Starco invites attendees to look for the
STARCO booth #3977.
For more information,
call 800-OK-4-SOAP
or visit www.starcochemical.com.

“Tork PeakServe is the highest-capacity dispenser system on the market. Because it carries Tork hand towels that
have been compressed by 50 percent*,
each dispenser holds up to 2,100 sheets –
serving 600 more guests between refills
than typical dispensers. Tork PeakServe
towel dispensing ensures continuous
flow without interruption, tabbing or
jamming. By decreasing the number of
refills needed and helping eliminate instances where cleaning staff need to
check on dispensers, Tork PeakServe allows janitorial teams to focus on pressing cleaning needs.”
*Compared to standard
folded towel systems.

Innovative Cleaning Tools
Perfex Corporation is a quality and service driven
manufacturer of industrial grade cleaning tools.
Innovative products engineered for today’s food safety
and sanitary maintenance markets.
We specialize in delivering cost effective, reliable goods
with the highest level of customer care.

ROUGH SWEEP
Extra stiff fibers for use on rough
surfaces with heavy loads.
Item #2418
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To see the
dispensing systems,
visit the Tork ISSA booth
(#2359) on
Tuesday, September 12,
at 10:30 a.m.
Tork PeakServe™
Continuous™ Towel System
is also an ISSA
Innovation Award contender.
To vote visit,
http://www.issa.com/contest/
dispensers.html.

ADVERTORIAL

Berk Introduces New “Eden Soft” Premium Towel And Tissue Line
Berk International is proud to introduce a premium towel and tissue line of products under the “Eden Soft” label. In addition to the
private label line of towel and tissue products the company offers,
the Eden Soft line will include 1- and 2-ply junior, jumbo and small
core bath tissue, a variety of centerpull towels, and all sizes of kraft
and bleached hardwound roll towels.
The hardwound towel line features white cartons for bleached
products and brown cartons for kraft products. Along with a cleaner
look, this will make it much easier to identify these items in every
warehouse.
The recent acquisition of state-of-the-art roll winding and packaging equipment, complete with robotics, has allowed Berk to be
extremely competitive in this arena.
“We consider ourselves a serious competitor in the towel and tissue market, and combined with our Cut N’ Dry brand of premium
products, this makes us a very attractive option for our distributor
partners worldwide,” said Jeff Berk.
Along with the Eden Soft products comes a complete line of
dispensers with free dispenser programs readily available.

For more information, contact
Berk International at: Phone: 610-369-0600; Email: jberk@berkwiper.net.
ISSA Booth #4645

Berk Brands.
They’re in Demand.

See us at ISSA Booth 4645

Today’s wiper market demands intelligent wiping solutions. Exactly the kind of
advanced solutions customers recognize in every Berk Brand. From superior quality
to top-shelf performance to bottom-line value, Berk Brands deliver products for all
your needs. Find out why more people are asking for them by name.

Contact a sales rep today 610.369.0600 | Toll Free: 866.222.BERK

www.berkwiper.com
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Intercon Chemical Company

Booth 3039

Join the Smart-Hands™ Hygiene System Revolution!
Features Touch Free, Foaming, and Lotion superior formulas combined with an innovative dispenser. It is ideal
for proper hand washing in
today’s work environments:
• Compact, contemporary design;
• Change-outs that are
fast, easy and recyclable;
• ADA compliant.
SmartHands™ Hygiene
System includes Foaming
62 percent Alcohol Hand
Sanitizer; Foaming Alcohol
Free Hand Sanitizer; Foaming Pear Hand Wash; Foaming Antibacterial Hand Wash;
and Foaming Body Wash.
Shaping the Future of Hand Hygiene™.
Visit www.interconchemical.com or booth 3039.

Bar Keepers Friend

Booth 1338

Compass Minerals

Booth 1555

Safe Step® Pro Series® 750
Magnesium Chloride combines industrial-strength power with environmental responsibility. The ice
melter is designed to perform better
and designated a “Safer Choice” by
the U.S.
Safe Step Pro Series 750 Magnesium Chloride provides outstanding
performance in extreme cold temperatures, melting ice down to an
impressive -25°F/-32°C. Developed
with a unique crystal shape, it provides the optimum combination of ice penetration and scatter
control, and begins working on contact. It dissolves quickly, creating a powerful, long-lasting brine solution.
For the worst winter cold spells, count on the power of Safe
Step Magnesium Chloride. It contains 1/3 fewer chlorides than
calcium chloride ice melters, which means less chloride runoff
and pollution into streams, rivers and lakes. Plus, it’s safer for
concrete and less corrosive on metal than other ice melters.
Visit www.SafeStepProSeries.com.

Haviland Corp.

Booth 2330

Aqualir Pro™ was developed with specially compounded
pure premium Natural Rubber for applications where heavyduty impact and wear resistance in harsh real world environments
is required.
Aqualir Pro™ offers outstanding resilience, strength and resistance to cutting, tearing and abrasion. Aqualir Pro™ is custom
engineered in a sterile environment, using a homogeneous mixing method. Every batch is
tested to meet specifications with an accuracy of
.01mm with stringent dimensional control. Tensile
and ozone testing is also
conducted on each batch. Certifications include REACH, RoHS,
PAH and CE.
With more than 40 years’ experience in manufacturing blades
for sweeper/scrubber machines and more than 70 years’ experience in working with different rubber compounds; Haviland Corporation has used this expertize to develop Aqualir Pro™.
Manufacturing squeegees is not just a small facet of Haviland’s
business; it’s Haviland’s main business.
Visit www.havilandcorp.com.

RD Industries

Booth 1341

RD Industries’ new Portable Dispensing Unit—Foamer allows you
to apply chemical as a foam directly to the
surface you wish to clean. No need to
mix, agitate and apply. Simply attach
water source to the dilution gun fitted with the foaming device, attach
the dilution gun to chemical bottle
and you’re ready to go.
Utilize the foamer attachment directly on the gun of the Portable Dispensing Unit or use the optional wand to
clean vertical, hard-to-reach or large surfaces. Using a fan effect instead of
a traditional stream to produce foam results is in one
of the best solutions on the
market that does not use
compressed air.
Visit
www.rdindustries.com.

Transmacro Amenities

Booth 3370

High Quality Amenity Bar Soaps,
Shampoos, Conditioners & Lotions
No doubt, you would not mind getting more attractive pricing from
Transmacro Amenities, especially for the famous DIAL™ White Marble collection. We have announced a new flow wrap presentation.
This results in cost savings that go entirely to your company.
Products include:
• Beach Mist™— Known as the company’s shoreline collection,
the brand features attractive wrapper and mild scent. The foamy feel
of Beach Mist™ provides a soothing touch. Beach Mist™ bar soap
comes in three sizes, while conditioning shampoo and skin lotion are
available in .75-ounce bottles and .25-ounce packets;
• Hotello™ — Includes a wrapper design supporting pastel color
tones. The brand is
designed for hotels,
blending with any
bathroom decor; and,
• Good Day™ —
The economy line features three bar soap
sizes plus conditioning shampoo and lotion. Good Day™ is priced
competitively. Also sold unwrapped.
Visit www.transmacroamenities.com.
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von Drehle Corp.

Booth 2677

The von Drehle Corporation has announced its new
High Capacity line of towel and tissue products.
von Drehle’s new HC™ towel products are available in both universal and
proprietary roll towels, 1- and 2-ply center pull towels, and 2-ply
household roll towels.
von Drehle’s new
HC™ bath tissue offering boasts 900 sheets per roll (300
feet) of soft, absorbent 2-ply tissue.
These new High Capacity products allow distributors to offer a
maintenance-reducing, cost-effective option to their customers.

Visit www.vondrehle.com for more information.

KleenRite Equipment

Booth 1739

Introducing the new KleenRite®
Halo, with the quality and reliability that
you’ve come to know and trust, now in
a rotary extractor.
The KleenRite® Halo is equipped with
five self-leveling cleaning heads and jets,
ensuring the deep clean that you desire.
The KleenRite® innovative design
features an adjustable positive
locking gear handle and the easy
maneuverability of hoses. The
Halo, with its 690 passes per
minute and self propelled
design, will reduce time and
fatigue.
Since the beginning in
1973, KleenRite® has made a commitment to being manufactured only in the USA. Still to this day, KleenRite® has honored
that commitment, and is providing you with the name you have
come to know and trust for 44 years.
Visit www.kleenritemfg.com.

Carolina Mop

Carolina Mop offers products which include hand pads,
floor pads, utility pads, trash cans, trigger sprayers, dust
pans, microfiber dust mops and microfiber wet mops.
The company also makes a full line of mops, brooms, dust
mops, handles, squeegees, hardware, frames and plastic
products.
Established in 1945, Carolina Mop is a full line manufacturer of quality products with a dedication to excellent service.
Contact: Carolina Mop Inc., Phone: 800-845-9725;
Fax: 864-225-1917. E-mail: info@carolinamop.com;
Visit www.carolinamop.com.

ENDURANCE

Plus

Power That Stands Out!

HANDCRAFTED IN THE USA

VISIT US AT ISSA NORTH AMERICA IN BOOTH #3677

WWW.USBATTERY.COM

The Bullen Companies

Booth 2537

Americo Manufacturing

Booth 2737

New Diamond Screen Floor Restoration
System: See It FIRST at ISSA

The Bullen Companies has released its new RX Air Care System under the Airx Laboratories brand. The new RX Air Care System is a comprehensive odor control program, from desktop to
total-building coverage.
RX Scentinel cabinets are designed to fit RX microcell
products to disperse odor counteractant and eliminate odors. With both active and passive cabinet designs, the Scentinel cabinets can
eliminate and counteract odors in a
variety of situations.
RX Scentinel cabinets are newly
designed for RX19E microcells. The
cabinets include easy-to-load trays,
and will hold up to three RX19E microcells.
Also available are RX Scentinel JR cabinets, and RX Scentinel
desktop.
The RX17 Air Care microcells are available in airicide, lemon
and herbal fusion. They are packed 12 per box, 6 boxes per master case. The RX19s are available in airicide, lemon, herbal fusion,
mountain mist, blue skies and aquatic mist. They are packed 8 per
box, 6 boxes per master case.
Visit www.bullenonline.com.

Americo’s DiaMEND system provides outstanding results on
polished concrete, natural stone and terrazzo floors. It’s a new,
versatile and efficient problem-solver for floor restoration!
Benefits include: Employs proprietary electroplated technology; • No
special equipment required. Use with
existing floor maintenance equipment
for low start-up costs; • Repair traffic
patterns and stains before they become
more costly issues; • Use in-house
maintenance crews or existing maintenance contractor for light
restoration work, without the need for special equipment or training; • Significantly longer life…up to 3X longer… versus other diamond restoration systems; • Demonstrated equal performance
versus competition; • Diamonds are exposed on screens, and
don’t require any break-in; • Private labeling available!
DiaMEND Screens are available in 3 grit sizes... Red-220, Orange-400 and Gold-600 grit. Heavily-etched floors may require
starting with 400 or 220 grit screens. Use the 600 grit for producing a satin smooth surface.

The Gift Sales Co.

Dirt Killer Pressure Washers Booth 4688

Booth 1117

Among the wide variety of janitorial supplies available from
The Gift Sales Co., is the 12-inch, 20-gauge metal dust pan. The
product, manufactured in the USA, is made with one-piece reinforced construction and is powder coated. A single pack contains 1 dozen, while 50 dozen are available per pallet.
The Gift Sales Co., is located in Wichita, KS, the center of the
continental United States, for more reasonable freight rates and
shorter delivery times.
Visit www.giftsalescompany.net or
call 1-800-992-0181 for more information.

Microfiber & More LLC
Microfiber and More LLC
High-performance custodial cart includes trash bag with lid,
large lock cabinet and roller top.
Perfect cart for all cleaning applications, featuring an easy-touse and care-for design.

For more information on this incredible cleaning system,
contact: info@microfiber4sale.com or visit
www.microfiber4sale.com.

Call 800-849-6287 or visit www.americomfg.com.

Kranzle’s new K1122TST replaces the K1120 and K1120T, featuring an improved AZ Kranzle pump
as well as total-stop capability. Now
when you let go of the trigger, the
pressure washer shuts off, saving
wear and tear on the pump and
motor.
Another major difference is a
new, more rugged one piece frame.
This makes the K1122TST more
durable and easy to repair. The 110volt, 15 A, electric cold water pressure washer can be plugged into
any standard household circuit and
produces 1,400 PSI at 2 GPM.
The unit comes with a Dirt Killer rotary nozzle for maximum
cleaning performance, as well as a Variojet nozzle for low pressure soap application and high pressure rinse. Standard features include a hose reel with 50 feet of high pressure hose and
a ground fault interrupter for safety.
Call 800-544-1188 or email info@dirtkiller.com.

Kissner Group

Booth 1313

Kissner’s Stealth Blue™ Ice Melter had tremendous success
entering into the market last season, and we are excited to have
this superior performance deicer available for a second season.
Stealth Blue™ Ice Melter delivers the accuracy required to
target ice and eliminate
snow with a formula that
just can’t be rivaled!
Containing a unique
Hybrid Crystal™, this formula goes to work instantly,
targeting treacherous snow
and ice. It battles winter
walkways with authoritative
accuracy, working in some
of the coldest temperatures,
down to -30 degrees. It is
prepared to handle even the
harshest winters, acting
fast to keep ice at bay.
Stealth Blue™ performs
at a level not seen before.
Contact Kissner today at www.kissner.com.
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Essity

Booth 2359

At the 2017 ISSA Show, attendees will get a first look at the
Tork PeakServe™ Continuous™ Hand Towel System, the revolutionary dispensing system designed to better serve high-traffic restrooms with large crowds.
With this market-shaping, patented innovation, Tork is raising
the bar for hand towel
dispensing that will improve both end-user and
cleaning staff experiences.
This is not a folded
towel; nor is it a roll
towel. It’s a brand new
continuous towel system
like nothing ever seen
before. Don’t miss the
chance to see its introduction at the Tork booth
(No. 2359) on Tuesday, Sept. 12, at 10:30 a.m. Also, don’t forget
to vote for the Tork PeakServe™ Continuous™ Hand Towel System in the ISSA Innovation Award contest.
Visit www.essity.com.

QuestSpecialty Corp.

Booth 1655

EPA 25(b) Exempt, Non-Toxic
Lice Killer & Bed Bug Killer
QuestSpecialty Corporation adds to its line of non-toxic, EPA
25(b) exempt pest control products with PROWLER Lice Killer, formulated to kill lice on porous
and non-porous surfaces. It
uses the same technology as
LIGHTS OUT Bed Bug Killer,
another QuestSpecialty EPA
25(b) exempt product.
Both products have thirdparty certification regarding
effectiveness in mortality.
Since the products are EPA
25(b) exempt, distributors
and end-users won’t have compliance concerns with the EPA
and the pesticide regulatory agent in most states. It also means
there is no certification needed for application, mandatory notification prior to use, nor concerns about reports regarding improper application.
Visit www.QuestSpecialty.com.

Briarwood Products

Booth 1535

Briarwood Products is proud to announce the release of The
Ultimate Cleaning Kit. The kit provides a full package of shankfree cleaning tools that are intended for use in correctional facilities. The kit is
comprised of 10
cleaning tools that
are necessary to
tackle all cleaning
purposes.
The Ultimate
Cleaning Kit offers
both plastic and
fiberglass handles,
along with two
types of scrubbing brushes. The kit also includes a sweeping
broom, wet mop holder, dust mop frame and the connector for
the dust mop frame. All of these tools are safe for everyone to
use within correctional facilities.
Visit www.briarwoodproducts.com
or call 216-398-1107 for more information.

See for yourself at ISSA booth 3749
Learn more today at www.spartanchemical.com

©2017 Spartan Chemical Company, Inc. All Rights Reserved. “Training Made Simple” is a trademark, and “We Make Clean Simple” is a regeistered trademark of Spartan Chemical Company, Inc.

Air-Scent ® International

Booth 4880

Haviland

Booth 2330

Air-Scent® International is introducing a patent-pending line
of air care refills that work by a totally new method. Spiralz™
capillary spiral refills provide effective linear odor control for a
full 60 days, without the need for fans, batteries or powered diffusion of any type.
Though Spiralz™ holds more odor counteractant fragrance
than competing brands, the product will not leak, spill or drip in
use or during shipping. Spiralz™ familiar pouch packaging and
simple-to-service dispenser were developed specifically with
jan/san consumers in mind. Choose from 12 trending fragrances.
Contact Air-Scent® International at 800-247-0770
or 412-252-2000, or visit www.airscent.com.

Haviland Corporation began manufacturing concrete, paving,
and epoxy squeegees more than 35 years ago. With advances in
types of epoxies, asphalts, emulsions, and bitumens, the company became aware of the need for a squeegee that could be
used safely and efficiently with hot applications. The Sahara
Squeegee meets that need.
The blade is a hybrid rubber that offers flexibility, malleability,
clarity, temperature resistance and water resistance.
“The Sahara Squeegee blade remains stable up to 478°
fahrenheit, and has a low reactivity with chemicals.
“The hybrid blade is resistant to ozone and UV attacks, and
has excellent tensile and tear properties at high temperatures.”
The Sahara Squeegee is available as a flat blade or with six
different serration depths.
Visit www.havilandcorp.com for more information.

Universal Business Systems Booth 4873

Royal Paper Inc.

Booth 4343

Expanded Technologies

Booth 728

Expanded Technologies’ new addition to its line of Floor
Savers® is designed to eliminate noise and floor damage caused
by wobble chairs.
Wobble Chair Floor Savers® are
manufactured from soft, flexible,
ultra-durable material. They adhere
quickly and securely to the bottom of
chairs. The peel and stick pads are
attached to the bottom of any wobble
chair to prevent scratches and reduce noise on VCT, LVT and hardwood floors.
Floor Savers® are used
throughout schools to reduce maintenance costs and improve the
learning environment. Ideal for
classrooms, gymnasiums, computer labs and cafeterias, Floor
Savers® can save up to $8 per
square foot every year, while dramatically lowering noise levels.
Visit www.expandedtechnologies.com.

Perform Manufacturing

Booth 4530

Real-Time Pricing For Online Ordering & More With
Universal Business Systems’ SYNERGY ERP
Universal Business Systems’ software represents the Synergy of
distribution-based applications, working together to provide a seamless experience. Universal’s Synergy ERP gives distributors the power
to enhance all aspects of business. Total
integration lets distributors securely share
pricing and critical data.
Synergy ERP makes it easy to manage back-office operations and more
with these features: • Accounting and Financial Management
Tools; • Single or Multiple Warehouse Management/Inventory
Control; • eCommerce with Real-Time Pricing, Instant Order Creation and More; • Multiple Units of Measure Per Products Under
the Same Item Code; • Permanent Pricing, Hold Margins Based on
Cost Increases Automatically; • View and Share Orders, Invoices,
Signed POD’s and More; • Multi-Level Management of Accounts
and Shipping Locations; • Easy-to-Understand Enterprise Analytics and Sales/Performance Analysis; • Integrated Customer Relationship Management (CRM); and, • Mobile/Cloud Optimized for
Secure Access 24/7 on Any Device with a Web Browser.
Call 908-725-8899 or visit www.ubsys.com/synergyerp.

Lambskin Specialties

Booth 3277

Products That Perform!
Ream contains unique
citrus-scented granules that
clean and maintain drains.
This thermo-chemical drain
line opener and maintainer
destroys the main causes of
slow moving and blocked
drains (hair, soap scum and
slime); therefore, it eliminates
many other debris from also
becoming tangled, matted
and trapped.
Simple and safe to use in
pipes 2 inches or less (pH 14).

Royal Paper Inc. has the ability and commitment to provide
quality products and exceptional service.
Royal Paper has high-speed paper converting machines
with the capability to manufacture and package all sorts of
sizes and counts. With a highly-aggressive sales force situated in Southern California, Royal Paper’s products are thoroughly distributed, both domestically and internationally.

Visit
www.performmfg.com.

For more information, call 1-800-258-9007
or visit www.royalpaper.us.

EES, Inc.

Booth 4189

Magnolia Brush

Booth 1412

Manufacturing quality brooms a n d b r u s h e s
since 1907, we carry a complete line of floor brushes,
garage brushes, brooms, dust mops, wet mops,
squeegees, wire scratch brushes, as well
as microfiber cleaning products.

Lambskin Specialties is pleased to announce the release of
its 2017 catalog. The new catalog features the company’s famous dust wand line, along with many new items for dusting,
floor cleaning and finish application, window cleaning and more.
Visit booth 3277 at the ISSA Show, contact us at 1-800665-0202 or send an e-mail to distributors@lambskin.com
to request a copy.

Vanilla is now “Crisp Vanilla.” Introducing our New and Improved Vanilla Fragrance: “Crisp Vanilla.” Infused into our highly
sought after Fragrance Bead Bags, the New and Improved formula is sweeter and longer lasting than ever before.
Purchase this new fragrance in either the 24 count Bottle-OBeads or the Slimline Flap Over Cards, which can be hung on a
display. Our new Vanilla Fragrance is sure to be a hit!
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Visit www.eesatl.com.

Stop by ISSA Booth 1412
and see all of the products we
have for the janitorial industry.

IT’S TIME TO OUTPERFORM
YOUR COMPETITION
Kissner has exactly the performance
you need for your customers this winter

Whether it’s a “High-Tech” ice melter...

or an everyday “Get-The-Job-Done” solution!

COME CHECK OUT THESE PRODUCTS
AT BOOTH #1313 AT THE ISSA

Morcon

Booth 415

Lambskin Specialties

Booth 3277

Nyco Products Company

Booth 1523

Morcon Returns To ISSA/INTERCLEAN
Touting Its Trusted Morsoft™ Line

E.mix Dilution Control System With Mobile
Or Wall Mount Dispenser

Morcon™ is a leading converter of towel, tissue, napkin and
specialty products for the away-from-home tissue industry.
Two converting plants,
strategically located
in South Carolina
and New York, enable
Morcon to ship efficiently and effectively
to all of its customers.
Morcon — now in
its 30th year — returns to ISSA Las
Vegas spotlighting its Morsoft product line, which has a fresh new
appearance to go along with product additions and upgrades. As
Morcon’s largest product line, the Morsoft brand includes towel,
tissue and napkin products that will fit any market segment with
budget-friendly alternatives.
Visit Morcon at ISSA Las Vegas, booth 415,
or go to www.morcontissue.com to learn more!

E.mix closed-loop, leak-resistant dispensers — in mobile or wall
mount versions — accurately
dilute cleaning concentrates to
promote health, safety, compliance and sustainability.
Eleven e.mix concentrates
are available for a variety of
cleaning applications and
markets. These include allpurpose cleaners, glass
cleaners, odor neutralizers,
degreasers, bowl cleaners
and disinfectants.
Most recently, Safer
Choice DfE-certified e.mix MARVALOSA 14 was added to the
“mix.” With the same lavender scent as other MARVALOSA-brand
cleaners, e.mix MARVALOSA 14 Multi-Purpose Cleaner & Deodorizer rinses freely and leaves rooms smelling fresh and clean.
Visit www.nycoproducts.com.

M2 Professional Cleaning Products Booth 1866
Introducing Hygienic Monoblade Squeegees, for where
hygiene is of the primary importance, such as in the food,
professional kitchen, hospital, lab and pharmaceutical
industries.
Benefits include:
• Optimal socket handle design;
• Protected soft-touch edges;
• Ideal for smooth surfaces;
• Autoclavable138 degrees C/280 degrees F;
• One-piece squeegee to prevent hidden
bacteria;
• High wear and tear resistance;
• Use for floors and walls;
• Made of FDA-compliant materials (PP & TPE);
• Color-coded handles also available.
M2 Professional Cleaning Products:
59 Talman Ct., Concord, ON L4K 4L5.
Toll Free: 1-844-738-2007.
Email: marino@m2mfg.com. Website: www.m2mfg.com.

Royce Rolls Ringer Co.

Booth 2075

The 1C Half-Oval Double Tank Mopping
Unit From Royce Rolls Ringer Company
The Royce Rolls Ringer Company features its popular project
cart, the 1C Half-Oval Double Tank Mopping Unit.
This high quality, durable cart is made of stainless steel, which
is easy to clean and rust resistant. Multiple bucket and wringer
sizes are available. All carts include a 10-year guarantee against
breakage.
Call 800-253-9638 or visit www.roycerolls.net.

Lambskin Specialties is pleased to introduce a new T-Bar
Refill system, designed for smooth application of floor finishes.
The t-bars and refills are sold separately, and are available in
12, 18, 24 and 30 inches.
For more information, visit booth 3277 at the 2017 ISSA
Show, or contact us at 1-800-665-0202 or through e-mail
at distributors@lambskin.com.

Berk International

Booth 4645

TechWipe™ Specialty Task Wipe
Berk International’s TechWipe is a specialty task wipe for use
on optical glass and lenses. Intended for light-duty cleaning of
sensitive glass surfaces,
these virtually lint-free
wipes are inter-folded
and conveniently boxed
for always-clean, oneat-a-time dispensing.
With a built-in polyfilm dust layer to wipe
away dirt and smudges,
TechWipes easily handle the delicate task of cleaning lenses, test
tubes, electronics, computer screens, tablets and more, without
scratching or leaving behind fibers or residue. Available in cases
of 16,800 piece count containing 60 boxes with 280 wipes (size
4”x8”) per box. Ideal for any job that requires a strong, yet sensitive, touch.
Please call for pricing at 866-222-BERK (2375)
or 610-369-0600. Visit www.berkwiper.com to view our
complete line of intelligent wiping solutions.

KleenRite Equipment

Booth 1739

Kleenrite Equipment
offers the patented escalator cleaning solution for a new century.
The 2240 escalator
cleaner is the most versatile escalator/moving
sidewalk cleaner in the
industry.
The mobility, simple
operation and adjustability for any escalator
makes the 2240 a musthave tool in any escalator maintenance program.
The 2240 provides additional features such as a spray tank to address spills, vacuum attachments, spray bottle holders, disposable filter bags and
on-board storage. Both restorative and maintenance brushes are
included standard with every 2240 (U.S. Pat. No. 8555461).
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Visit www.kleenritemfg.com.

Dorden & Co., Inc.

Booth 4399

DordenSqueegee has expanded its warehousing for Belgian
Moss Floor Squeegees, and is stocked and ready for immediate
delivery of full or partial container loads.

Included in the expansion are:
• More plastic frame squeegees in 3 sizes;
• Additional Moss Squeegees with splash guard (heavy-duty);
•Excellent quality/longevity;
•Dries floor as liquid is being squeegeed; and,
•Sample stock available for evaluation.
Dorden also produces a full line of USA-made squeegees.
For more information, call 313-834-7910
or visit www.dordensqueegees.com.

Frank Miller & Sons, Inc.

Booth 5086

Snow Commander® ice melter
features a multi-action/pattern
indicator. The product is easy-touse, and helps prevent slip-and-fall
accidents/injuries.
Snow Commander® also includes a Formula “C” additive, to
help mitigate turf and shrub
damage. This ice melter works in
temperatures as low as -5ºF.

Ice Attack® generates instant
melting action. The product features
an exclusive combination of potassium chloride, calcium chloride,
sodium chloride and urea. This product melts ice and snow in temperatures as low as -12°F.

Visit www.icemelt.com.

WareMini
Max Results with Mini Effort

Effortlessly delivering outstanding
results, this WareMini range
provides the perfect balance
between value and benefits.
For all Models

Digital Models Only

 Turn-key system - pre-cabled, ready to be connected, with
no need to open and connect inside the system, reducing
installation time
 Reduced inventory stock thanks to its switching (multi-voltage),
power supply from 100-240Vac
 Simple hardware installation that needs no fixed power supply
as powered directly through signals
 Very water resistant with a high degree of protection offered by
the Nema 4X enclosure
 Designed to operate in the worst conditions with its extended
conductivity range 200μS to 10mS

 Digital LED display provides clear visibility in any lighting
condition
 Seko Unit set point displayed during operation to accurately
monitor wash tank conditions
 Fast, easy programming; WareMini is pre programmed for
typical, average wash tank conditions
 Probe and Probeless operation settings available
 “Air” display reading: Indicates chemical feed is delayed until the
probe is fully submersed in water
 Safe Mode Option; Automatically switches operation mode to a
probeless setting

Your Choice,
Our Commitment

For more information visit www.sekousa.com

Visit Us At ISSA Booth #4567

Bona

Booth 3887

Join the Bona® team at ISSA/Interclean this year, located at
booth 3887, to see the latest innovations and trend-setting
products in athletic and commercial hardwood floor care and
finishes. See live demos of the Bona FlexiSand DCS® Abrasion
System on a maple floor, and try it out for yourself.
This system has set the new standard in the wood floor recoat abrasive process, making it simple, efficient and cost effective for all hardwood recoating needs. This abrasion
system has four
components,
which work together to create
the optimal surface for wood
floor finish adhesion. Swing
by and we’ll
show you how!
Link to video:
www.youtube.com/watch?v=k9f0-Nu9Kuk
and also visit www.bona.com.

KleenRite Equipment

Booth 1739

Introducing the new
KleenRite® Horizon X
cross-over machine. With
the new KleenRite® Horizon X, expanding your
business into hard surface cleaning has never
been easier. Now with the
innovative design of the
Horizon X, you can clean
ceramic tile, porcelain
tile, stone and carpet!
Equipped with an adjustable 1200psi pump
and dual vac motors, the
Horizon X will be there to do any tile or carpet job that comes
your way. Go ahead and expand your Horizons; and go with the
best!
Since the beginning in 1973, KleenRite® has made a commitment to being manufactured only in the USA. Still to this day,
KleenRite® has honored that commitment and is providing you
with the name you have come to know and trust for 44 years.

J&M Technologies

Booth 2669

The Next Generation Of J&M’s E-Commerce
The new e-commerce Internet Order Entry program from J&M
Technologies surpasses all expectations in graphics, content and
ease-of-use. This new e-commerce platform meets the current
trend for simple graphic
layout and extensive
product information.
The navigation is simplified, and the search
bar is more prominent.
Users can now drilldown in searches by various attributes, such as
manufacturer, color, size,
etc. It comes with individual product pages populated with additional sales tools. This
includes manufacturer literature, brochures, image zoom features and embedded videos. Purchasing an item is simple, and
the program automatically suggests additional products to accompany the item choice.

Booth 4645

Perform Manufacturing, Inc. Booth 4530
Triple Concentrated Odor Control
The Eliminator eliminates airborne odors and neutralizes
most offensive odor problems. One spray in a 10x10 area will
eliminate all odors for up to
24 hours, leaving the room
fresh and clean smelling all
day.
Available in 8 fragrances:
citrus, apple, cherry, pumpkin,
spring mist, mango, plumeria
and peach. Recommended for
schools, churches, hospitals,
country clubs, athletic clubs,
restaurants and hotels.
It is effective for cigarette
smoke, food odors, garbage
odors, pet odors, restrooms,
musty odors and any malodors.

Please call for pricing at 866-222-BERK(2375)
or 610-369-0600. Visit www.berkwiper.com to view
our complete line of intelligent wiping solutions.

Blue MaxiSweep™ Angle Broom With Fiberglass Handle
Nexstep Commercial Products
(Exclusive Licensee of O-Cedar) has
announced its new Blue MaxiSweep™
Angle Broom With Fiberglass Handle.
Features include:
• Low-profile block;
• Fully washable, long-lasting
synthetic bristles;
• Flagged PET bristles for
sweeping the finest particles;
• 48”x15/16” fiberglass
handle, easy to sanitize;
• 13” sweeping surface,
7” long fiber.

Brightwell Dispensers Inc.

Booth 1673

Quantura is an innovative family of warewash dosing dispensers. The Quantura line helps to deliver quality and efficient
warewash cleaning results, by providing precise and consistent
dosing solutions for a variety of applications. This includes glass,
under-the-counter, single-tank, and conveyor machines.
Included in the line is
Quantura 200, a two-pump
peristaltic dosing system for
dosing detergent and rinse
aid. A third peristaltic pump
can be added to dose a
third chemical, such as a
sanitizer.
To achieve super low
flow rates, Quantura incorporates Brightwell Dispensers Special Pulsing Technology.
For the use of powder bowls, Brightwell Dispensers has developed a solenoid valve version for customers who prefer to
use solids or encapsulated powder products.

Visit www.performmfg.com.
Visit ISSA booth 1673
or www.brightwell-inc.com.

Koblenz

ChemWipe® Bucket Wiper Dispensing System
Berk International’s
ChemWipe is a disposable bucket wiper dispensing system that
allows end-users to
add their own chemical to create a custom
pre-moistened wipe.
The MightyWipe® material, made from a cellulose and synthetic base, has excellent strength and absorbency with low-lint
properties, providing an ideal material for heavy-duty cleaning,
wiping, degreasing and surface prep. Great for any job that requires a tough wiper. Available in a 12”x12” half-folded center
pull roll or standard 9” center pull roll with bucket and lid, allowing the addition of an end-user’s chemical or cleaning solution for a specific use.

Booth 3071

Visit www.ocedarcommercial.com or contact
customerservice@ocedarcommercial.com.

Visit www.jmcatalog.com.

www.kleenritemfg.com.

Berk International

Nexstep Commercial Prod.

The new Koblenz SP-2815
Orbital floor machine helps
users prepare large areas quickly
with less effort. This machine has a
28" x 14" pad size with a powerful
1.5 H.P motor at 3,500 rpms, a 50-foot
14-gauge line cord, safety switch, cast
iron frame and aluminum base plate.
Optional accessories available are:
22-pound weight, dust control kit,
4-gallon water tank, and 6-inch
pigtailed outlet. Included are a
one-year warranty on parts
and a two-year warranty
on the motor.

Visit www.koblenz-electric.com.
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Booth 1439

The Malish Corporation

Booth 4981

The Malish Corporation introduces its revolutionary floor brush:
Sonic Scrub. It is a patent-pending, rectangular, lightweight, deep
cleaning brush specifically designed for oscillating floor machines.
It offers significantly longer life expectancy than standard pads,
and therefore is more cost-effective and efficient.
Sonic Scrub is tufted with polypropylene and durable nylon filament. The dual filament construction
combines to create
superior scrubbing
action. This is ideal
for deep grout lines
and uneven floor
surfaces on ceramic, quarry, concrete and terrazzo
floors. The universal design fits all 14" x 20" oscillating floor machines: stick, walkbehind and riders.
Guaranteed to outlast any pad, Sonic Scrub is not only effective, it is the most efficient product of its kind.
Visit www.malish.com for more information.

We pass the bucks …
from Suppliers to you.
The United Group® (TUG) is a 100% Memberowned buying group for independent distributors
of Jan-San, Packaging, Foodservice and Safety
products and equipment. We negotiate the best
programs possible with the vendors you want
and keep our operating expenses low, in order to
pass maximum rebate dollars on to Members.
In TUG there are no hidden contracts, no surprise
fees, and no margin restrictions. Our full-time

staff and Preferred Suppliers work with you every
step of the way to help you perform your best.
TUG provides value-added services, networking
occasions, and group sales opportunities that
benefit Members and Suppliers alike.
Visit The United Group at ISSA Booth 1436 to
learn how Team TUG can help your company stay
competitive and be more profitable.

www.unitedgroup.com ❚ (318) 387-9676

Call Ty Huffer (Senior VP of Sales) at 318.331.6762 or
John Hull (VP of Business Development) at 215.518.2826

Bro-Tex, Inc.

Booth 3366

Perfex Corporation

Spartan Chemical Company

TruCLEAN Sponge Mop And Stainless-Steel Mop Frame

Since 1923, Bro-Tex has manufactured and converted cloth
and paper wiping products. Bro-Tex offers a wide selection of
the most popular wiping solutions. This includes non-woven dry
wipers, microfiber and MicroSpun towels, cotton towels, wet
wipes and absorbents. Bro-Tex is large enough to handle any
wiper converting needs and small enough to be flexible.
Bro-Tex also has a new and improved website, featuring an
easy filtering system. Check it out at www.brotex.com.

Help facilities comply with the
latest infection control protocols.
TruCLEAN sponge mops are designed specifically for use in cleanroom
environments,
where
contamination-control is critical.
Specially formulated polyurethane
foam has excellent chemical, microbial and abrasion resistance. Features
low particle generation with exceptional surface coherence. Clean
and disinfect a full 16” x 5” area in a single pass.
Stainless steel mop frame swivels to maintain total surface
contact, consistently delivering a thorough and even application
of cleaning solution to floors, walls and ceilings. Low-profiled
mop frame allows for easy and efficient cleaning under and over
tables, and other hard-to-reach surfaces. The user can easily
change mop heads with the quick squeeze release and framelocking mechanism.
Contact: Perfex Corporation,
Phone: 1-800-848-8483. Email: perfex@perfexonline.com.
Website: www.perfexonline.com.

Booth 3749

Xtreme Vehicle Care is a complete lineup of products developed to meet the needs of car wash facilities. Designed to provide the utmost flexibility for both distributors and car wash
operators, Xtreme Vehicle Care products can be used in selfserve, full-serve conveyor, as well as in-bay automatic facilities.
Leveraging the
latest in technology for each of
the Xtreme Vehicle Care products,
this highly concentrated line is
formulated to meet car wash operators’ exacting standards.
The Xtreme Vehicle Care benefits include:
• Efficient cost per car;
• Minimal chemical dwell time;
• Optimal chemical performance;
• Local support and on-time delivery.
With Xtreme Vehicle Care, car wash owners and operators can
count on providing a clean, dry vehicle every time, with a chemical lineup that simplifies the ordering process and adapts to the
cleaning system in each facility.
Visit www.spartanchemical.com.

Booth 5031

XYNYTH Manufacturing Corp. Booth 2055

The Champion Sprayon® ValueScents line of value-priced
metered air fresheners is made right here in the USA. They eliminate unpleasant airborne odors with Ordenone®, and leave a
fresh scent behind.
The 6.17 oz. cans fit most metered-aerosol dispensers, last
for 30 days on the 15minute spray setting, and
deodorize up to 6,000
cubic feet.
Available in six
research-driven scents:
Lavender, Tropic Punch,
Coconut Water, Cinnamon
Apple, Clean Linen and Citrus. Ideal for eliminating
odors in bathrooms, locker
rooms, kitchens, garages,
garbage areas, pet areas,
warehouses and any areas prone to malodors.

We are pleased to unveil our latest product, #200 Machine
Dishwash Detergent.
Using our signature
premeasured, water soluble pouches, this impressive new line is
chlorine- and phosphatefree, taking it a step further toward sustainable
and responsible environmental practices.
Like our original formula, #200 leaves cutlery
and dishes sparkling
clean, and is safe for all
types of glassware, pans
and even fine china.
Suitable for both commercial and domestic dishwashers, and
offered in two convenient sizes, our easy-to-use pouches combine maximum performance and cost effectiveness.

XYNYTH Manufacturing Corp., has been
a leader in the manufacturing industry for
more than three decades. It offers a variety
of safe and eco-friendly high-quality ice
melters.
For ISSA/INTERCLEAN 2017, XYNYTH
presents its organic product line, along
with a NEW powerful liquid spray de-icer
called Arctic CLEAR Window & Mirror
De-icer™. This product clears ice, frost
and light snow off windshields, windows,
mirrors, locks, headlights, doors and
multiple surfaces immediately upon
contact.
Arctic CLEAR contains biodegradable
ingredients, and is the most effective
deicing spray for melting ice. It is very
powerful, and will work in temperatures
as low as -42°C (-44°F).

Visit www.chaseproducts.com.

Visit www.meterpak.com.

Chase Products

Booth 1623

ValueScents Are Made In The USA!

Microfiber and More LLC
This Complete Finish/Pocket Mop System is designed so mops
will not fall off the touchless, pocket mop frame. It features a
compact, easy-to-use and care-for design.
Includes: press bucket with lid, pocket frame and handle, and
six pocket finish mops.

For more information on this incredible cleaning system,
contact: info@microfiber4sale.com
or visit www.microfiber4sale.com.

Meterpak, Inc.

Starco Chemical

Booth 3977

Call 1-800-MELT-ICE
or visit www.XYNYTH.com
for more information.

Microfiber and More LLC

EMERGE™ Dish, Pot & Pan Premium Plus Detergent
EMERGE™ is a blue concentrated dish, pot and pan manualuse product. Use it in the first compartment of a three-compartment sink, or in any kitchen sink.
EMERGE™ is better than the most
widely sold commercial dishwashing product, at a 30 percent savings.
EMERGE™ is similar in physical properties, but drowns the competition when it
comes to chemical activity, number of
dishes cleaned, suds and stability of suds.
EMERGE™ outperforms top-rated dishwashing detergents. It’s also mild to the skin. In
a widely used Shell Test Method, EMERGE™ outperformed leading
dishwashing detergents by cleaning over 20 percent more dishes.
EMERGE™ leaves glassware and chrome sink fixtures spotless and squeaky clean.
EMERGE™ is delightfully scented.
Most distributors are looking for a viable alternative to expensive national brands — EMERGE™ is that alternative.
Visit www.starcochemical.com.
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Color-coded hand
trowel system
eliminates crosscontamination,
reduces chemical
and water usage,
and comes with
a compact
easy-to-use and
care-for design.
Pad types are
available for
cleaning glass,
white boards,
restroom walls,
desk tops and
cafeteria tables.
For more information on this incredible cleaning system,
contact: info@microfiber4sale.com
or visit www.microfiber4sale.com.

ACS Industries

Booth 2877

Diamond by Gorilla® is a new and revolutionary system that
cleans and polishes floors mechanically, without the use of chemicals. ETC’s Diamond by Gorilla® system consists of floor pads
impregnated with billions of microscopic diamonds that will
transform any dull,
worn floor into a clean
shining floor.
Diamond by Gorilla® pads come in
different levels of aggressiveness that are
ideal for cleaning and
polishing: 200 Blue,
400 Red, 800 White,
1500 Yellow, 3000
Green, 8000 Orange
and 11,000 Purple, creating the best range of diamond impregnated floor pads on the market.
This system can be used on surfaces such as concrete, terrazzo, marble, ceramic and other natural stones, as well as VCT
when using the 1500 and higher polishing pads.
Visit www.acsindustries.com.

Seko Dosing Systems Corp.

Booth 4567

CP Industries

CP Industries is proud to announce that Superior
Sno-N-Ice Melter® and Premiere Ice Melter® have
earned the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency’s
Design for the Environment (DfE) recognition.

Whether you need to protect your front walk, your loading
docks, or your multi-million dollar parking structure, CP Industries has developed a full line of ice melters for every job and
every budget. For over 30 years, our distributors have appreciated our dedication to excellent customer service and providing
educational material to help them understand our products better. Our products are available in boxes or tough poly bags.
Call CP Industries at 1-800-453-4931 or
visit www.cpindustries.com.

Kutol Products Company

New Sekure Range Of
Dispensing Solutions From Seko
SekureMax and SekureDose are a range
of evolutionary chemical dispensing cabinets and stations designed to offer:
• Ease of Installation - tool free;
• Modularity - ultimate flexibility;
• Compatible - works with other SEKO
systems;
• Flexible - designed to hold multiple packaging formats;
• Robustness – ABS outer casing. Clean and durable;
• Customizable – helps with brand communication;
• Security - Lockable for safety and security; and,
• No electrical connection and no water
supply required.
SekureMax and SekureDose provide
simple and safe chemical dosing.

Booth 3323

Aluf Plastics

Visit www.alufplastics.com.

Innovative Chemical Corp.

Booth 2595

U.S. Battery Mfg. Co.

MEYERWINDOW™ Improves Your View For Increased Sales
Grab ‘n Go Salads, Sandwich Combos, Boxed Lunches,
Pastries, Cookies, Cupcakes
are at their best when dressed
up in a MeyerWindow™ box!
FABULOUS FEATURES!
• 4 point cover lock
• Largest Window Size
• Anti-Fog Window
• Web Corner Construction
holds all dressings and liquids
• Exclusive Patent-Pending
Anti-Fingerprint Coating resists exterior grease stains on Kraft items.
PROUDLY MADE IN THE USA BY FC MEYER PACKAGING LLC.
Send e-mail to Marketing@fcmpackagingsales.com or visit
www.fcmeyerpackaging.com for more information.
America’s Most Experienced Packaging Manufacturer Since 1907.

Booth 3677

A Boost Of Energy For Battery
Powered Floor Cleaning Equipment
U.S. Battery Manufacturing’s
new Endurance Plus deep-cycle
batteries for floor cleaning equipment offer longer operation time to
get the entire job done.
The company’s US 2000 XC2 6volt and US 12VRX XC2 12-volt
batteries are two of the most
widely used in the commercial
cleaning industry, and are designed to provide high-performance at a better value, to help
lower annual operating costs.
Endurance Plus batteries are manufactured in the U.S.A., and
feature molded-in UTL terminals that have torque values consistent with current burned-on UTL versions. With U.S. Battery’s exclusive XC2 formulation, these batteries also offer the highest
initial capacity, fastest cycle-up time to full-rated capacity, improved recharge ability, and the highest total energy delivered
than any battery in their class.
Visit www.USBattery.com.
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Booth 617

7 New Scents For Protegé Odagon

Kid-Friendly Hand Hygiene Solutions
Kutol expands its popular Designer Series with a Kids multicolored dispenser, created with children in mind. Featuring
Kutol’s signature top-dispensing technology to avoid leaks, it
dispenses just .4 mL of soap
for smaller hands. The bright
colors, with fun window
cards (and optional stickers),
attract kids and encourage
them to wash and sanitize
their hands. This helps fight
germs and reduce absenteeism.
Pair the Kids dispenser
with one of Kutol’s kid-friendly foaming products. Foaming Ultra
Green Hand Soap (no dyes, fragrances, parabens, sulfates,
peanut or tree nut ingredients) is Green Seal™ certified, and
ideal for allergy-sensitive hands. Foaming No Alcohol Hand Sanitizer is safe and effective against germs.

Booth 4551

Aluf Plastics, a nationwide leader of can liners and industrial
packaging, helps distributors:
• Grow sales;
• Maximize margins; and,
• Differentiate themselves from the competition.
Manufacturing superior bags since 1977 for virtually all consumer and industrial uses, Aluf Plastics is
woman-owned; WBENC-certified;
and stocks the widest variety of
sizes, gauges, materials and
seals.
Products include those
with flaps and drawstrings;
and items that are compostable, repro and more.
Over 750 stock items are
available to ship within
72 hours with the company’s private fleet of
trucks.

Seven new scents, in multiple packaging options, are
now available for Innovative
Chemical Corporation’s Protegé Odagon deodorant and
air freshener.
The increased Odagon variety allows distributors to attract new customers, and
give current users convenient packaging choices.
All scents are safe for all
surfaces and the environment.
Odagon kills odor-causing
bacteria, and removes malodors from air, fabrics and
surfaces.
Call toll-free at 844-540-1947
or visit www.iccmn.com for more information.

Contact sales@kutol.com or visit www.kutol.com.

Visit www.sekousa.com.

FC Meyer Packaging

Booth 2640

SOLO

Booth 4560
SOLO CLEANLine 301 FA Foam Applicator

The use of foaming products for cleaning and sanitizing purposes
is gaining popularity. Visibility and longer cling time, with no run-off,
are the major advantages. In many cases, foam is used to clean surfaces that require a reduced moisture level.
The SOLO CLEANLine 301 FA foam
applicator is fitted with Viton®
seals for spraying acidic solutions,
and with a special flat spray nozzle for even
foam application. The foam consistency and
the moisture content can be easily adjusted
with the patented “varioFOAM” adjustment
system.
The Solo 301 FA features a lightweight
and translucent container with easy-to-read
fill level gradation marks, a large fill opening and a pressure relief
valve. The sealed pump, with ergonomically-shaped large pump
handle, ensures quick and efficient pressure build-up to max. 42
psi. The product also eliminates repetitive motion injury by reducing
the need to pull a standard trigger sprayer.
Visit www.solousa.com.

Visit Us At ISSA Booth #2737

Queenaire Technologies, Inc.

Booth 303

Harness The Power Of Two State-Of-The-Art Technologies
To Sanitize The Air & Eliminate Odors In One Unit

Regardless of the type of facility, always of concern to property managers is the air quality and odor. Ozone generators offer
the fastest and most effective means for eliminating odors in
unoccupied areas.
Hydroxyl generators are a great alternative for keeping an
area odor free and for sanitizing the air in occupied spaces.
Now both technologies are available in the same unit, the
Newaire HO3-2500.
Call Newaire at 1-877-646-9663.
Visit QueenAire.com
or visit the Hydroxyl Experts at booth #303 during ISSA.

Envirochem, Inc.

Booth 3723

Trojan Battery

Booth 3843

Trojan Battery Solutions For Floor Care Equipment
SHINE NON-CAUSTIC OVEN
CLEANER AND DEGREASER
offers thorough penetration
of encrusted grease and
grime. It’s highly effective in
the removal of those deposits
found in baking ovens, especially
baked-on fats, greases and carbon.
It’s also recommended for use
on grills, deep fryers, steak platters and the undersides of hoods
and canopies, where grease and
carbon accumulate.
SHINE NON-CAUSTIC OVEN
CLEANER can be diluted with
water for economical use. This
penetrating cleaner is a timesaver,
helping to lower labor costs.

Trojan Battery’s deep-cycle battery technologies are engineered to increase performance, reduce downtime and extend
battery life of floor cleaning equipment.
Trojan’s broad line of
deep-cycle flooded and
AGM batteries is designed
for maximum sustained
performance to meet demanding requirements of
floor machine applications. Trojan’s AGM batteries are ideal solutions to power equipment used in locations
where regulatory mandates require use of non-spillable batteries, such as airports and healthcare facilities.
Trojan works closely with floor machine manufacturers, ensuring its batteries provide the functionality needed to keep pace
with new floor equipment designs and customer demands. This
includes advanced single-point watering systems for easier
flooded battery maintenance. With Trojan’s HydroLink™ watering system, a set of batteries can be filled in less than 30 seconds.

Visit www.envirochem-usa.com

Visit www.trojanbattery.com.

Starco Chemical

Booth 3977

R&B Wire Products, Inc.

Zephyr Manufacturing

Terrifico™ — Cleaning Up By Appealing To
Changing Demographics

R&B Wire Products Ramps Up Its Antimicrobial Product Line

In order to be a successful marketer in the jan/san industry today,
it is more essential than ever to understand the changing demographics of the client population. Much as salsa has taken over the
top spot in food condiments, so too, products
that appeal to the Latino population in the sanitary service industry show an understanding
of user preferences. Today, major growth in effective cleaning products is found with quality
lavender-scented products.
In order to be valuable as an all-purpose
cleaner, a product must first and foremost be
an effective concentrated cleaner. Ideally, the
product should be safe on all washable surfaces, and maintain its fragrance when diluted to proper-use
strength. Products like Starco’s Terrifico™ Lavender Cleaner are effective in a multitude of cleaning situations, and dry residue-free
without rinsing. Capture more of the end-user cleaning market by
showing and demonstrating products like Terrifico™ that appeal to
the tastes of today’s cleaning and sanitation professionals.
Call 201-935-4300 or 800-654-7627.

R&B Wire Products has announced its complete line of antimicrobial
products.
This
includes: Antimicrobial Laundry
Carts (100E/ANTI, 200F/ANTI,
201H/ANTI), Antimicrobial Triangular Hamper Stand (669/ANTI),
Vinyl Basket Truck W/ Antimicrobial Liner (406SO/ANTI-424SO/ANTI) and Antimicrobial Privacy
Screens (PSS-3/AM, PSS-3C/AM).
These products feature an antimicrobial additive, designed to inhibit the growth of bacteria and
provide an unprecedented level of
cleanliness for employees and
guests alike. These products are
designed to help facilities meet
strict health codes and regulations.
R&B also offers antimicrobial hamper bags and covers in a variety of colors, for maximum protection.
Visit www.rbwire.com or call 800-634-0555.

Berk International

Booth 4645

NEW! Fitness Wipes Pre-moistened Wiper System
Berk International’s Fitness Wipe is a disposable, pre-moistened wiper system specially formulated to clean and deodorize
fitness equipment. Made from a biodegradable cellulose fabric,
and infused with a lightdose, quat-based formula, Fitness Wipes are
ideal for use on surfaces
commonly wiped in
gyms, health clubs and
fitness facilities.
With 1,750 sheets
per roll, Berk’s Fitness
Wipes are among the largest in the industry, reducing changeout time. This centerpull wiper system is designed for quick,
easy fill and refill, using Berk’s bucket dispenser or centerpull
wall dispenser.
Please call for pricing at 866-222-BERK(2375)
or 610-369-0600. Visit www.berkwiper.com to view
our complete line of intelligent wiping solutions.

KleenRite Equipment

Booth 1739

KleenRite® Equipment would like to introduce its newest addition to their extractor
line; the 'TRAVELER SERIES’. The TRAVELER SERIES is KleenRite®’s first 15 gallon extractor; equipped with 25’ attached
power cords and is available in
multiple configurations: 1001200 PSI, single or dual 2stg/3stg
vacuums, with or without heat.
KleenRite®’s TRAVELER SERIES
also has features allowing you to
keep your wand and hoses all on
board your unit making it easier to
storing and transport.
Since the beginning in 1973,
KleenRite® has made a commitment to being manufactures only in
the USA. Still to this day, KleenRite® has
honored that commitment and is providing you with the name you
have come to know and trust for 44 years.
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Visit www.kleenritemfg.com.

Booth 1873

Zephyr Announces The New SorbUp™ Wet Mop
The SorbUp™ mop
has an unchallenged 700
percent absorbency, perfect for use in spill
cleanup. In addition, it has
a 40 percent release rate,
allowing the user to clean
up large spills quickly and
easily.
It’s made from 100
percent post-industrial
recycled material, and
does not require a breakin period. The non-woven
material is perfect for cleaning up anything from water to oil. Because it’s less expensive than a comparable cotton mop, the
SorbUp™ is truly a disposable wet mop.
For more information on this revolutionary new mop,
stop by Zephyr’s booth #1873 at the ISSA show in Las Vegas,
and also visit www.zephyrmfg.com.

NPS Corporation

Booth 4243

Merfin® Phoenix Dispensing Collection
It’s Just The Beginning

Discover how the new Merfin® Phoenix dispensing collection can
enhance your restroom. Visit us at ISSA booth #4243.

NPS Corporation

www.npscorp.com

(800) 558-5066

Over 40 YEARS of quality and durability made in the USA

ISSA, Booth 1739

Edge
Carpet and Upholstery

Traveler Series
Carpet and Hard Surface

X-Vac
Pile Lifter

MEGAX & MEGAXL
Flood Extractor

Sphere
Carpet and Upholstery

M.A.C.
Multi Area Cleaner

Halo
Rotary Extractor

1122 Maple St. Madera, CA 93637 www.kleenritemfg.com
559.673.5700 800.241.4865 fax 559.673.5725

2240
Escalator Cleaner

RedDot Brands

Booth 2686

Step1 Software Solutions

Booth 2668

Custom Paper, Skin Care, Air Care And
Glove Dispensers, And Consumables
RedDot Brands offers a complete system of customizable dispensers that enhances branding for you and your customers.
NEW! LCD towel dispensers make communicating with employees
and customers easy and
engaging.
These dispensers can
be quickly updated with
new content to keep
messaging fresh, and
can also be used to generate ad revenue.
RedDot Brands,
300 Wengel Dr., Reedsburg, WI 53959.
Phone: 844-788-9564.
Email: support@reddotbrands.com.
Website: www.reddotbrands.com.

Warsaw Chemical

Booth 1433

Citrus Select Hand Cleaner
From Warsaw Chemical
Warsaw Chemical offers Citrus Select Industrial Strength Hand
Cleaner, part of the Select Care™ Hand Cleaners line. The product
utilizes biodegradable soy ingredients,
d-limonene and walnut scrubbers to
quickly cut through the heaviest
greases and oils. It also includes skin
conditioning ingredients to keep hands
from drying and cracking.
Warsaw Chemical offers over 200
maintenance products and Car
Choice® Brand car wash products
internationally and throughout the
United States. The Car Choice® line
includes products for self-service,
automatic and conveyor car washes.
Contact: Warsaw Chemical Co., Inc.,
P.O. Box 858, Warsaw, IN 46581.
Phone: 800-548-3396; Fax: 574-267-3884.
Website: www.warsaw-chem.com/
hand-cleaners#SelectCareHandCleaners.

Polydros, S.A.

Booth 1835

STEP1’s CRM goes way beyond simple prospecting. CRM helps
your reps sell up and down their existing accounts. CRM shows
reps items that this customer is not buying that other very similar customers are buying.
Easily identify opportunities that are both profitable and attainable. Allows users to quickly and easily log activities and sync
the next appointment with their Outlook calendar.
For more information visit www.step1.com.

APC Filtration Inc.

Booth 2897

Visit www.cleaningblock.com.

Booth 1526

Morgro’s Sno-Plow ice
melter is formulated to meet
those situations where maximum performance as well
as pricing demands are critical. The product is a combination of sodium chloride
and magnesium chloride.
Sno-Plow works in temperatures as low as -27º F.
Each particle of Sno-Plow
is coated, not blended, with magnesium chloride, creating product uniformity and efficiency. Also, the inhibitor in Sno-Plow’s
Liqui-Fire™ melting enhancer helps reduce corrosion on exposed metals.
Sno-Plow is safe to use on concrete and will not harm trees,
shrubs or other vegetation when used as directed. It’s also safe
on carpets and floors, leaving no oily residue. Sno-Plow’s green
colored granules reduce the possibility of over-application. The
product comes in a wide variety of packaging sizes.
Other Morgro ice melter products include: Ice Fighter Plus,
Cal-Melt and Deep Thaw.
Visit www.morgro.com for more information.

DPA Buying Group

Booth 1312

Janitized® Aftermarket Vacuum Bags
Janitized®, a division of APC Filtration Inc., has expanded its
line of aftermarket products to include two new replacement vacuum bags. The latest additions include upright filter bags designed to fit the following
vacuum models:
• Hoover Hushtone Type CU2:
Models CH54113, CH54013,
CH54015 and CH54115;
• CleanMax Zoom: Models
ZM-200, ZM-400 and ZM-600;
• Tennant: Model V-LWU-13;
• Riccar SupraLite: Models
RSL1AC, RSLC and RSL5C.
Get premium filtration for the
toughest cleaning jobs! Visit
Booth 2897 at the ISSA show to
find out more about Janitized®
Aftermarket Filters.
Call: 1-888-689-1235; Fax: 1-866-491-1236;
E-mail: customerservice@apcfilters.com;
Website: www.janitized.com.

Mosquito

Booth 3695

Mosquito’s new Carbon-Lite is simply the
lightest, most powerful
commercial backpack
vacuum available today.
New, exotic poly carbon material, combined
with the industry’s most
powerful Pulse Power
motor, provides unmatched performance.
At Mosquito, attention to detail and commitment to innovation never ends. The
company’s latest product, the Carbon-Lite, is the beginning of
a true revolution in industrial backpack vacuum design and
performance.
Mosquito’s state-of-the-art design studio overlooks the company’s production stations in Huntington Beach, CA. Furthering
Mosquito’s commitment to quality, its new Carbon-Lite boasts an
impressive 88 percent of components manufactured in the USA.
Combine that with the industry’s longest warranty, and the choice
is clear.
Visit www.mosquitosupervac.com.
*

“Cleaning Block” is an ecological powerful cleaner, especially
designed for porcelain toilets. Thanks to its cellular structure, it
cleans, without chemicals, the most encrusted dirt, mold, lime
and rust off ceramic and porcelain surfaces.
Cleaning Block is bacteriostatic and without eco-toxicity for
life systems, so it’s environmentally friendly. It’s manufactured in
Spain by Polydros, S. A., with the Made In Europe guarantee.

Morgro, Inc.
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The DPA Buying Group is a North American buying and networking organization of over 700 independent distributors and
220 preferred suppliers.
DPA offers distributors savings and growth opportunities in
five unique market segments: Janitorial/Sanitary, Safety Equipment & Clothing, Industrial Tools, Restoration, and Packaging
Products. Membership is free for approved distributors.
DPA distributor members receive quarterly allowances, better
pricing, lower minimums, better freight policies and extra promotions from the group’s preferred vendors. DPA also helps manufacturers gain new distribution and increased sales through its
annual conferences and marketing opportunities.
Learn more about DPA membership benefits by visiting
www.JoinDPA.com or call 800-652-7826.

Seatex, Ltd.

Booth 1529

2X Ultra Concentrated ASPIRE — Andron All Temp Detergent
In the ASPIRE System, products are
2X more concentrated than regular
dishmachine systems. Andron All
Temp Detergent is a professional,
highly effective, ultra-concentrated
formula designed for dishmachine
systems. It works in both high temp
and low temp systems, offering exceptional results for hard water
conditions.
A few of the sustainability benefits of ultra-concentrates are:
• Closed loop;
• Less storage;
• Reduced packaging materials going into landfills;
• Reduced weight and shipping/ transportation costs;
• More racks per bottle of chemical; and,
• Less overall operational cost.
For more information on how ultra concentrates can be beneficial for customers, sales and the environment, contact ProBlend at 866-389-9430 or visit www.problendcommercial.com.

DDI System

Booth 1773

Inform ERP Redefines Customer Engagement
DDI System’s Inform ERP Software optimizes distribution operations for jan/san, paper and packaging distributors — creating lean
inventories, managing financials, delivering performance analytics and more.
It’s also the only ERP solution with advanced CRM (customer relationship
management) functionality embedded
throughout the software.
• Better Communication — Detailed calendaring manages
opportunities and connects your entire team. Impress your customers with an immediate follow-up from a linked sales order,
plus eliminate missed sales opportunities.
• Embedded CRM — Inform ERP’s CRM tools keep the needs
of your customers immediately available. Built-in prospect designations and customer notes give your team the ability to service customers at a higher level.
• Online Storefront — Real-time, integrated e-commerce
adds comfort to online buying and provides added value with a
customer information portal.
Call 877-599-4334 or visit www.DDISystem.com.

Occidental Chemical Corp.

Booth 1432

PELADOW™ Premier Snow & Ice Melter works fast and in all
weather conditions. In contact with moisture, PELADOW™ calcium chloride pellets release heat to accelerate the melting
process.
Trusted by maintenance professionals for over 50 years,
PELADOW™ is the leading deicer brand.
Occidental Chemical
Corporation (OxyChem®)
is a domestic manufacturer of high-quality,
American-made, calcium
chloride products.
There’s no guessing
what’s in our bag.
Visit
www.peladow.com
or call 888-293-2336.

Intercon Chemical Company Booth 3039
Meet FSMA Transport Rule Now With The
PURE Transport Sanitization System!
The FSMA disinfection solution involves better chemistry and
better technology, from Intercon Chemical.
PURE Hard Surface
Disinfectant is delivered
in a mist, providing full
coverage application,
including the refrigeration unit and ducting,
without corrosion.
Other benefits include:
• Disinfects in 15 minutes, with 5-log pathogen reduction;
• No added water, no pre-mixing;
• 24-hour residual protection; and,
• Can provide automatic tracking for FSMA compliance
documentation.
Minimize down time. Maximize food safety.
Visit www.interconchemical.com or booth 3039.

The Andersen Company

Booth 3477

All-new Clean Shield urinal mats have a unique Seep Guard
Tacki Back that eliminates fluid seepage through the mat, providing more protection to the floor than other urinal mats on the
market. The tacky
backing also adds
an element of
safety by keeping
the mats in place.
A d d i t i o n a l l y,
Clean Shield mats
are anti-microbial
treated, and come
with a 30-day
Timestrip to prompt facilities to replace mats on a regular basis.
The timer can also be used as a restroom management tool for
other time-sensitive items, such as air fresheners and urinal
screens.
Clean Shield mats are made with a 100 percent recycled PET
face, and come in charcoal color. There are six mats per case.
Visit www.andersenco.com.

Microfiber and More LLC

Nittany Paper

Booth 505

THANK YOU
We would like to take
this opportunity, before
attending our 11th ISSA
show, to thank our distribution partners for
supporting our efforts over the years. Changes in our industry
have been dramatic, and while we embrace change, we stay
consistent with our mission of serving independent family
companies across the US and Canada.
We are proud of the fact that our mission is virtually the
opposite of our largest competitors and it’s working.
Please stop by to visit us this year in Las Vegas, and see our
new additions of USDA certified Bio-base products, as well as
additional Green Seal Certified products.
Sincerely,

Donald M. Chapman, President

Avmor

Booth 4811

Fast Cleaning Of Carpet, Tile, Grout And Rubber Floors
Avmor introduces CAPTIV800, a highly effective cleaner that
can be used on carpet, tile, grout and
even rubber floors. This means that
one cleaning solution can be used on
multiple floors, helping to reduce
costs and storage needs.
CAPTIV800 is a deep-cleaning formula that essentially wipes clean
floor surfaces, removing oily soil, dirt,
dust and stains.
Because it’s low moisture, carpet
and floors dry quickly. This makes
turnaround time minimal and perfect
for use on busy carpeted hallways,
and in hotel guest rooms, school
classrooms and anywhere else that needs to be open for foot
traffic fast.
CAPTV800 also helps stretch costly and disruptive extracting
cycles, saving time and money.
Visit www.avmor.com or call 450-629-4355
for more information.

Visit Maintenance Sales News At ISSA Booth #2895

Blue microfiber duster kit includes flexible wand, 48-inch extension handle and blue microfiber duster. Features compact,
easy-to-use and care-for design. Allows user to reach 10 to 12
feet without a ladder.

ISSA Show Floor Open
...................................

For more information on this incredible cleaning system,
contact: info@microfiber4sale.com
or visit www.microfiber4sale.com.

• 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. on Tuesday, September 12;
• 10 a.m. to 5:30 p.m. on Wednesday, September 13; and,
• 10 a.m. to 2:30 p.m. on Thursday, September 14.
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Brady Acquires F&S Distributors
In Tucson, AZ
Brady, a full-line janitorial supply, equipment and foodservice distributor, has acquired
F&S Distributors in Tucson, AZ.
“This addition will increase Brady’s existing presence in the Tucson region, strengthening the company’s coverage in this part of the state,” according to a Brady press release.
“We are very excited about the latest addition to our expansive presence in Arizona,” said Travis Brady, president and
CEO. “F&S has a solid reputation and
long-standing history in the territory. We
look forward to building on those resources
and increasing our footprint in the region.”
Bryon Church, Brady’s current general manager for all Arizona branches, is overseeing
the transition and managing day-to-day operations and distribution logistics.
“All operations will be out of Brady’s current Tucson branch,” said Brady.
Brady has offered products to facility and foodservice professionals for 70 years. The
company has a workforce of more than 320 employees in locations throughout Nevada,
Utah, Arizona, Idaho, New Mexico, Colorado, Maryland, California and Texas including its
original Las Vegas, NV, headquarters.
For additional information, visit www.bradyindustries.com.

Avmor Floor Care Products Certified To
Help Prevent Slip-and-Fall Accidents

Five professional floor care products, manufactured by Avmor, have been certified under the UL 410 Standard, which verifies that the products help prevent slipand-fall accidents.
“The UL 410 Standard for Slip Resistance of Floor Surface Materials, from global
independent safety science and standards company UL (Underwriters Laboratories),
is designed to help purchasers select products that have been third-party tested and
verified to promote walker safety,” according to Avmor.
Avmor said the five certified floor care products are as follows:
• EP80, a UL Ecologo-certified, concentrated floor sealer/finish;
• EP82, a UL Ecologo-certified ultra-high speed (UHS) floor finish that
provides high-gloss retention;
• PREMIERE, a high-gloss floor finish designed for low to heavily trafficked areas;
• DISTANCE, a UHS floor finish designed for large floor areas such as
malls and airports; and,
• LUX UHS, for managers and contractors looking for a “wet look” shine
on high traffic floor such as the retail environment.
Visit Avmor Booth 4811 during ISSA 2017, or visit www.avmor.com.
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• Provide accurate dilutions
• Prevent toxic spills
• Eliminate mixing mistakes
• Reduce chemical waste
• Increase end-user safety

Contact Us For Your
Custom Solution Today!
+1.800.759.7090 • www.rdindustries.com • sales@rdindustries.com
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Offering Updates To Graphics, Content And Ease-Of-Use

J&M Technologies Presents New Internet Order Entry Program
“The new e-commerce Internet Order Entry program from
J&M Technologies features an updated graphic layout and
many sales-encouraging features such as faster search tools,
detailed product information, manufacturer literature, embedded videos and additional purchase suggestions for each selected item,” said the
company.
“Overall, the new format is graphically
more appealing with larger images, easier
access to navigation, and a more prominent
search bar. The new navigation bar is simplified with drop-down product category
specifics, allowing for easier access to
products. The product category pages enable visitors to search by various attributes,
such as manufacturer, color, size, etc.”

base of descriptions, videos, manufacturer literature and images of over 350,000 janitorial, paper, packaging, food service and safety products assembled from over 1,500
manufacturers.

J&M Technologies’ products include Internet Order Entry
(and its mobile application), Print Catalog Creator, Interactive
Electronic Rep Assist, and Facility Product Guide.
For more information, visit www.jmcatalog.com.

cartridges utilize new,
patented capillary spiral
technology that holds odor
counteractant fragrance without
leaking, dripping or spilling!
Spiralz refills hold 50 mL
(1.7 fl oz) providing 60 days
of linear air hygiene.
Our unique patent pending
method offers all these
great advantages:

All new method
Individual product pages have tabs for
accessing product description, specifications, videos, manufacturer literature (such
as brochures, sell sheets, operator manuals, parts lists, etc.), and suggestions for
accompanying products.

Clean & easy to handle
Zero risk of leaking
Fits many dispensers
Batteries NOT required
12 tested fragrances
Patent pending

“The key to having a successful online
catalog and ordering system is to make it
easy for users to find products, evaluate
them and order them,” according to John
Manzoian, president of J&M Technologies. “This new e-commerce platform
meets the current trend for simple graphic
layout and extensive product information.
We’ve also populated the product pages
with additional sales tools such as manufacturer literature, brochures, and videos.
Purchasing an item is simple and the program automatically suggests additional
products to accompany the item choice.”
The Internet Order Entry product lets
distributors customize websites with a
company’s logo, banners, colors, and other
options. The shopping cart catalog is created from the J&M Technologies’ data-

Exclusive
distribution opportunities
are now available. Call today to take
advantage of this innovative
breakthrough!

Booth 4880

Pittsburgh, PA 15238 | USA | www.airscent.com

1-800-247-0770 | 412-252-2000
© 2017 ASI
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SMA And Members Make Inroads For
Their Brands With Inbound Marketing

A

question often asked in business circles is whether social media platforms like Twitter, LinkedIn and Facebook can provide above-market ROI versus conventional
marketing and promotional communication tools like print ads, tradeshow banners,
and the like.
Strategic Market Alliance has studied this issue and we believe social media participation by distributors can, and does, provide compelling return on investment. “Inbound Marketing,” as the use of social media platforms is called, enables even the smallest company
or even individual to become a high-impact advertiser … for little to no expense! With very
little training or experience required, a company’s Facebook, LinkedIn or Twitter page easily becomes a megawatt broadcast platform for the company to reach customers, both specifically and broadly. Social media is second only to Super Bowl advertising in terms of
creating brand awareness … and a heck of a lot less expensive!
In fact, raising the group’s social media brand profile and presence has been job one for
SMA’s marketing department in 2017. Adam Fox, SMA’s marketing specialist, has implemented the group’s strategy of daily content publication across the three main business platforms mentioned above. Adam’s content trove is derived from SMA supplier-created
information, repurposed for specific application to the customer personas most common to
the organization’s members and end-user customers.
Content created to explain and promote the activities of SMA’s member organizations,
as well as stories about the group itself, comprise other major elements of Adam’s social
media strategy.

“SMA’s strength has always been based on the superb quality of its member distributors
and its qualified suppliers,” says Fox. “That premise holds true in the world of social media,
or digital marketing, as well. Information about
our members and our suppliers is very relevant
to the consumer, and takes the SMA brand to
new levels of recognition and awareness, when
in a blog, Twitter, LinkedIn or Facebook post.
After just a few months of concerted effort,
we’re seeing large upticks in SMA brand
recognition and loyalty indicators.”
Individual SMA members are doing great
things within their organizations to fuel brand recognition with inbound marketing. At All
Florida Paper, in Miami, for instance, a committee of four millennial employees convenes
for a brief time each week to plan the next round of social media postings. Since starting
this effort in late 2016, the company has seen its Facebook / LinkedIn / Twitter followership numbers skyrocket, and response to sales promotions has increased response rates by
6 percent.
South Jersey Paper has innovatively tied social media promotion to its events marketing
effort and dramatically increased customer decision-maker attendance at the company’s annual warehouse tradeshow. The Philip Rosenau Company started 2017 with a focus on digital marketing by introducing a blog to help elevate the solutions that the company can offer
the end-user customer. Working closely with supplier partners, internal talent and industry experts, the Rosenau Company has compiled a trove of content that helps illustrate that point.
“The early promise shown by inbound marketing is very encouraging,” said Chris
Rowe, SMA’s director of marketing services. “We are focused on rapidly advancing the quality of the end-user’s experience on our members’ websites with rich
content, improved ease-of-use, and better telling of the distributor’s individual service proposition. Inbound marketing takes important information directly to customers, paving the way for them to experience these improvements first-hand.”
As SMA moves into its second decade, the wholesale distribution industry is rapidly changing with new competitors moving into the market faster than ever before.
“The customer is in control,” said Dick McGann, SMA’s president and CEO.
“The landscape has changed, and SMA continues to position its members to tackle
the millennial buyer and help augment distributor sales efforts for sustained and enhanced relevance.”
Visit www.smasolutions.com or call 704-268-3430.

Your One Stop
Source for Quality
Cleaning Products
Product ®
R.J. Lindstrom
President

800-821-7197 – U.S. & Canada
660-827-0352 – International
SEDALIA, MO – USA

www. zephyrmfg.com
Visit Us At ISSA Booth #1873
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Orange County, FL, Publication Recognizes WAXIE Santa Ana
WAXIE Santa Ana, CA, a branch of WAXIE Sanitary
Supply, was named the Top Large Family-Owned Business
in Orange County at a luncheon hosted by the Orange
County Business Journal in Irvine, CA.
“Being family-owned has always been something that we
are proud to tout to our customers and employees,” said
Charles Wax, chairman/CEO of WAXIE
Sanitary Supply. “Having the Orange
County Business Journal recognize us as
such, furthers our determination to maintain our WAXIE family values of providing exceptional products and services to
Orange County and beyond.”
WAXIE said, “The publication annually highlights Orange County-based,
family-owned firms that have distin-

guished themselves via their business accomplishments and
contributions to the local community. The Santa Ana facility was selected from a list of local, reputable large businesses and was named the 2017 Top Family-Owned
Business in June.”
WAXIE distributes cleaning chemicals, equipment, dis-

posables and accessories to the building service contractor,
school, hospitality, healthcare, military, government, industrial and retail markets. Based in San Diego, CA, the company has over 850 employees working out of inventory
centers servicing the western United States including California, Arizona, Nevada, Utah, Idaho, Oregon, Washington,
Colorado and Alaska. Additional information about WAXIE
Sanitary Supply is available at: www.waxie.com.

Alice Sawaya, vice president/general
manager of the Santa Ana branch and
Charles Wax (right), chairman/CEO of WAXIE
Sanitary Supply, receive the 2017
Large Family-Owned Business Award
from a representative of the Orange County
Business Journal.

WAXIE Announces
Retirement, Promotions,
New Hire
New WAXIE promotions and positions have been announced following the
retirement of Harry Babb, who served as
vice president of operations/MIS at
WAXIE Sanitary Supply.

Harry Babb

Dave Helmick is now director of operations in WAXIE Las Vegas. He joined
WAXIE in 2011 as service center manager and became the Las Vegas operations manager in 2015.
Aaron Lee has joined the company as
a director of operations in San Diego.
Previously, he was an operations manager for Coca-Cola.
Helmick and Lee will share responsibility for covering all of WAXIE’s 20 locations in the Western United States.
Both report to Eric Cohen, who has
been promoted to vice president, supply
chain. As the former VP of logistics, his
new role encompasses several of Harry
Babb’s former duties.

Visit Us At ISSA Booth #3267
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Cascades Rolls Out West

W

ith more than 2,200 employees and 20 production units, Cascades Inc. (TSX: CAS), a leader
in the recovery and manufacturing of green packaging and tissue products, recently rolled
out West as part of an exciting expansion of the company’s Professional Services Division,
Cascades PRO™. This expansion allows for a much wider distribution across North America.
On July 18, the nearly 300,000-square-foot modern and automated tissue converting plant, located
in Scappoose, OR, celebrated its grand opening with the Governor of Oregon, Kate Brown, local dignitaries, members of the community as well as many of Cascades’ partners, customers, suppliers and
employees.
With a production capacity of nearly six million cases, the new facility manufactures virgin and recycled bathroom tissue products and paper hand towels for Cascades PRO™, whose complete line of
products includes hand towels, bathroom tissue, napkins, kitchen roll towels, facial tissue, wipers and
dispensers.
The Scappoose facility is equipped with best-in-class converting lines, high-speed rewinders and
folders, and one of the fastest bath lines in the world. Conveniently located only eight miles from the
Cascades’ tissue paper plant in St. Helens, the new plant also enables Cascades to efficiently transport
jumbo rolls for converting.
Serving customers in the United States on a more national scale has long been a goal for Cascades.
The expansion into key markets in the western United States, through the new Scappoose plant, will
help the company deliver even greater quality and flexibility to customers coast-to-coast.
Stop by our booth No. 3931 at ISSA/INTERCLEAN and let us show you how we can deliver proven,
cost-effective hygiene solutions — from bathroom to boardroom to lunchroom to classroom and beyond
— with a wide range of product lines that get the job done without breaking the bank.
Visit www.cascadespro.com for more information.

Pictured during the ribbon cutting for Cascades new converting plant are,
from left to right: Jean Jobin, president/COO of Cascades Tissue Group;
Laurent Lemaire, co-founder of Cascades; Betsy Johnson, state senator,
Oregon; Alain Lemaire, co-founder and executive chairman of the board of
directors of Cascades; Mario Plourde, COO of Cascades; Henry Heimuller,
Columbia County Commission; Kate Brown, governor of Oregon; Scott Burge,
mayor of Scappoose; and, Brad Witt, state house representative.

From Seatex

The Process We Call "SALES"
By Allen Lord,
ProBlend distributor sales manager
Many times, we, as sales people, over complicate the sales process. Why do we do this? It’s a really straightforward and systematic endeavor. More often than not, sales folks think
they should be constantly talking, and showing, what “they think” the customer wants to see.
This couldn’t be further from the truth. When we walk in with our latest brochure or catalog, we are really telling the customer — that we know more about what he/she needs, than
that person does. The old saying is, “Customers love to buy, but hate to be sold.”

So, how can we be more effective at sales?
Learn to ask more, and better questions. By asking questions, we learn what the customer is “buying.” If we are smart, whatever it is that they’re buying,
is exactly what we are selling.
Questions that are presented properly
and logically, reveal to us what the customer’s concerns actually are. Once we
understand the customer’s position, we
can tailor our presentation directly to
those concerns.

we’ve got a solution
for that mess!

Allen Lord,
ProBlend distributor
sales manager

By doing this, the presentation of our
services becomes personal to that customer. Why? Because we took the time
to find out what it is that he/she is actually buying.
Sales is nothing more than having a
conversation, asking appropriate questions and asking “what if.” Their answers to “what if ” allow us to offer
products and solutions that makes sense
to them.
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VPR Impex Inc.: Ecological Cleaning Solutions For A Safer Environment

B

acked by over 20 years of experience in the ecological vapor cleaning field, VPR
Impex Inc., has become the exclusive distributor in North America of VAPORE®
professional ecological vapor cleaning systems and LAVA® automatic floor
scrubbers. These products are all designed for the jan/san cleaning market, and all are
made in Italy.
“VPR Impex is now responsible for the distribution of all the above products under
one umbrella throughout North America,” VPR Impex Inc. President Mario Ruffolo
said. “The formation of VPR Impex allows customers to benefit from a one-stop shop for
ecological cleaning solutions. With the new VPR Impex Inc., customers’ requests for easy
access to additional equipment — such as automatic floor scrubbers (Lava) — have now
been answered.”
Information about all of these products is available by visiting a new website
(www.vprimpex.com).
“We are best known for vapor technology. That is our bread and butter. With our commercial/industrial VAPORE® line, we provide customers with the best of what is available
as far as quality, products and choices are concerned — not only from vapor-only systems,
but also vapor and suction capabilities,” Ruffolo said. “We have also added the continuous
fill feature to all of our commercial vapor systems. These are machines with a cold water
reservoir that end-users can fill as they work, taking away issues with down time. This is
a big focus.”
The concept of ecological vapor cleaning is relatively new to the North American jan/san
marketplace, but it has been well established and practiced in Europe since the early 1980s.
This system uses dry vapor cleaning and is certified to eliminate bacteria and viruses
such as H1N1, salmonella, listeria, E.coli, as well as bed bugs, fleas, dust mites, lice and
other micro-organisms, and begins the disinfection process. The key ingredients are water
and super-heated vapor in a temperature range from 140°C and 160°C (284°F and 320°F).
Pressure used in this system ranges between 82.5 psi to 97.5 psi.
“Our systems have been certified, tested and approved scientifically to destroy viruses,
bacteria and other micro-organisms. It begins the disinfecting process due to the high temperature that is used,” Ruffolo said. “We are able to thoroughly clean using only water —
no detergents or chemicals. It’s done easily and quickly. Because we do not use soaps or
chemicals, there is no residue left on the surface. This allows the surface to remain cleaner
as residue can attract dust and other dirt found in the area, whether it’s in a home or business. No residue means the surface stays cleaner much longer.”
This type of cleaning should not be confused with steam machines.
He added, “Steam is wet, while vapor is dry due to the fact that vapor comes from high
temperatures and pressure. The content of moisture in the vapor is very low, at only 4 to
6 percent. This allows for a quick dry time while cleaning such items as carpet, upholstery,
mattresses, etc.”
The success of dry vapor technology that can be found at VPR Impex Inc., has been on
the ascending mode ever since its 1995 introduction into North America.
“It was a struggle when we
first introduced this technology to the North American
jan/san marketplace,” Ruffolo
said. “There is now a lot more
awareness of this method.”
The VAPORE® ecological
vapor cleaning systems are
ideal for jan/san distributors
and end-users wanting to
open new revenue possibilities, he added.
“This technology has been
in existence in Europe for
over 35 years. Our products
are made entirely in Italy,
where this technology originated. Italy has a strong tradition, when it comes to
producing cleaning equipment,” Ruffolo said. “For
end-users, ecological vapor
cleaning enables them to
thoroughly clean any surface, crevice or hard-toreach area where bacteria
proliferate.”
VAPORE® Ecological vapor cleaning systems are now
used in such facilities as hospitals, clinics, nursing homes,
long-term care centers, veteri-
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nary clinics, daycare centers, hotels/motels and resorts, schools
and campus housing, supermarket
chains, restaurants, dairy production, commercial kitchens, meat
packing plants, bakeries, manufacturing facilities, government buildings, professional and recreational
sports facilities, in the automotive
detailing industry and with the military — both in Canada and the
United States.
Ruffolo noted that today’s
“super bugs” have developed an
ability to fight off some types of
disinfectants. They cannot defend
themselves, however, against heat.
“We are using extreme heat to clean the surface
at a disinfecting level. The end-user can then apply
a disinfectant on a surface that has been thoroughly
cleaned by our system. This helps that disinfectant
better adhere to the surface and enter crevices,”
Ruffolo said.
This system also meets today’s standard for
environmental friendliness.
As Ruffolo states, “Water is used as the primary
ingredient. You cannot get any greener. We work
very hard to make sure all of our customers are completely satisfied with the way we turn around products and provide assistance. We are always available
for customers — not only with technical support, but
also by training their staffs. No one receives our
equipment without being trained.”
Ruffolo encourages people to visit the VPR Impex Inc. website to find out what other
new products and services will be available in the near future.
Today’s group of products under the VPR Impex Inc. umbrella will also be showcased
during the 2017 ISSA/INTERCLEAN, in Las Vegas, at booth No. 2064, as well as at other
coming tradeshows located in the United States and Canada.
Contact: VPR Impex Inc.
Phone: (973) 826-7672 USA • (514) 733-2468 CANADA.
Website: www.vprimpex.com.
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SMA Strategic Account Success,
Company Growth And Digital Transformation

s 2017 dawned, Strategic Market Alliance entered
its second decade a considerably larger organization
than it was at the start of the prior year. The group’s
size increased by nearly 30 percent in 2016, with the addition of members from across the United States and Canada
that introduced or augmented SMA’s presence in more than
30 metropolitan markets. Additionally, new member recruitment and expansion into new geographies by several of
SMA’s long-standing members significantly extended
SMA’s reach and service capacity across the continent.
Beyond member addition and expansion, SMA’s growth
was helped to new highs in 2017 by double-digit customer
and revenue gains made in the national account, or “Strategic Account” realm, with multi-site end-users serviced by
more than a single individual distributor. SMA has always
focused on facilitating collaborative development of strategic account targets among group members, working to cultivate and expand pre-existing customer relationships across
multiple distributors. The organization’s Business Development team collaborates with members to build multi-site
programs that deliver the highest quality service to customers, at margins and service expectations that are optimal
for each participating company.
This business model has proven highly effective through
the group’s first 10 years of existence, and now, with demand for national account programs on the rise driven by
business consolidation and the arrival of non-traditional
competitors, SMA has steadily built out its national account
portfolio with several incremental new programs.
Under the leadership of Alicia Rodriguez, SMA’s senior
director of business development, SMA’s team of business
development professionals actively prospect, close and implement new strategic accounts across SMA.
“SMA’s business development team members are seasoned segment experts in commercial wellness or jan/san as
it’s commonly known, and foodservice,” says Rodriguez.
“These are the core businesses of SMA’s member companies, and our team brings a great deal of skill and acumen,
on their behalf, to each national account engagement. We

strive to align with the interests of our members throughout the selling and implementation cycles, so that the
programs that result are winners for everyone involved!”
Additionally, because they seek uniformity and consistency across a network of disparate facilities, national account customers demand high performance from suppliers
across a broad range of service categories. Standards for factors such as timely delivery, customer service, and quality of
sales force representation are high, as well as for transaction
and product data, and for actionable business analytics to help
the account standardize and reduce supply consumption.
What’s new to traditional distributors is meeting a
rapidly accelerating insistence for tools that match the
on-line, self-service ways end-user customers are preferring to research, shop and buy. Demand for services in the
digital realm, a triad consisting of rich content merchandising on the web, e-commerce, and inbound marketing, is redefining the role of the group as a service arm of the
distributor.
SMA is taking steps in 2017 to meet this challenge by investing in the creation of rich content repository services.
This will be available to members in 2018 for population of
company websites and commerce platforms, designed to
create an on-line shopping and buying experience on-par
with leading business to consumer organizations that have
been creeping into traditional distributor selling turf.
“Creating top-notch website experiences for both
shopping and subsequently, buying, is the key competitive imperative for SMA and its members,” according to
Chris Rowe, SMA’s director of marketing services. “We are
moving aggressively to extend SMA’s reputation for quality
and ease-of-doing business into the digital environment, because we have always been about tackling the kinds of challenges collectively, on-behalf of our constituents, that are
prohibitive to do independently.
“Our new digital marketing services are very much inkeeping with that tradition, and we are very excited about
the direction that our digital marketing initiatives are leading
for 2018 and beyond!” www.smasolutions.com.

New Functionality From
Spartan Chemical’s
CompuClean® Designed
For Simpler Custodial
Management
Spartan Chemical Company, Inc., has announced an
upgrade to the CompuClean® Custodial Management
Software.
The new features, Project Management, Work Request
Management and Quality Corrective Actions are all fully integrated with the CompuClean mobile app.

Spartan said features of the upgrade include:
Project Management
“One of the biggest challenges that any large cleaning operation faces is making sure that carpet extraction, periodic
floor care and other infrequent tasks are accomplished at the
proper frequency. CompuClean’s new Project Management
capabilities help any custodial, sanitation or EVS department stay on track with periodic maintenance.”
Work Request Management
“CompuClean’s Work Request Management allows managers to receive requests from customers
through a branded web portal and assign,
communicate and track progress.”
Quality Corrective Actions
“CompuClean’s new Corrective Action feature will allow inspectors to create
and assign corrections during inspections
to make sure that issues are resolved in a
timely manner.”
Spartan said, “CompuClean® offers
solutions for custodial management challenges with cloud-based accessibility.
Perform quick and effective mobile inspections with the CompuClean Mobile
App for iPad, iPhone, iPod touch and
Android™ devices. Streamline inventory purchasing and tracking to reduce
costs and eliminate shortages, take control of labor costs and standardize cleaning and maintenance procedures to gain
STOP BY
efficiencies.”
BOOTH 34
7
Spartan Chemical Company has been
7
and regis
a formulator and manufacturer of susfor a free ter
iPA
tainable cleaning and sanitation solutions
drawing! D
for the industrial and institutional market
since 1956. A U.S. employer, Spartan
manufactures products from its facility in
Maumee, OH, and sells both domestically and internationally through a network of distribution.

ISSA BOOTH 3477
andersenco.com 800-241-4696
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For information, call 800-537-8990,
or visit ISSA booth 3749.
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Queenaire Technologies:

Products Developed And Backed By 30 Years Of Odor Control Experience

L

ooking to expand its distribution network while introducing a new national account
representative, Queenaire Technologies, Inc, will once again exhibit (booth 303)
during the ISSA/INTERCLEAN® North America tradeshow, scheduled for September 10-14, at the Las Vegas (NV) Convention Center.
With established brands Newaire, Rainbowair and Queenaire in place, and a management team with over 30 years of odor control experience, Queenaire Technologies provides
various products that incorporate up-to-date ozone generating technology as well as hydroxyl air treatment to an expanding marketplace.
“One of our main objectives at this year’s ISSA/INTERCLEAN is to find distributors who can help us
identify new markets, when it comes to odor control and
better air quality,” Queenaire Technologies President
Susan Duffy said. “We have also hired a new national
account representative. His name is John Fitzgibbons,
and he will be busy seeking these additional distributors and markets.
“Queenaire Technologies has been very successful
over the years in the hospitality and multi-housing markets, but we realize there remain many other markets
that could use better odor control. This includes such
end-user facilities as schools, day care centers, nursing
homes and car dealerships. Our goal at this year’s
John Fitzgibbons
ISSA/INTERCLEAN is to find distributors who service many of these markets and more. This is where John
comes in. He will be seeking distributors who may not be as familiar with the type of odor
control and air quality technology that we offer.”
Fitzgibbons has 16 years of outside sales experience from another industry, and is looking forward to attending ISSA/INTERCLEAN for the first time.
“One of my objectives is to make sure distributors have all the information and tools they
need to become successful when selling our products. This is especially important for those
distributors who are not as familiar with Queenaire Technologies,” Fitzgibbons said.

Ozone, meanwhile, is often referred to as nature’s own purifier. It’s most evident at the
seashore, near a waterfall, in a rain forest and after a thunderstorm. Ozone makes up approximately 20 percent of the air being breathed everyday, and has been used over the past
century to purify water and eliminate a wide range of odors.
Ozone is not used as a reodorant, but rather totally destroys offending gases, reacting with
contaminates in air, water, and on fabrics, walls and ceilings.
And ozone is green.
“What can be greener than Mother Nature’s very own air cleaner?” Duffy asked.
“We can all relate to the idea of freshening our home, office and vehicle by opening the
windows and letting fresh air blow through. This leaves the area smelling fresher and cleaner.
What many people don’t realize is that the ozone being generated naturally in the air outdoors is what provides the deodorizing effect when the breeze blows through.”
She added that ozone generation is a simple and clean technology that helps naturally
eliminate odors without the use of harsh chemicals.
“From the restroom to the garbage area and every room in between, this is the safest,
most effective means of eliminating troublesome odors, while improving air quality,”
Duffy said.

PRODUCTS THAT MAKE A DIFFERENCE:
NEWAIRE™ H03 - 2500 & NEWAIRE™ PLUGIN

A

mong the products that will be showcased at ISSA/INTERCLEAN by Queenaire
Technologies are the Newaire™ HO3 - 2500 Air & Surface Treatment System
and the Newaire™ Plugin Air Purifier.
Helping Queenaire Technologies serve as
a “one stop shop” for solving odor and air
quality issues, the Newaire™ HO3 - 2500
Air & Surface Treatment System provides
the benefits of both hydroxyl air treatment
and ozone generation.
“We have taken the best characteristics of
each type of air and surface treatment for
this product, which was introduced last
year,” Duffy said. “It can be used as a hydroxyl generator, in areas where people are
present, to get rid of odors, bacteria and
viruses.
“It can also be used to generate ozone in
the same locations, with the use of a timer,
while people are not present, for a more indepth odor treatment and cleaning. The
range of the Newaire™ HO3 - 2500 is 6,000
square feet.”
Hydroxyl radicals are formed in nature.
They are diatomic molecules that are highly
Newaire™ Plugin Air Purifier
reactive and very short-lived. Discovered by
scientists in 1963, hydroxyl radicals are often referred to as the “detergent” of the troposphere (the lowest part of the atmosphere), because they help destroy many pollutants.
They also play an important role in eliminating some greenhouse gases, according to
Queenaire Technologies.
Atmospheric hydroxyl radicals should not be con- fused with free radicals that are produced inside living organisms. Atmospheric hydroxyl radicals are so reactive that they
are instantly neutralized when making contact with any substance, and would be impossible to ingest as a complete ion. This makes using hydroxyl radicals, which are found in
the outside air at all times during the day, one of the safest processes for deodorizing an
occupied area.

Newaire™ HO3 - 2500 Air & Surface Treatment System

With an ozone machine, she added, basically all that is being done is manipulating indoor
air by splitting oxygen molecules. This process eliminates odors.
“A good ozone generator is, and always will be, the best way to deodorize air, surfaces and reach cracks and crevices. However, limitations to this process occur in areas
where people are also present,” Duffy said. “A hydroxyl generator can be used to fill this
void for superior air quality. With the Newaire™ HO3 - 2500 Air & Surface Treatment System, Queenaire Technologies now offers two types of odor elimination — ozone and hydroxyl — within the same machine. These technologies complement one another.”
Another popular product from Queenaire Technologies to be highlighted at ISSA/INTERCLEAN is the Newaire™ Plugin Air Purifier. It’s designed to naturally deodorize rooms
up to 500 square feet, eliminating odors caused by smoke, mold and mildew, pets, chemicals, garbage, cooking, etc. The Newaire™ Plugin incorporates a patented ion wind technology that allows ozone to be circulated from the machine without the use of fans or moving
parts, ensuring silent operation.
The product features a compact design that is less than 4 inches wide by 6 inches high by
2 inches deep, and weighs less than 1 pound. There are no parts or chemicals to replace. Endusers just plug the product into a wall socket for years of silent and uninterrupted springtime
fresh air. It’s perfect for continually removing odors in spaces such as kitchens, bathrooms,
family rooms, laundry rooms, hallways, pet areas, hotel rooms, offices, classrooms, hospitals, nursing homes, boats, recreation vehicles, fitness centers and day care centers.
“The Newaire™ Plugin crosses all lines and markets related to odor control. It can be
used in occupied spaces and runs continously,” Duffy said. “Due to its smaller size, the
Newaire™ Plugin is a great tool for distributor sales reps to have when visiting customers,
allowing end-users to see the true potential of the product.
“We will offer some great ISSA show specials in Las Vegas. For example, when a
distributor places an order with us at the show, he/she will receive a Newaire™ Plugin.
This will allow him/her to better demonstrate the product to customers.”
Visit www.ozoneexperts.com or call 1-866-676-9663 for more information.
Visit ISSA Booth #303.
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Lindhaus Adds New Backpack Vacuum To Scrubber, Vacuum Equipment Lineup

Lindhaus is launching a new addition to its world-class line of cordless cleaning equipment.
This includes the LB-4 Backpack vacuum, in both Lithium-ion cordless and electric versions.
The LB-4 L-ion Backpack completes the Lindhaus trio of Lithium-ion cleaning equipment. Lindhaus is also featuring its
LS-38 vacuum/sweeper and its LW30 Scrubber/Dryer. All are available with the interchangeable 36V- 6Ah L-ion battery pack.
This battery flexibility allows users to
conveniently interchange batteries within
the Lindhaus line of cleaning equipment for
top to bottom cleaning, without the hassle
of a cord. Lindhaus L-ion batteries charge
in 90 minutes. Facilities with multiple L-ion
products can clean almost endlessly, without ever worrying about cords or charging
downtime.
Cords have always been a hassle, and
even worse, a dangerous tripping hazard.
Cutting the cord also increases productivity.
Cordless cleaning equipment frees the user
to be more effective, untied from the limits
of the cord. Freedom of movement equals
faster cleaning, and now it’s 3X faster with
the Lindhaus trio of L-ion equipment which
includes:
• LW pro L-ion Scrubber/Drier;
• LS 38 L-ion
Vacuum/Sweeper/Shampooer; and,
• LB-4 L-ion Backpack Vacuum.

LB-4 L-ion Backpack Vacuum

The LB4 is the lightest battery backpack
vacuum in the world, at only 10.3 pounds.
This machine has been designed to be the
most comfortable backpack vacuum ever!
Not only is it the world’s lightest, but every
detail has been worked out to achieve perfect balance for the user, while improving
range of motion and reduce workplace injuries. Designed with seamless dimensions
and low weight, combined with the comfort
provided by the padded and transpiring
backrest and the fully adjustable padded
straps, the product allows many hours a day
of use without stress to the operator.
Studies have shown that backpack vacuum operators rarely have the equipment adjusted properly for optimum weight
distribution. Lindhaus teamed with the Marsupial Gear company to utilize the latest har• LW pro L-ion
• LS 38 L-ion
• LB-4 L-ion
ness technology to ensure proper adjustment.
Scrubber/Drier
Vacuum/Sweeper/Shampooer
Backpack Vacuum.
This machine has been designed (in detail) to achieve high performance, large bag capacity, highest level of filtration even with exLW pro L-ion Scrubber/Drier
tremely small dimensions, and low weight. With over 30 minutes of run time on one charge,
For hard floor cleaning, the Lindhaus LW pro L-ion is the perfect machine for cleaning the LB4 is ready for large cleaning tasks.
surfaces, ranging from the roughest to the most deliThe LB4 is also the most versatile backpack vacuum ever, featuring:
cate. Its versatility, along with the low-profile base
• Carpet Shampooing With The Encapsulation Cleaning System — The LB4 Electric
(only 5.5 inches) and sleek upright body, make it ef- can be equipped with a kit, including the electronic power nozzle Lindhaus PB12e, a flex
L-ion base
fortless to use.
hose and a telescopic wand, both electrified in order to transform the vacuum cleaner into
Dual suctioned squeegees instantly dry the floor per- a powerful carpet cleaner for any kind of carpeting. In seconds and with no tools, the intefectly, allowing immediate use. The cleaning compo- grated DCS (Deep Cleaning System) converter can be
nents, squeegees and roller can be easily removed for installed to convert the PB12e into a very effective ena quick rinse after using the machine. Cord-free oper- capsulation carpet cleaner, thanks to the mechanical acation and perfectly dry floors make this the safest ma- tion ensured by the high-speed brush roller. Lindhaus’
chine for cleaning occupied spaces, such as 24-hour ecological detergents are available for shampooing and
convenience stores/restaurants and retail stores. Cord- spot cleaning carpets and rugs;
less means no limits.
• Easy Transformation Into A Canister Vacuum
The LW pro L-ion has no restrictions when it comes
Cleaner — The LB4 is a multifunction machine, thanks
to the quick cleaning of any hard surfaces: marble,
to its sleek design and compact dimensions. It’s perfectly
wood, ceramic, resin, laminate quartz, etc.
adaptable to be a canister vacuum cleaner. Simply reThe brush pressure is adjustable. A large selection
move the shoulder kit and attach four pivoting wheels
of brushes or abrasive disks are available to handle any
(optional). The end-user now has a pull behind canister
type of job, from delicate to difficult. With a 20-minute
vacuum that follows the operator effortlessly. A convenrun time, end-users can clean over 1,000 square feet
ient handle is placed on the top of the machine to transbefore changing batteries
port it or park it vertically;
• Ideal For Any Floor — Powerful, silent and super
LS 38 L-ion Vacuum/Sweeper/Shampooer
handy, it’s equipped with the patented standard Lindhaus
A new and innovative machine unique to the industry, LS38 combines the mechanical M28R universal brush. The suction is perfect at 360°,
strength of two high speed counter-rotating rollers “twin force”, which rotate at 2000 RPM, and the central bristles are self-cleaning. For delicate
providing sweeping action over the entire machine width. Combined with a new high-effi- flooring, there is also as self-polishing pad with natural
ciency suction motor, the LS38 is a powerful deep cleaner.
felt (optional); and,
The patented drive system allows the counter rotation
• Blower — The strong suction, especially from the
of the brush-rollers with a single belt. This provides ultielectric version, can also be used for its blowing funcmate quietness and maximum reliability, without the lack
tion. It just requires an optional kit that concentrates
of dependability of planetary and orbiting gears.
the outgoing air of the motor. Using a hose for suction
The LS38 was constructed with the professional mainand one for blowing, the machine can blow and suctenance worker in mind. Designed for improved durabiltion simultaneously.
ity and reduced maintenance, including metal bearing
supports, this machine is built to survive the rigors of the
commercial world.
Down to the smallest details, features include:
• Anti-marring bumpers;
• Swivel joint that provides a precise steering effect;
• Soft start circuitry and overload electronic controls;
• Adjustable front gate to collect large size objects;
• Easily converts to shampoo carpet; and,
• Runs up to 50 minutes on one charge.

Contact Lindhaus USA at

800-498-7526
www.lindhaus.com
info@lindhaus.com
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LW Professional Line
Ultra Compact Scrubber Drier

Over twice the working capacity
of competitors
50% longer run time per tank
50% increased productivity
over competitors
Over 10 times more productivity
than a mop and bucket
Fill ‘n’ Go Cordless Technology

LS 38 L-ion / LS38 Electric
Mini Multifunction Vacuum/Sweeper

Ideal For Any Floor
Incredible Efficiency
On Carpets
Adjustable Intake
50-Minute Run Time

LB4 L-ion
Backpack vacuum cleaner
Tool-Free Maintenance
World Lightest Battery
Backpack Vacuum
10.8 lbs. with Battery

Lindhaus Lithium-ion Batteries
Dry Shampoo/Encapsulation
Conversion Kit Available

Vacuum over
8,000 sq. ft. of
floors on a single
charge
Easily converts to
Pull-Behind
Canister

Lindhaus Professional Line
Heavy Duty Multifunction Upright Vacuums

800-498-7526
E-Mail: info@lindhaus.com
Web Site: www.lindhaus.com
Serving The Industry For 30 Years

From Bullen

The RX Air Care Odor Control System For Total Building Coverage
The Bullen Companies now offers its new RX Air Care
System under the Bullen Airx Laboratories brand.
“The system is a comprehensive odor control program
from desktop to total building coverage. RX Scentinel cabinets are designed to fit RX microcell products to disperse

Visit Booth #2075

odor counteractant and eliminate odors. With both active and
passive cabinet designs, the Scentinel cabinets can eliminate
and counteract odors in a variety of situations,” according
to a Bullen press release.
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- Durable, Stainless Steel Carts & Fixtures
- 10 Year Guarantee Against Breakage
- All Carts are Shipped Assembled

Locking
0LFUR¿EHU
7XEV

Traditional Mop System

0LFUR¿EHU0RS6\VWHP
MANUFACTURED

Request your free catalog today!
IN THE USA

www.RoyceRolls.net

toll free 800-253-9638

fax 616-361-5976

Features of the
RX Scentinel cabinets include:
• Newly designed cabinet
made just for RX19E microcells;
• Easy-to-load tray for
mounting the RX19E microcells;
• The Scentinel cabinet
will hold up to three RX19E
microcells;
• One D-size battery will
power the cabinet for 60
days of continuous use;
• Locking key and mounting template, instructions
and hardware included;
and, • Packed 1 per box, takes one D-size battery.
Features of the
RX Scentinel JR cabinets include:
• No fan/passive cabinet that holds one RX19E
microcell;
• Recommended for small areas where there is
natural air movement such as the back of a door
or in a hallway;
• Thirty-day life of the RX19E microcells offer
an inexpensive passive method of odor control;
and,
• Packed 12 per case.

• Uses one RX17;
• Small and compact so it fits on your desk or in an out of
the way spot;
• Continuous odor control for 1 month; and,
• Packed 1 per box, takes one D-size battery.
RX Air Care Microcells’ features include:
• RX17s are available in airicide, lemon and herbal fusion;
• Packed 12 per box, 6 boxes per
master case;
• RX19s are available in airicide,
lemon, herbal fusion, mountain mist,
blue skies and aquatic mist; and,
• Packed 8 per box, 6 boxes per
master case.
The Bullen Companies is a manufacturer in the floor care, carpet care,
and odor control market and has been
serving the janitorial supply industry
since 1939. Its line of branded products include: Airx, Truekleen,
Clausen, e-clean, SanoVerde, Road Off and One Up along
with private label programs world-wide.
For more information, e-mail sales@bullenonline.com
or visit www.bullenonline.com.

New Bullen
Fulfillment Services
Division (BFS)

Bullen said, “BFS is a comprehensive solution to distributors who want to sell via ecommerce to sites like Amazon,
Jet.com, Ebay, Etsy and more.”
According to a press release, “Bullen provides the prodFeatures of the RX Scentinel Desktop
uct manufacturing of your brand and the expertise in getting
(the personal-size Scentinel cabinet) include:
the product to market with your preferred vendor. There is no need to purchase the product, have it shipped to
your location and then ship it to the vendor. Bullen’s BFS can eliminate a step,
German Quality
German Engineering
reduce freight costs and other fees associated with servicing ecommerce sites.”
The company said the following are
three steps to ecommerce:

CLEANLine
• Place your orders with Bullen;
• Bullen fulfills order direct to your
vendor; and,
• You sell product online without having ever handled the product.
The press release contined, “Bullen’s
BFS can educate you on how to do business with Amazon and other ecommerce
vendors.
“Bullen can also provide warehousing of your products and drop ship direct to your customer with third party
freight billing. Bill of ladings and
shipping docs will not show Bullen in
anyway.”

We applied our 60+ years of experience with
sprayers for horticulture and agriculture to
produce the best spray and foam applicators for
the cleaning and sanitation industry.
One-hand Sprayers, Pressure Sprayers, Backpack Sprayers, Foaming Sprayers.
Designed and Manufactured for Cleaning and Disinfection.
Contact Tim Leahey at tim.leahey@SoloUSA.com or solo@SoloUSA.com

Visit Us At ISSA Booth #4560
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Phone: (757) 245-4228

For more information, email
sales@bullenonline.com.
ISSA Booth #2537

From XYNYTH Manufacturing

Winter Warrior Enviro LEADer Icemelter™
For Use Around Green Buildings
XYNYTH Manufacturing is now
offering an icemelter designed
specifically for “green” buildings.
“XYNYTH reinforces its
commitment to the environment by
offering a new economical and
eco-friendly ice melt that meets
LEED (Leadership in Energy and
Environmental Design) standards –
Winter Warrior Enviro LEADer
Icemelter™,” said the company.
The product is recommended
specifically for use around “green”
buildings, airports, shopping malls,
government institutions, as well as
those in the property management
sector, including cleaning
contractors, hospitals, hotels,
restaurants, schools, ski resorts and
more.
“Winter Warrior Enviro LEADer
Icemelter™ is effective and powerful
in temperatures as low as -21°C
(-6°F). It is more practical and
potent than using 100 percent
CMA (calcium-magnesiumacetate), a dolomite lime and

acetic acid formulation, acting as a
corrosion inhibitor. Winter Warrior
Enviro LEADer Icemelter™ is also
green in color, biodegradable at
low temperatures and safe for the
environment. It has a neutral pH
balance of 7.5-8.5. When compared
to other icemelters, like urea, it has
a relatively low biological oxygen
demand, and contains no nitrogen,
so is safe around aquatic life as
well,” said XYNYTH.

Perfex Now Offers One-Piece Sanitary Shovel
“As part of a comprehensive line of sanitary material handling tools, Perfex
shovels are designed to minimize the risk of cross-contamination in food processing,” said Perfex. “They are especially recommended for scooping large amounts of
ice, food, chemicals and ingredients quickly
and easily.
“The large, square-point polypropylene
shovel has deep bucket capacity. The handle
shaft is 1.5-inches in diameter, with an extrathick blade for toughness. One-piece construction eliminates weak points and loose
handles. The large ‘D’ grip is designed for
easy handling of hefty loads, even while
wearing protective gloves. Constructed with
USDA and FDA approved materials, the
shovel will not rust, and cleans up easily.”
Shovel dimensions are: 15-inch blade height and 40 inches in overall length.
Shovels are available in red, white or blue.
Visit www.perfexonline.com for more information.

Call 1-800-MELT-ICE (6358423) or visit ISSA booth #2055.
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Autoscrubbers / Burnishers / Extractors
Sweepers / Pressure Washers / Vacuums
Wet / Dry Vacuums / Backpack Vacuums
Floor Machines / Windblowers / and more...
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Visit Us At ISSA Booth #1433
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Air-Scent’s New Air Care Refill Meets Market Demand

ADVERTORIAL

by Zane Kobalczik, a 30-year veteran of the maintenance supply industry
While the global market for air fresheners is projected to reach U.S. $10.4 billion by 2020,
JanSan and maintenance supply distributors are clamoring for new, easy-to-use air care systems to meet the demand of their customers.
“We were well aware of the need for an air care refill that was simple, effective and met a number of
criteria to suit current JanSan industry trends,” said
Raymond Czapko, V.P. of business development for
Air-Scent International. “So we went to work marrying our understanding of diffusion methods with
odor counteractant fragrance formulations.”
To develop the new delivery matrix, Air-Scent
enlisted the help of Dr. Amad Tayebi, professor
emeritus at the University of Massachusetts, where
he was a member of its Plastics Engineering Department. Air-Scent tasked Dr. Tayebi to help develop an air care refill that would be effective over
a 60-day period, work without batteries, fans or
power of any sort and would not leak or spill in use
or shipping.
The fruit of Dr. Tayebi’s two-year labor is AirScent’s all new Spiralz™ Air Care Refill. Although
Air-Scent is not ready to publish the detailed workings of its new air freshener delivery system, the apt
brand name apparently provides a clue to its
method. Dr. Tayebi said, “The proprietary spiral design affords a way to control capacity and
diffusion of 1.7 ounces (50mL) of free liquid while ensuring that it will not leak or spill
even if the refill is squeezed.” Air-Scent President Arnold Zlotnik was astounded at the results. “This is not just a new product, it’s a new invention. We are getting linear 60-day performance from a passive air care refill in a way I never thought possible.”
Zlotnik is also eager to point out the product’s small environmental footprint. “It is VOC
compliant and made from recyclable materials. Plus, we have implemented a unique exchange program to encourage repurposing of the used components.”
To fully commercialize its new Spiralz™ air care system, Air-Scent developed maintenance-friendly packaging. A special cage and cap prevents contact with the refill, which is
additionally wrapped in a vapor barrier pouch. Although the new refill is designed with the
option of use without a dispenser, Air-Scent is offering a new compact dispenser to complete
the system. The diminutive AromaOne Mini™ stands just a little over 5 and one-half inches

(13.97cm) and features the option to lock the dispenser.
No air care line is complete without the creation of crowd-pleasing fragrances. So, AirScent engaged its in-house fragrance company,
Alpha Aromatics, to produce a series of odor counteractant fragrances that would excite consumers.
Roger Howell, Alpha Aromatics’ V.P./chief perfumer
observes, “Really, the consumers for away-fromhome products and in-home products are ultimately
the same. So in designing the fragrances for the Spiralz™ line, we used current trending fragrances of
the type you would find in the most sophisticated
consumer products. We tested and retested the refills
on location to make sure we were getting good performance and fragrance character from day one to
day sixty.”
Currently Air-Scent is offering 12 fragrances in
the Spiralz™ line, and is offering custom fragrances
for companies looking to coordinate fragrances in its
air care line.
Czapko thinks any obstacles to marketing the new
Spiralz™ air care system have already been overcome in its design and performance. “This is a rocket
and all we need is a launching pad. We are looking
forward to initiating discussions with potential distributors and OEM partners at the ISSA show in September. This is an excellent opportunity
to offer something that is genuinely new.”
Along with its Spiralz™ refill line, during ISSA 2017, Air-Scent will launch a new array
of smart phone controlled air care dispensers, especially suited for scent marketing and ambient scenting of large spaces.

For more information, contact Air-Scent® International
at 800-247-0770 or visit www.airscent.com.
Visit Air-Scent at booth #4880 during ISSA 2017.

we’ve got a solution
for that mess!
Linking manufacturer,
distributor and customer
to enhance supply chain
performance while
managing cost.
the MARKETS we serve:
Healthcare
Foodservice
Hospitality and Lodging
Industrial and Manufacturing
Office Buildings
Entertainment
Retail
Education
Government

Strategic Market Alliance
www.smasolutions.com | info@smasolutions.com | p: 704.268.3430
Follow us on:

Visit Us At ISSA Booth #1004
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From ACS Industries:

DDI System Offers Inform Engage To
Keep Distributors Aligned With Customers

Premium Melamine
Floor Pad

engage

inform
in
form
eCommerce

Mobility





Double Density Waffle Faced Melamine
Erasing Floor Pad is built strong to last long.
Made of Polymeric Foam, it’s designed to remove black marks without harsh chemicals.
This one-sided pad with green backing restores and shines to highest levels.
Benefits include:
• Available in round and rectangle styles;
• Run on standard equipment up to 350
RPM or on oscillating machines; and,
• Cannot be used dry. Perfect on all floor
types except with finish.
Visit
www.acsindustries.com.
ISSA Booth #2877
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DDISystem.com/engage
877.599.4334

“DDI System’s Inform ERP optimizes jan/san and
paper/packaging distribution operations by creating
lean inventories, managing financials and delivering
powerful performance analytics, but your ERP should
do more,” according to a company press release.
“In addition to operational expertise, Inform Engage is a blend of connectivity tools designed to keep
distributors aligned with customers 24/7. Inform Engage harnesses the power of CRM, Mobility & eCommerce to keep customers at the forefront of every
engagement.”
DDI describes the tools as follows:

Inform CRM: Strengthen customer interactions
through engagement touchpoints intricately woven
within your ERP, resulting in a superior customer experience;
Inform Mobility: Access real-time ERP data for
customer service with pricing, inventory, quoting & ordering — anytime, anywhere; and,
Inform eCommerce: Customers have access to online ordering, order history, stock levels and more
through a unified platform, powered by Inform ERP.
Call 877-599-4334 or
visit DDISystem.com/engage to learn more.

DordenSqueegee
Expands U.S. Warehousing For Belgian Moss Floor Squeegees

Stocked and ready for immediate delivery,
full or partial container loads

Belgian-made
window squeegees
are also available.

Included in the expansion are:
• More plastic frame squeegees in 3 sizes
• Additional Moss Squeegees w/splash guard
(considered heavy-duty)
• Heavy-duty Red Neoprene available
• Color-coded for food service, hospitals, etc.
• Excellent quality and longevity
• Dries the floor as liquid is being squeegeed
• Sample stock available for evaluation

Dorden also produces a full line of USA-made squeegees.
Contact DordenSqueegee at: Phone 313 834 7910
• Email mmfgcoinc@aol.com • www.dordensqueegee.com
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Spartan Chemical Receives
Two Supplier Recognition Awards
From Strategic Market Alliance Group

Now From MeyerPak™

Exclusive Dividers For Take Out Boxes
“FC Meyer Packaging has introduced new
custom fitted dividers to its MeyerPak™ take out boxes.”
“Having your take-out meal neatly
packed and the food properly divided
in the package enhances the overall
dining experience.”
MeyerPak™ describes the dividers
as follows:
• Taco divider – made to fit the #8,
#3 MeyerPak™ boxes perfectly, divides 3 pack and 2 pack taco orders
so the taco is separated and presented
beautifully.

Pictured left to right are John Swigart, Spartan president; Dick McGann,
president, Strategic Market Alliance; and Greg Ford, Spartan VP of sales.

Spartan Chemical Company, Inc., was recently recognized by Strategic Market Alliance
(SMA) with the group’s Navigator award for both Field Sales Excellence and Largest Percentage Growth.
“SMA’s Navigator recognition program acknowledges top performances from the preceding
year by both SMA member distributors, and by the group’s qualified suppliers. Spartan Chemical was recognized with the award for Supplier Achievement in Field Sales Excellence, an
award based on the results of SMA’s annual survey of member distributors, as well as Largest
Percentage Growth with SMA Member Distributors.”
“The Spartan Chemical sales team has a shared unity of purpose in serving our mutual customers, the end-users, who put our products and services to use each and every day. Results
from our annual survey of members bear this out, and we are pleased to recognize Spartan with
our Navigator Award for Field Sales Excellence,” said Dick McGann, president, Strategic Market Alliance. “Spartan’s commitment to our membership also resulted in the largest percentage
growth year over year, and we were excited to present them with a second award, recognizing
these efforts.”
The award was presented to Spartan Chemical by Dick McGann, president, Strategic Market Alliance, during the Alliance™ Member-Supplier Conference 2017, in Nashville, TN.
Spartan Chemical was represented by John Swigart, president, and Greg Ford, vice president
of sales.

*

ISSA BOOTH 3695
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wings from the blue cheese dressing
and cooling celery/carrot sticks. Recommended as a burger & fry combo
box when fitted to a #3 or #4 MeyerPak™.
• 3 cell divider – known as the “Instant Bento Divider,” fits into a #2 or
#3 MeyerPak™ to make 3 cells: Ginger salad section, 6 sushi roll section,
hot entre and dumplings section, or in
a #4, how about an American Bento?
Recommended for a sandwich, side
salad, an apple or a sandwich and two
sides.

• 2 cell divider – known as the
“Wing Divider” separates the hot
wings from the mild wings, or the
See all the patented
dividers at FC Meyer’s
booth 2595 at the ISSA Show.
Phone 203-644-1243
Email: Marketing@
fcmeyerpackagingsales.com

People In The News
Spartan’s Tom Parris Recognized As
Nassco’s Vendor Representative Of The Year
Tom Parris, regional
manager, Spartan Chemical Company was named
Nassco’s Vendor Representative of the Year.
“The award is chosen via
a voting process within
several departments of the
company. The award recipient is chosen based on
many factors such as, reliability, problem solving,
and being an expert in
product knowledge,” said
Spartan.
The award was presented to Spartan’s Tom Parris (center)
The award was presented
by Mark Melzer, president, Nassco Inc. (pictured left),
to Parris by Mark Melzer,
and John Kalafut, vice president of sales, Nassco Inc.
president, Nassco Inc., and
John Kalafut, vice president of sales, Nassco Inc., during Nassco’s annual trade show vendor meeting in New
Berlin, WI. Spartan was represented by Parris.
Nassco is a distributor of janitorial, packaging, food service/safety supplies and equipment, and the services that support these businesses.

Ron Thomas Joins Starco Chemical
As Vice President Of Sales
Starco Chemical, of East Rutherford, NJ, a division of
Diamond Chemical Company, Inc., and a supplier of
specialty chemical products, has named Ronald L.
Thomas as vice president of sales, Starco Chemical.
Thomas has over 26 years of sales and management
experience. Prior to joining Starco Chemical, Thomas
held management positions including: vice president of
national and global accounts, assistant vice president –
corporate accounts, sales director and district manager.
He oversees Starco’s sales force, manufacturer’s
Ron Thomas
agent representatives, Starco’s distributors and national
accounts.
Email rthomas@starcochemical.com. Visit www.starcochemical.com.

Nyco Products Company Has
New Director Of Operations
Nyco Products Company recently named Mike Hopkins as the company’s new director
of operations.
Hopkins’ industry experience includes customer service, inside and outside sales, warehousing/distribution, quality, purchasing, transportation and logistics, production planning and supply chain. Industries he has served include: primary metals, industrial power
transmission, rigid containers and school supplies solutions. Most recently, he served as
the operational leader and integrator for Climate Pros Inc., in Glendale Heights, IL.
As director of operations, Hopkins oversees daily workings of Nyco, including production, warehouse/shipping and receiving
and technical/regulatory.

Laundries go Smart
with SEKO
Mike Hopkins

Hopkins received a Bachelor of Science
degree in management from Illinois State
University, and he is a member of the
Council of Supply Chain Management
Professionals (CSCMP). He previously
served on the board of directors as treasurer for the Woodridge Area Chamber of
Commerce from 2010 to 2015.
Nyco Products Company is a privately
owned manufacturer of national cleaning
brands and distributor of private branded
chemicals used in the sanitary maintenance, industrial, institutional and other
specialty cleaning markets.

With the costs of operating large commercial laundries forever on
the increase, and typically over 50% of an operation’s costs being
driven by utilities and labor combined, a “smart” solution is ever
more important.

SEKO, a world leader in dosing and
dispensing solutions, is proud to bring to the
market its latest generation of dispensing
platform, the WASH System.

Your Choice,
Our Commitment

SEKO’s Wash System is aimed at the Professional Laundry
Industry. Designed to allow Professional Laundry Managers to
accurately control their overall operation, helping to reduce
over consumption of chemical, water and energy within the
overall wash process through proper program management. The
WashMaster and WashUltra models offer a class leading possibility
to control the dosing equipment from anywhere in the world
allowing the ultimate in remote customer support.
Visit our booth #4567 and discover how Smart SEKO’s new Wash
System really is.
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ADVERTORIAL

From Advanced Vapor Technologies LLC

What Can You Do To Protect Against Superbugs?
During the last century, a simple
cut could kill you. When penicillin
was introduced, we finally had a potent weapon of defense. However,
bacteria fought back via mutations
for each new antibiotic we threw at
them. Now, more than 80 years later,
many bacteria are resistant to
some—if not all—of our antibiotics.
If left unchecked, experts fear that
superbugs could be more deadly than
cancer by 2050. Through medical research, health care advances, patient
education, and knowledgeable building service contractors, we are making progress. Here’s what you need
to know to join the fight against antibiotic-resistant bacteria.

E. coli
E. coli is a type of bacteria that
lives in the intestines of humans
and animals. The worst form is E.
coli O157:H7, and it can be resistant to antibiotics. It may cause
bloody diarrhea, kidney failure,
and even death. E. coli survives in
contaminated food and on contaminated surfaces.

Norovirus (Norwalk Virus)

Primary Defense:
Hand Hygiene
And Proper Sanitation
According to the U.S. federal government, food borne
illness is a preventable public health challenge that annually causes 48 million illnesses, 128,000 hospitalizations, and 3,000 deaths; sickening 1 in 6 Americans.
It comes from eating contaminated food, and the
bacteria and viruses causing the most illness in the
United States are E. coli, Norovirus (Norwalk Virus),
Salmonella, Campylobacter, Listeria and Clostridium
perfringens.

Let’s Consider Two Common Threats
E. coli and Norovirus (Norwalk Virus) have been in
the news lately (think of chain restaurants and cruise
lines), so let’s discuss these.

Norovirus is the most common
cause of acute gastroenteritis (infection of the stomach and intestines).
This condition is frequently associated with projectile vomiting and
explosive diarrhea. Not a pretty
sight. It is highly contagious, can
survive on surfaces for extended periods of time, is extremely virulent,
and is easily and quickly spread through contact with
contaminated surfaces, infected food, or persons.

ineffective pathogen mitigation.
EPA registered sanitizers and disinfectants are neutralized through contact with all types of organic material.
Consequently, it is critical to clean surfaces before disinfection. If this is not done properly, the disinfectant’s active
ingredient may be quickly depleted, allowing dangerous
pathogens to survive. Therefore, it is imperative that service staff be trained in the protocols described on the label
of their preferred chemical disinfectant/pesticide.
The application tools such as cloths or wipes can
spread the very contaminants and microbes they are
supposed to remove. The major problem with applying
disinfectants in this way is that they rarely are applied
in adequate amounts to destroy the target pathogens.
Frequently, the cloth itself depletes the antimicrobial
chemical agent, thereby diminishing the effectiveness
of the process.

Your Better, Safer Alternative
TANCS® dry steam vapor technology
• Continuous renewal of antimicrobial activity
• Dwell time: 2-5 seconds
• No storage of hazardous chemicals (pesticides)
• Reduces waste, promotes fast drying
• Broad spectrum antimicrobial efficacy
• Eliminates cross contamination
• No toxic residues, fragrances, or VOCs
• No rinsing required
• Use freely, without health impacts
• Simple and easy to use; no SDS required.

What Is Failing In Our
Sanitation Protocol?
Chemical sanitizers and disinfectants are often the default “weapon of choice”, i.e., the spray-and-wipe legacy
process for destroying dangerous pathogens in food service areas, schools, office buildings and other public venues. Unfortunately, chemical sanitizers and disinfectants
are toxic (defined as pesticides by the US EPA). They require pre-cleaning surfaces, precise dilution, and an adequate wet “dwell” time (from 1 to as many as 10 minutes)
to effectively kill the target pathogens. These steps are
often omitted or overlooked or mishandled, resulting in

Call 800-97-6584 or
visit www.advap.com.
ISSA Booth #1004

Wipes for All Your
Cleaning Needs

Kills bacteria and viruses
Alcohol and bleach free

Great for schools and health care

Phone Number: 1-800-992-0181
Fax Number: 316-267-2930
e-mail address: gscjansplymfr@juno.com
website: giftsalescompany.net
P.O. Box 17082 Wichita, KS 67217

Visit Us At ISSA Booth #1117
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brotex.com
800.328.2282
info@brotex.com

Check out our new and
improved website at
www.brotex.com

Visit Us At ISSA Booth #3366

Malish To Showcase Sonic Scrub Extended Product Line
With 3 New Options At ISSA 2017
The Malish Corporation, a manufacturer and marketer of rotary/disc brushes for commercial floor
cleaning machines, along with a line of janitorial and
foodservice/color-coded brushes, is adding to its Sonic
Scrub line of brushes.
Terry Kukla, director of
distributor sales for the
company, said, “Malish
customers have requested
more options to incorporate
Sonic Scrub technology
into their every day janitorial operations.”
Sonic Scrub Mal-Grit
Scrub (green), which was
initially available only in the
20-inch by 14-inch size, is now available in a larger
28-inch by 14- inch size, which offers users more versatility and the ability to use the product on larger rideon machines. In addition, Malish is introducing two

new 28- inch by 14-inch sized Sonic Scrub products to
the family; Sonic Scrub Clean-Grit (blue) and Sonic
Scrub Mal-Grit (black).
“We are also expanding our line of grill brushes,
with the introduction of the
Horseshoe Grill Brush,”
Kukla said.
The lightweight metal
handle provides users with a
long handle that is safe to
use. Three different brush
heads are available: flat
wire, round wire and stainless steel.
Dave Sternad, regional
sales manager of Malish’s
Foodservice Division, said, “We are dedicated to
adding quality new products to our line of grill and
pizza oven brushes, and our new Horseshoe Grill
Brush is a great example of that.”
Visit The Malish Corporation during the ISSA
Statement of Ownership, Management and Circulation
Show at booth 4981 or
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temperatures, down to -30 degrees. It is prepared to
handle even the harshest winters, acting fast.”
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QuestSpecialty To Introduce
EPA 25(b) Exempt, Non-Toxic
PROWLER Lice Killer At ISSA Show
QuestSpecialty Corporation has added to
its line of non-toxic, EPA 25(b) exempt pest
control products with PROWLER Lice
Killer, formulated to kill lice on porous and
non-porous surfaces. It is recommended for
treating inanimate environmental surfaces
such as pillows, furniture, clothing, lockers,
coat racks, and other surfaces where there
has been a lice outbreak.

“PROWLER Lice Killer does not require
EPA registration as it is formulated with ingredients identified by the EPA as having
low to no toxicity. It uses the same technology as LIGHTS OUT Bed Bug Killer, another QuestSpecialty pest control product,
which is EPA 25(b) exempt. Both products
have third-party certification regarding effectiveness,” according to QuestSpecialty.

“Rather than using neurotransmitter chemicals, which cause death by attacking the insect’s nervous system, these products use
mechanical killing agents which cause death
by dehydration. The precisely manufactured
formulations, comprised of ingredients which
qualify for the 25(b) exemption in the EPA
Pesticide Regulations or considered G.R.A.S
(Generally Regarded as Safe), cause mortality

by breaking down the insect’s exoskeleton,
thus causing dehydration.”
Alex Pratt, director of technical services
at QuestSpecialty Corporation said, “In addition to offering customers a non-toxic solution to these bothersome bugs, there are no
concerns attached to EPA registration as the
products don’t need to be EPA registered,
that means distributors and end-users won’t

OEM SUPPLIER TO THE
BROOM & MOP INDUSTRY
hƟůŝƚǇƌƵƐŚĞƐ

have compliance concerns with EPA and the
pesticide regulatory agent in their state. It
also means there is no certification needed
for application, mandatory notification prior
to use, and there is no concern about reports
regarding improper application.”

Other products in the QuestSpecialty line
of minimum risk pest control products are
ADIOS Drain Fly Repellent and DEEP SIX
Lice Treatment Spray (for use on the body).
Visit www.QuestSpecialty.com for more
information. ISSA Booth 1655.

From QuestSpecialty:
NSF Line Of Specialty Chemicals
QuestSpecialty now offers a full line of
NSF Certified specialty chemicals formulated for cleaning and lubricating machines
in food, beverage, cosmetic or pharmaceutical manufacturing, as well as in
venues handling or serving food.
“These types of facilities
often specify NSF certification
as a pre-requisite for purchase.
USDA authorization is also acceptable as it is the precursor to
NSF certification,” said a QuestSpecialty representative.
“Products earning USDA authorization before the NSF transition are still able to use the
USDA classification to show they meet the
regulatory requirements,” said Alex Pratt,
lead chemist for QuestSpecialty Corporation. “Purchasing products, which are either
NSF Certified or USDA Authorized, gives
assurance to users the products have been
evaluated, tested, and comply with public
health standards.”
For general cleaning (NSF A1) where
food is manufactured, processed, prepared, or served and direct food contact
is not intended, QuestSpecialty offers
10 different products including the new
NU-VIEW Concession & Food Equipment Cleaner and MAIN EVENT Food
Surface Cleaner/Degreaser.

QuestSpecialty also offers 12 lubricants
(NSF H1) appropriate for these facilities.
Available in aerosols, liquid, and in tubes,
these lubricating products are recom-

mended for use on conveyors, chains,
gears, cables, bearings, o-rings, pumps, and
valves.
For cleaning freezer walls and floors
(NSF A5), QuestSpecialty introduces GLACIER CLEAN Heavy-Duty Freezer
Cleaner. It penetrates ice for removal of
dirt, grease, and grime without defrosting.
QuestSpecialty manufactures over 400
different products, with most of them available for private label, including aerosols (2oz. to 24-oz.) and liquids (3-oz. to rail cars).
Custom packaging is also available reflecting standard acceptable case packs. ,
Visit ISSA booth 1655 or
www.QuestSpecialty.com.
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WƵƐŚƌŽŽŵƐ
Direct importers/distributors of
hot dipped galvanized pails, tubs,
chip brushes, corn brooms, handles
and other quality products.

P.O. Box 932
Clarksville, TX 75426
(903) 427-2261 phone
(903) 427-5230 fax
sales@magnoliabrush.com
www.magnoliabrush.com

Visit Us At ISSA Booth #1412
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Nexstep Names Nancy Pailes Top Performer For First Half 2017
Nexstep Commercial Products has announced that
Nancy Pailes is the company’s top performer for the
first half of 2017. She acquired 3 new accounts from
January to June.
Pailes is the owner of Modern Sales Company,
which was founded in 1975 by her father, Larry Flury.
She started with the company after graduating from
Bowling Green State University in 1983. Modern
Sales Company has represented Nexstep Commercial
Pictured left is Jamie DaughertyProducts since April 2013. Today, Pailes runs the
Weaver, Nexstep director of
business along with her brother, Charlie Flury. This is
marketing, with Nancy Pailes.
the second time she has been named Nexstep’s Top
Performer.
“Over the years, Modern Sales has developed long-lasting relationships with their distributor network in the Ohio, West Virginia, Western Pennsylvania, Indiana, Kentucky and
Michigan markets,” said Nexstep.
For more information on Nexstep Commercial Products,
exclusive licensee of O-Cedar, visit www.ocedarcommercial.com.

Cleaning Equipment Parts.com Offers
The Largest OEM & Aftermarket Parts Online
For Do-It-Yourselfers
Cleaning Equipment Parts.com is the largest OEM “Original Equipment Manufacturer” and Aftermarket Parts
website on the internet.
We carry the largest assortment of manufacturers, parts,
and technical manuals available on the internet.
Whether it’s Autoscrubbers,
Burnishers, Floor Machines,
Vacuums, Wet Vacs, etc., we have parts for new or older units. Our talented team of customer service specialists will help you find the correct parts you need.
Call (888) 246-7446, extension 220 or 213, or
visit online at www.cleaningequipmentparts.com.

Bunzl Canada Has Raised Over $1.4 Million In Support Of Pediatric Brain Tumor Research
Bunzl Canada hosted its 18th annual golf tournament in support of b.r.a.i.n.child, a volunteer organization that funds pediatric brain tumor research at the Arthur & Sonia Labatt
Brain Tumor Research Center at Toronto's Hospital for
Sick Children.
This year's event, held at Greystone Golf Club in Milton, ON, was attended by Bunzl Canada customers, vendors and employees, and raised over $75,000. That
brought the total funds raised by the tournament, since its
inception, to over $1.4 million.
Dr. James Rutka, co-director/principal investigator at
the Arthur And Sonia Labatt Brain Tumor Research Center said, "We've been very pleased and satisfied with the
progress we've made over the past 18 years, especially
thanks to the funds from the Bunzl golf tournament, along
with other sources. These have helped us purchase vital
equipment and enabled us to conduct important pilot projects in the laboratory that would otherwise not have been
possible.”
Bunzl Canada President John Howlett said, “The center's research has helped to advance the treatment of pediatric brain tumours so that, as one b.r.a.i.n.child member ob-

served, children diagnosed today with the same brain tumour her son passed away from
20 years ago, are now able to survive.
"Bunzl Canada is proud to continue to support
b.r.a.i.n.child and the research center’s work. It's a testament to the generosity of the many Bunzl customers, vendors and employees who have contributed over the years.
I look forward to a day, in the not too distant future, where
we can celebrate the finding of a cure for this devastating
children's disease."
Bunzl Canada Inc. (www.bunzlcanada.ca) provides
food and retail packaging, cleaning and hygiene, as well
as safety and industrial supplies to over 45,000 Canadian
businesses. The company offers global sourcing, product
innovation and national scale combined with local service and deep category expertise.
Bunzl Canada Inc. is a division of Bunzl Distribution
USA, LLC., headquartered in St. Louis, MO. It is the
largest division of London-based Bunzl plc, an international distribution and outsourcing
group. The company has more than 100 distribution centers throughout the U.S., Canada,
Mexico and the Caribbean.
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

Ask any industry leader...

Michael J. Hawkins, Inc.

Over 25 Different
ENVIRONMENTALLY FRIENDLY

Cleaning Products

Consultants in Jansan Talent Acquisition
Phosphate

Connecting The
Perfect Client
With The Perfect
Candidate
Anthony Trombetta
atrombetta@mjhawkinsinc.com

Michael J. Hawkins, CFSP
mikehawkins@mjhawkinsinc.com

www.mjhawkinsinc.com
F.C. Meyer Packaging
Sales Representative
Strong, direct domestic manufacturer
of Paperboard Packaging, with a great
growing line of Take Out Packaging,
both stock and custom, is looking for a
self-motivated producer who has the relationships to bring this product offering, that is prime for being on the
leading edge of sustainability, to the
next level.
Salary, expenses, car and a lucrative
non-capped commission program.
Travel required.

Send News Of Your Company To

drankin@consolidated.net
MAINTENANCE SALES NEWS
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Chlorine

Visit us at www.meterpak.com for our
complete line of products. For
additional information, please email
us, meterpak@bellnet.ca or give us a
call at (905) 624-0366.

80 Years Of Jansan Experience

1-847-705-5400

and

Free Automatic Dishwash Detergent,
many types of Laundry Products, Hard
Surface Cleaners, Disinfectants and
Deodorizers, and Specialty Products.
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Destroy Snow and Ice... Nothing Else
Does Not Contain Harmful Calcium or Magnesium Chloride

Effective to -8˚F/-22˚C

Effective
fective to -20˚F/-32˚C

Safer Choice Approved
Meets U.S. EPA Safer Product Standards
epa.gov/saferchoice

Nonfood Compounds Program Listed
Superior Sno-N-Ice C1 131490
Premiere Ice Melter C1 131489

Industries

®

For information, please call 1.800.453.4931 or visit www.cpindustries.com
Visit Us At ISSA Booth #2640

